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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

United States Vatent and TrademarkOfficeAddress: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS
P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450www.uspto.g:

APPLICATION NO. ISSUE DATE PATENT NO. ATTORNEY DOCKETNO. CONFIRMATION NO.

 
13/366,197 08/26/2014 8817984 47583.3 5655

27683 7590 08/06/2014

HAYNES AND BOONE, LLP
IP Section

2323 Victory Avenue
Suite 700

Dallas, TX 75219

ISSUE NOTIFICATION

The projected patent numberandissue date are specified above.

Determination of Patent Term Adjustment under 35 U.S.C. 154 (b)
(application filed on or after May 29, 2000)

The Patent Term Adjustment is 187 day(s). Any patent to issue from the above-identified application will
include an indication of the adjustment on the front page.

If a Continued Prosecution Application (CPA) wasfiled in the above-identified application, the filing date that
determines Patent Term Adjustmentis the filing date of the most recent CPA.

Applicant will be able to obtain more detailed information by accessing the Patent Application Information
Retrieval (PAIR) WEBsite (http://pair-uspto. gov).

Any questions regarding the Patent Term Extension or Adjustment determination should be directed to the
Office of Patent Legal Administration at (571)-272-7702. Questions relating to issue and publication fee
payments should be directed to the Application Assistance Unit (AAU) of the Office of Data Management
(ODM)at (571)-272-4200.

APPLICANT(s)(Please see PAIR WEBsite http://pair.uspto.gov for additional applicants):

Paul Timothy Miller, Irvine, CA;
George Allen Tuvell, Thompson's Station, TN;

The United States represents the largest, most dynamic marketplace in the world andis an unparalleled location
for business investment, innovation, and commercialization of new technologies. The USA offers tremendous
resources and advantages for those who invest and manufacture goods here. Through SelectUSA, our nation
worksto encourage andfacilitate business investment. To learn more about why the USAis the best country in
the world to develop technology, manufacture products, and grow your business, visit SelectUSA.gov.
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Receipt date: 02/03/2012 13366197 - GAU: 2493

  
 

  
 
 

 
  
  

 

  

 

In place of U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
PTO-1449 PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE
Form

 

 

 

Complete if Known

Application Number Herewith

Hetewit

Paul Miller

Not yet assigned
Notyet assigned
47583.3

U. S. PATENT DOCUMENTS

 INFORMATION DISCLOSURE

STATEMENT BY APPLICANT
(use as many sheets as necessary}

Initials No. MM-DD-VYYY

aorironanres|oor[ore
Tepraaee62]05-15-2008"|On€isenSSCS
IfaarnorissesaT|05-1220[evental
|aaronaaraaar|F0-02-2008 thomas, eta
Co|8aooninararetat|08-18-2007|Thomas,eal
8aeons05-31-2007|Thomas, etal 200770124801

Change(s) appred
to documeft,__|®|20tomeza8204ki|00-10-2010|Graig S. Etchegoyen

pa|9|s008iTas7SAT05-28-2008[RicB.RichardsonSOS
/MV-O/\——~|ao[7.987.467820508-2011 Tioy P. Barber
5/30/201f|788087208-12-2008|Timothy. Barber

RsnsGnQO
PS
DRSG
Re
nssO

FOREIGN PATENT DOCUMENTS

Examiner's Cite Foreign Patent Publication Date Patentee or Applicant of Cited Transiation
Initials No. Document MM-DD-YYYY Document vinCountry Code — Number - Kind

 
NON-PATENT LITERATURE DOCUMENTS

Examiner's Cite Include name of the author (in CAPITAL LETTERS),title of the article,title of the item, date, page(s), volume-
Initials No issue number(s), publisher, city/country where published

  Examiner Ie Let Date ngneions

EXAMINER:Initial if reference considered, whether or not citation is in conformance with MPEP 609. Draw line throughcitationif not
in conformance and not considered. Include a copy of this form with next communication to applicant.

0990266.1 Customer No. 000027683

Page HEROREFERENCES CONSIDERED EXCEPT WHERE LINED THRQOGGH. /D.H/
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PARTB - FEE(S) TRANSMITTAL

Complete and sendthis form, together with applicable fcec(s), to: Mail Mail Stop ISSUE FEE
Commissioner for Patents
P.O. Box 1450
Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450

or Fax (571)-273-2885

INSTRUCTIONS: This form should be used for transmiltng the ISSUE FEE and PUBLICATION FEG (if required). Blocks 1 through 5 should be completed where
appropriate. All further correspondence including the Patent, advance orders and notification of maintenance fees will be mailed to the current correspondence address as
indicated unless corrected below or directed otherwise in Block 1, by (a) specifying a new correspondence address; and/or (b) indicating a separate "FEB ADDRESS"formaintenance fee notifications.

 

 

Note: A certificate of mailing can only be used for domestic mailings of the
. Fee(s) Transmittal, This certificate cannot be used for any other accompanying

CURRENT CORRESPONDENCE ADDRESS (Note: Use Block | for any change of address) apers. Rach additional paper, such as an assignment or formal drawing, mustpave its owa certificate of mailing or transmission.
Certificate of Mailing or Transmission

27683 7590 bale L201 T hereby certify that this Fee(s) Transmittal is being deposited with the UnitedHAYNES AND BOONE, LLP Slates Postal ervice with sufficient postage for frst class mail in an envelope
IP Secti addressed to the Mail Stop ISSUE FEE address above, or being facsinnieeerpon transmitted to the USPTO (571) 273-2885,on the date indicated below.
2323 Victory Avenue
Suite 700

Dallas, TX 75219 CinfhEo Foe!
July 21, 2014viaEFS Web

Pia §. Kamath (Depositor’s name} 
APPLICATIONNO, FILING DATE FIRST NAMED INVENTOR ATTORNEY DOCKET NO. CONFIRMATION NO.

13/366, 197 02/03/2012 . Paul Timothy Miller 47583.3 $655
TITLE OF INVENTION: CRYPTOGRAPHIC SECURITY FUNCTIONS BASED ON ANTICIPATED CHANGES IN DYNAMIC MINUTIAE

 APPLN. TYPE ENTITY STATUS ISSUE FEB DUE PUBLICATION FEE DUE|PREV, PAID ISSUE FEE TOTAL, FER(S) DUR DATE DUE

nonprovisional SMALL $480 30 $0 $480 07/21/2014

110, DAO Q 2497 380-255000

2. Forprinting on the patent front page, list
(1) The namesof up to 3 registered palent attorneys
or agents OR,alternatively,
(2) The name of a single firm (having as a membera Bo
registered attorney or agent) and the names of up to
2 registered patent attorneys or agents. Ifnonameis 4
listed, no name will be printed. ~

1. Change of correspondence address orindication of "Fee Address" (37
CFR 1.363).

LL} Change of correspondence address (or Change of CorrespondenceAddress form PTOVSB/122) attached.

LY "tee Address" indication (or "Fee Address" Indication form
PTO/SB/47; Rev 03-02 or more recent) atlached, Use of a Customer
Numberis required.

| Haynes and Boone, LLP
 

  
3. ASSIGNEE NAME AND RESIDENCE DATA TO BE PRINTED ON THE PATENT (print or type)

PLEASE NOTE: Unless an assignee is identified below, no assignee data will appear on the patent. If an assignee is identified below, the document has been filed for
recordation as sel forth in 37 CFR 3.11, Completionof lhis form is NOT a substitute for filing an assignment.

 

(A) NAME OF ASSIGNEE (3) RESIDENCE; (CITY and STATE OR COUNTRY)

MSIGNIA,Inc. irvine, California

Please check the appropriate assignee category or categories (will not be printed on the patent): Clindividuat 2 Corporation or other private group entity (2) Government

da. The following fee(s) are submitted: 4b, Payment of Fee(s): (Please first reapply uny previously puid issue fee shown above)
I) Issue Fee C4 A cheek is enclosed.

Ed Publication Fee (No smail entily discount permitted) gy Payment bycredit card, Form PTO-2038is allached,
LJ Advance Order - # ofCopies tad The Directoris hereby authorized to charge the required fee(s), any deficiency, or credits any

overpayment, to Deposit Account Number (enclose an extra copy ofthis form).

5, Change in Entity Status (fromstatus indicated above)
Ly Applicant certifying micro entity status. See 37 CFR 1.29 NOTE:Absenta valid certification of Micro Entity Status (see forms PTO/SB/15A and 158), issue

fes payment in the micro entity amount will not be accepted at the risk of application abandonment.
| Applicant asserting small enlity status. See 37 CFR 1.27 NOTE:If he application was previously under micro entity status, checking this box will be taken

to be a notification of loss of entitlement to micro entity status.
| Applicant changing to regular undiscounted fee status. NOTE:Checkingthis box will be taken to be a notification of loss ofentitlement to small or micro

entity status, as applicable.
NOTE:This form must be signed in accordance with 37 CPR 1.31 and 1.33. See 37 CPR14 forsignature requirements and certifications.

Aulhorized Signature LakaBurnfo Date july 21, 2014
 

 

 
 Typed orprinted name _David Bowls oe Registration No. 39,915

PTOL-85 Part B (19-13 ved for use through 10/31/2013. OMB 0651-0033 U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPART? GE COMMERCEage of367 "YAI013
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Electronic Patent Application Fee Transmittal

CRYPTOGRAPHIC SECURITY FUNCTIONS BASED ON ANTICIPATED CHANGES

Title of Invention: IN DYNAMIC MINUTIAE

en

Utility under 35 USC 111(a) Filing Fees

Sub-Total in

USD(S$)
Description Fee Code Quantity

Basic Filing:

Miscellaneous-Filing:

Patent-Appeals-and-Interference:

Post-Allowance-and-Post-Issuance:

1 0 0Publ. Fee- Early, Voluntary, or Normal
0
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Extension-of-Time:

Miscellaneous:

Total in USD($) 

Page 5 of 207 1A1013
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Electronic AcknowledgementReceipt

ee

 secinee

CRYPTOGRAPHIC SECURITY FUNCTIONS BASED ON ANTICIPATED CHANGES

Title of Invention: IN DYNAMIC MINUTIAE

ee

Paymentinformation:

 
Submitted with Payment yes

Payment Type Credit Card

RAM confirmation Number 648

Deposit Account 081394

Authorized User BOWLS, DAVID B.

TheDirector of the USPTO is hereby authorized to charge indicated fees and credit any overpaymentas follows:

Charge any Additional Fees required under 37 C.F.R. Section 1.16 (National application filing, search, and examination fees)

ional Fees required under 37 C.F.R. Section 1.17 (Patent application and reexamination processing ice
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Charge any Additional Fees required under 37 C.F.R. Section 1.19 (Document supply fees)

Charge any Additional Fees required under 37 C.F.R. Section 1.20 (Post Issuance fees)

Charge any Additional Fees required under 37 C.F.R. Section 1.21 (Miscellaneous fees and charges)

File Listing:

Document gs File Size(Bytes)/ Multi Pages

Issue Fee Payment (PTO-85B) IssueFeeTransmittal.pdf b07398dcafae7441 8905 938f28500863f30
eféd

Information:

Fee Worksheet (SB06) fee-info.pdf
b37addb62c032b621 e5fd67cafb6363cb39

348e6

Information:

This AcknowledgementReceipt evidences receipt on the noted date by the USPTOofthe indicated documents,
characterized by the applicant, and including page counts, where applicable.It serves as evidence of receipt similar to a
Post Card, as described in MPEP 503.

New Applications Under 35 U.S.C. 111
If a new application is being filed and the application includes the necessary componentsfora filing date (see 37 CFR
1.53(b)-(d) and MPEP 506), a Filing Receipt (37 CFR 1.54) will be issued in due course and the date shownonthis
AcknowledgementReceiptwill establish thefiling date of the application.

National Stage of an International Application under 35 U.S.C. 371
If a timely submission to enter the national stage of an international application is compliant with the conditions of 35
U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT/DO/EO/903indicating acceptanceof the application as a
national stage submission under 35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt, in due course.

New International Application Filed with the USPTO as a Receiving Office
If a new internationalapplication is being filed and the international application includes the necessary components for
an internationalfiling date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 1810), a Notification of the International Application Number
and of the International Filing Date (Form PCT/RO/105)will be issued in due course, subject to prescriptions concerning
nationalsecurity, and the date shownon this AcknowledgementReceiptwill establish the internationalfiling date of
the application.

 
Page 7 of 207 1A1013
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
United States Patent and Trademark Office
Address: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS

P.O. Box 1450
Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450
www.uspto.gov

 
NOTICE OF ALLOWANCE AND FEE(S) DUE

HAYNES AND BOONE, LLP HO, DAO Q
IP Section

2323 Victory Avenue
Suite 700 2497
Dallas, TX 75219 DATE MAILED:04/21/2014

 
   

13/366,197 02/03/2012 Paul Timothy Miller 47583.3 5655
TITLE OF INVENTION: CRYPTOGRAPHIC SECURITY FUNCTIONS BASED ON ANTICIPATED CHANGES IN DYNAMIC MINUTIAE

APPLN. TYPE ENTITY STATUS ISSUE FEE DUE PUBLICATION FEE DUE|PREV. PAID ISSUE FEE TOTAL FEE(S) DUE DATE DUE

$0 $0nonprovisional SMALL $480 $480 07/21/2014

THE APPLICATION IDENTIFIED ABOVE HAS BEEN EXAMINED AND IS ALLOWED FOR ISSUANCE AS A PATENT.
PROSECUTION ON THE MERITS IS CLOSED. THIS NOTICE OF ALLOWANCEIS NOT A GRANT OF PATENT RIGHTS.

THIS APPLICATION IS SUBJECT TO WITHDRAWAL FROM ISSUE AT THE INITIATIVE OF THE OFFICE OR UPON
PETITION BY THE APPLICANT. SEE 37 CFR 1.313 AND MPEP 1308.

THE ISSUE FEE AND PUBLICATION FEE (IF REQUIRED) MUST BE PAID WITHIN THREE MONTHS FROM THE
MAILING DATE OF THIS NOTICE OR THIS APPLICATION SHALL BE REGARDED AS ABANDONED. THIS
STATUTORY PERIOD CANNOT BE EXTENDED. SEE 35 U.S.C. 151. THE ISSUE FEE DUE INDICATED ABOVE DOES
NOT REFLECT A CREDIT FOR ANY PREVIOUSLY PAID ISSUE FEE IN THIS APPLICATION. IF AN ISSUE FEE HAS

PREVIOUSLY BEEN PAID IN THIS APPLICATION (AS SHOWN ABOVE), THE RETURN OF PART B OF THIS FORM
WILL BE CONSIDERED A REQUEST TO REAPPLY THE PREVIOUSLY PAID ISSUE FEE TOWARD THE ISSUE FEE NOW
DUE.

HOW TO REPLYTO THIS NOTICE:

I. Review the ENTITY STATUSshownabove.If the ENTITY STATUSis shown as SMALL or MICRO,verify whether entitlement to that
entity status still applies.

If the ENTITY STATUSis the same as shown above, pay the TOTAL FEE(S) DUE shown above.

If the ENTITY STATUSis changed from that shown above, on PART B - FEE(S) TRANSMITTAL,complete section number5 titled
"Change in Entity Status (from status indicated above)".

For purposes of this notice, small entity fees are 1/2 the amount of undiscounted fees, and micro entity fees are 1/2 the amountof small entity
fees.

II. PART B - FEE(S) TRANSMITTAL,orits equivalent, must be completed and returned to the United States Patent and Trademark Office
(USPTO) with your ISSUE FEE and PUBLICATION FEE(if required). If you are charging the fee(s) to your deposit account, section "4b"
of Part B - Fee(s) Transmittal should be completed and an extra copy of the form should be submitted. If an equivalent of Part B isfiled, a
request to reapply a previously paid issue fee must be clearly made, and delays in processing may occur due to the difficulty in recognizing
the paper as an equivalentof Part B.

IH. All communications regarding this application must give the application number. Please direct all communications prior to issuance to
Mail Stop ISSUE FEE unless advisedto the contrary.

IMPORTANT REMINDER: Utility patents issuing on applications filed on or after Dec. 12, 1980 may require payment of
maintenancefees. It is patentee's responsibility to ensure timely payment of maintenance fees when due.

Page | of 3
PTOL-85 (RevDABS 8 of 207 TA1013
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PART B - FEE(S) TRANSMITTAL

Complete and send this form, together with applicable fee(s), to: Mail Mail Stop ISSUE FEE
Commissioner for Patents
P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450
or Fax (571)-273-2885

INSTRUCTIONS: This form should be used for transmitting the ISSUE FEE and PUBLICATION FEE(if required). Blocks 1 through 5 should be completed where
appropriate. All further correspondence including the Patent, advance orders and notification of maintenance fees will be mailed to the current correspondence address as
indicated unless corrected below or directed otherwise in Block 1, by (a) specifying a new correspondence address; and/or (b) indicating a separate "FEE ADDRESS"formaintenance fee notifications.

 

Note: A certificate of mailing can only be used for domestic mailings of the
Fee(s) Transmittal. This certificate cannot be used for any other accompanying

CURRENT CORRESPONDENCE ADDRESS(Note: Use Block 1 for any changeof address) apers. Each additional paper, such as an assignment or formal drawing, must
have its own certificate of mailing or transmission.

Certificate of Mailing or Transmission
27683 7590 04/2 1/2014 I hereby certify that this Fee(s) Transmittal is being deposited with the United

HAYNES AND BOONE, LLP States Postal Service with sufficient postage for first class mail in an envelope
>

IP Secti addressed to the Mail Stop ISSUE FEE address above, or being facsimileec 1on transmitted to the USPTO (571) 273-2885, on the date indicated below.
2323 Victory Avenue
Suite 700 (Depositor's name)
Dallas, TX 75219 (Signature)

(ate) 
 
  APPLICATION NO. FILING DATE FIRST NAMED INVENTOR ATTORNEY DOCKETNO. CONFIRMATION NO.

13/366,197 02/03/2012 Paul Timothy Miller 47583.3 5655
TITLE OF INVENTION: CRYPTOGRAPHIC SECURITY FUNCTIONS BASED ON ANTICIPATED CHANGES IN DYNAMIC MINUTIAE

 

APPLN. TYPE ENTITY STATUS ISSUE FEE DUE PUBLICATION FEE DUE|PREV. PAID ISSUE FEE TOTAL FEE(S) DUE DATE DUE

$0 $0nonprovisional SMALL $480 $480 07/21/2014

HO, DAO Q 2497 380-255000

1. Change of correspondence addressor indication of "Fee Address" (37
CFR 1.363).

LI Change of correspondence address (or Change of Correspondence
Address form PTO/SB/122) attached.

LI "Fee Address" indication (or "Fee Address” Indication form
PTO/SB/47; Rev 03-02 or more recent) attached. Use of a Customer
Numberis required.

2. For printing on the patent front page,list  
(1) The namesofup to 3 registered patent attorneys
or agents OR,alternatively,  
(2) The nameofa single firm (having as a member a 2
registered attorney or agent) and the namesof up to
2 registered patent attorneys or agents. If nonameis 43
listed, no namewill be printed.

   
3. ASSIGNEE NAME AND RESIDENCE DATA TO BE PRINTED ON THE PATENT(printor type)

PLEASE NOTE: Unless an assignee is identified below, no assignee data will appear on the patent. If an assignee is identified below, the document has been filed for
recordation as set forth in 37 CFR 3.11. Completion of this form is NOT a substitute for filing an assignment.

(A) NAMEOF ASSIGNEE (B) RESIDENCE:(CITY and STATE OR COUNTRY)

Please check the appropriate assignee category or categories (will not be printed on the patent) : LV individual LJ Corporation or other private group entity (J Government

4a. The following fee(s) are submitted: 4b. Paymentof Fee(s): (Please first reapply any previously paid issue fee shown above)
LI Issue Fee LIA checkis enclosed.

_] Publication Fee (No small entity discount permitted) Lj Paymentby credit card. Form PTO-2038 is attached.
LT Advance Order - # of Copies [_J The Directoris hereby authorized to charge the required fee(s), any deficiency, or credits any

overpayment, to Deposit Account Number (enclose an extra copy of this form).

5. Change in Entity Status (from status indicated above)

| Applicantcertifying micro entity status. See 37 CFR 1.29 NOTE:Absenta valid certification of Micro Entity Status (see forms PTO/SB/15A and 15B), issue
fee paymentin the micro entity amountwill not be accepted at the risk of application abandonment.

 

Lj Applicant asserting small entity status. See 37 CFR 1.27 NOTE:If the application was previously under micro entity status, checking this box will be taken
to be a notification ofloss of entitlement to micro entity status.

   
Lj Applicant changing to regular undiscounted fee status. NOTE: Checking this box will be taken to be a notification ofloss of entitlement to small or micro

entity status, as applicable.

NOTE:This form mustbe signed in accordance with 37 CFR 1.31 and 1.33. See 37 CFR 14 for signature requirements and certifications.

  

  

Authorized Signature Date

Typed or printed name Registration No.

Page 9 of 207 Page 2 of 3 IA1013
PTOL-85 Part B (10-13) Approved for use through 10/31/2013. OMB 0651-0033 U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
United States Patent and Trademark Office
Address: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS

P.O. Box 1450
Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450
www.uspto.gov

APPLICATION NO. FILING DATE FIRST NAMED INVENTOR ATTORNEY DOCKETNO. CONFIRMATION NO.

 
 
   

13/366,197 02/03/2012 Paul Timothy Miller 47583.3 5655

HAYNES AND BOONE, LLP HO, DAO Q
IP Section

2323 Victory Avenue
Suite 700 2497
Dallas, TX 75219 DATE MAILED:04/21/2014

Determination of Patent Term Adjustment under 35 U.S.C. 154 (b)
(application filed on or after May 29, 2000)

The Patent Term Adjustment to date is 187 day(s). If the issue fee is paid on the date that is three months after the
mailing date of this notice and the patent issues on the Tuesday before the date that is 28 weeks (six and a half
months) after the mailing date of this notice, the Patent Term Adjustment will be 187 day(s).

If a Continued Prosecution Application (CPA) was filed in the above-identified application, the filing date that
determines Patent Term Adjustmentis the filing date of the most recent CPA.

Applicant will be able to obtain more detailed information by accessing the Patent Application Information Retrieval
(PAIR) WEBsite (http://pair-uspto.gov).

Any questions regarding the Patent Term Extension or Adjustment determination should be directed to the Office of
Patent Legal Administration at (571)-272-7702. Questions relating to issue and publication fee payments should be
directed to the Customer Service Center of the Office of Patent Publication at 1-(888)-786-0101 or (571)-272-4200.

Page 3 of 3

Page 10 of 207 =“ 1A1013PTOL-85 (Rev.
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OMB Clearance and PRA Burden Statement for PTOL-85 Part B

The Paperwork Reduction Act (PRA) of 1995 requires Federal agencies to obtain Office of Management and
Budget approval before requesting most types of information from the public. When OMB approves an agency
request to collect information from the public, OMB (i) provides a valid OMB Control Number and expiration
date for the agency to display on the instrument that will be used to collect the information and (ii) requires the
agency to inform the public about the OMB Control Number’s legal significance in accordance with 5 CFR
1320.5(b).

The information collected by PTOL-85 Part B is required by 37 CFR 1.311. The information is required to obtain
or retain a benefit by the public whichis to file (and by the USPTO to process) an application. Confidentiality is
governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.14. This collection is estimated to take 12 minutes to complete,
including gathering, preparing, and submitting the completed application form to the USPTO. Time will vary
depending upon the individual case. Any comments on the amount of time you require to complete this form
and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief Information Officer, U.S. Patent and
Trademark Office, U.S. Department of Commerce, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450. DO NOT
SEND FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box

1450, Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450. Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to
respondto a collection of information unlessit displays a valid OMB control number.

Privacy Act Statement

The Privacy Act of 1974 (P.L. 93-579) requires that you be given certain information in connection with your
submission of the attached form related to a patent application or patent. Accordingly, pursuant to the
requirements of the Act, please be advised that: (1) the general authority for the collection of this informationis
35 U.S.C. 2(b)(2); (2) furnishing of the informationsolicited is voluntary; and (3) the principal purpose for which
the information is used by the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office is to process and/or examine your submission
related to a patent application or patent. If you do not furnish the requested information, the U.S. Patent and
Trademark Office may not be able to process and/or examine your submission, which mayresult in termination of
proceedings or abandonmentof the application or expiration of the patent.

The information provided by youin this form will be subject to the following routine uses:
1. The information on this form will be treated confidentially to the extent allowed under the Freedom of

Information Act (5 U.S.C. 552) and the Privacy Act (5 U.S.C 552a). Records from this system of records
may be disclosed to the Department of Justice to determine whether disclosure of these records is required
by the Freedom of Information Act.

2. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, in the course of presenting evidence
to a court, magistrate, or administrative tribunal, including disclosures to opposing counsel in the course of
settlement negotiations.

3. A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Member of Congress submitting a
request involving an individual, to whom the record pertains, when the individual has requested assistance
from the Memberwith respect to the subject matter of the record.

4. A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a contractor of the Agency having
need for the information in order to perform a contract. Recipients of information shall be required to
comply with the requirements of the Privacy Act of 1974, as amended, pursuant to 5 U.S.C. 552a(m).

5. A record related to an International Application filed under the Patent Cooperation Treaty in this system of
records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the International Bureau of the World Intellectual Property
Organization, pursuant to the Patent Cooperation Treaty.

6. A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to another federal agency for purposes
of National Security review (35 U.S.C. 181) and for review pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act (42 U.S.C.
218(c)).

7. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the Administrator, General
Services, or his/her designee, during an inspection of records conducted by GSA as part of that agency's
responsibility to recommend improvements in records managementpractices and programs, under authority
of 44 U.S.C. 2904 and 2906. Such disclosure shall be made in accordance with the GSA regulations
governing inspection of records for this purpose, and any other relevant (i.e., GSA or Commerce) directive.
Such disclosure shall not be used to make determinations about individuals.

8. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the public after either publication
of the application pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 122(b) or issuance of a patent pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 151. Further, a
record may be disclosed, subject to the limitations of 37 CFR 1.14, as a routine use, to the public if the
record was filed in an application which became abandoned or in which the proceedings were terminated
and which application is referenced by either a published application, an application open to public
inspection or an issued patent.

9. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Federal, State, or local law

eptorcemeut agency, if the USPTO becomesaware ofa violation or potential violation of law or regulation.Page 11 of 207 TA1013
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Application No. Applicant(s)
13/366,197 MILLER ET AL.

. aye i i AIA (First Inventor to
Notice of Allowability aan eoynit File) Status

No

-- The MAILING DATEof this communication appears on the cover sheet with the correspondence address--
All claims being allowable, PROSECUTION ON THE MERITS IS (OR REMAINS) CLOSEDin this application. If not included
herewith (or previously mailed), a Notice of Allowance (PTOL-85) or other appropriate communication will be mailed in due course. THIS
NOTICE OF ALLOWABILITY IS NOT A GRANTOF PATENT RIGHTS.This application is subject to withdrawal from issue atthe initiative
of the Office or upon petition by the applicant. See 37 CFR 1.313 and MPEP 1308.

1. KJ This communication is responsive to 01/06/2014.

LIA declaration(s)/affidavit(s) under 37 CFR 1.130(b) was/werefiled on

2. J An election was madeby the applicant in response to a restriction requirementset forth during the interview on ; the restriction
requirement and election have been incorporatedinto this action.

3. KJ The allowed claim(s) is/are 13-14, 16-25, 27-30, 32-34. As a result of the allowed claim(s), you maybeeligible to benefit from the
Patent Prosecution Highway program ata participating intellectual property office for the corresponding application. For more

information, please see htte-//Avww.uspto.gov/patents/init_ events/oph/index.ise or send an inquiry to PPHfeecdback@uspio.gov .

 

 
S$

   

4. 1] Acknowledgmentis madeof a claim for foreign priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119(a)-(d)or(f).

Certified copies:

a)OJ All b)[LJSome *c) (J Noneofthe:

1. [] Certified copies of the priority documents have been received.

2. [] Certified copies of the priority documents have been received in Application No.

3. [J Copiesof the certified copies of the priority documents have been receivedin this national stage application from the

International Bureau (PCT Rule 17.2(a)).

“ Certified copies not received:

Applicant has THREE MONTHS FROM THE “MAILING DATE?”of this communicationto file a reply complying with the requirements
noted below. Failure to timely comply will result in ABANDONMENTofthis application.
THIS THREE-MONTH PERIODIS NOT EXTENDABLE.

5. L] CORRECTED DRAWINGS( as “replacement sheets”) must be submitted.

(1 including changes required by the attached Examiner's Amendment / Commentorin the Office action of
Paper No./Mail Date .

Identifying indicia such as the application number (see 37 CFR 1.84(c)) should be written on the drawingsin the front (not the back) of
each sheet. Replacement sheet(s) should be labeled as suchin the header according to 37 CFR 1.121(d).

6. [] DEPOSIT OF and/or INFORMATIONaboutthe deposit of BOLOGICAL MATERIAL must be submitted. Note the
attached Examiner’s comment regarding REQUIREMENT FOR THE DEPOSIT OF BIOLOGICAL MATERIAL.

Attachment(s)
1. [J Notice of References Cited (PTO-892) 5. K] Examiner's Amendment/Comment

2. [] Information Disclosure Statements (PTO/SB/08), 6. KJ] Examiner's Statement of Reasons for Allowance
Paper No./Mail Date

3. [] Examiner's Comment Regarding Requirement for Deposit 7. J Other .
of Biological Material

4. J Interview Summary (PTO-413),
Paper No./Mail Date 04/11/2014 .

/DAO HO/

Examiner, Art Unit 2497

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office

PTOL-37 (Rev. 08-13) Notice of Allowability Part of Paper No./Mail Date 20140416
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Application/Control Number: 13/366,197 Page 2

Art Unit: 2497

DETAILED ACTION

The present application is being examined underthe pre-AJAfirst to invent provisions.

Claim Rejections - 35 U.S.C.§112:

Applicants’ arguments with respect to 112 1° paragraph with rejection of claims 13-34

have been fully considered and are persuasive. The rejection of 112 1“ paragraph of claims 13-

34 have been withdrawn in view of the amendmentto claim.

Claim Rejections - 35 U.S.C.§101:

Applicants’ arguments with respect to claims 13-23 have been fully considered and are

persuasive. The rejection of 35 USC §101 regarding claims 13-23 have been withdrawn in view

of the amendmentto claim.

EXAMINER’S AMENDMENT

An examiner’s amendmentto the record appears below. Should the changes and/or

additions be unacceptable to applicant, an amendment maybefiled as provided by 37 CFR

1.312. To ensure consideration of such an amendment, it MUST be submitted no later than the

paymentofthe issuefee.

Authorization for this examiner’s amendment wasgiven in a telephone interview with

Attorney David Bowls on 04/11/2014.

The application has been amendedas follows:

13. (Currently amended) A computer implemented method comprising:

Page 13 of 207 1A1013
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Application/Control Number: 13/366,197 Page 3

Art Unit: 2497

selecting, by a hardware processor, a varying combination of minutia from a plurality of

minutia types including software minutia of a device being challenged:, wherein selecting

comprises choosing the selection of minutia to be a triplet of computer minutia types including a

hardware minutia H, a firmware minutia F, and a software minutia S. 

forming, by the hardware processor, a challenge that conveys enough information for the

device being challenged to compute an actual response based on the selection of minutia from

the plurality of device minutia types;

computing, by the hardware processor, a plurality of pre-processed responsespossible, if

the challenged deviceis valid, to receive from the challenged device such that the plurality of

pre-processed responsesanticipates acceptable changeson the challenged device to values of the

selection of minutia from the plurality of device minutia types;

sending, by the hardware processor, the challenge to the challenged device;

receiving, by the hardware processor, the actual response to the challenge from the

challenged device;

comparing, by the hardware processor, the actual response to the pre-processed

responses for a match; and

based on whetheror not a match was found, validating, by the hardware processor, the

challenged device as identified by the values of the selection of minutia indicated by the pre-

processed response that matchesthe actual response.

Claim 15. (Cancelled)
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Application/Control Number: 13/366,197 Page 4

Art Unit: 2497

24. (Currently amended) A system comprising a server configured to communicate with a

device, wherein:

the server selects a varying combination of minutia from a plurality of minutia types

inchidinesoftwareminutieofthedevices, wherein the combination of minutia is a triplet

including a hardware minutia H,a firmware minutia F, and a software minutia S of the device;

the server forms a challenge that conveys enough information for the device to compute

an actual response based onthe selection of minutia from the plurality of device minutia types;

the server computes a plurality of pre-processed responsespossible, if the challenged

device is valid, to receive from the challenged device such that the plurality of pre-processed

responses anticipates acceptable changes on the challenged device to values of the selection of

minutia from the plurality of device minutia types;

the server sends the challenge to the device;

the server receives the actual response to the challenge from the device;

the server compares the actual response to the pre-processed responses for a match; and

based on whether or not a match was found,the server validates the device as identified

by the values of the selection of minutia indicated by the pre-processed response that matches the

actual response.

26. (Cancelled)
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30. (Currently amended) A computer program product comprising a non-transitory

computer readable medium having computer readable and executable code for instructing a

hardware processor to perform a method, the method comprising:

selecting, by the hardware processor, a varying combination of minutia from a plurality

of minutia types+nelidinesefevare-minutiaofadevicebene-chatensed:, wherein the plurality

of types of computer minutia including hardware minutia H, firmware minutia F, and a software

minutia S;

forming, by the hardware processor, a challenge that conveys enough information for the

device being challenged to compute an actual response based on the selection of minutia from

the plurality of device minutia types;

computing, by the hardware processor, a plurality of pro-processed responsespossible if

the challenged deviceis valid, to receive from the challenge device such that the plurality of pre-

processed responsesanticipates acceptable changes on the challenged device to values of the

selection of minutia from the plurality of device minutia types;

sending, by the hardware processor, the challenge to the challenged device;

receiving, by the hardwareprocessor, the actual response to the challenge from the

challenged device;

comparing, by the hardware processor, the actual response to the pre-processed responses

for a match; and

based on whetheror not a match was found, validating, by the hardware processor, the

challenged device as identified by the values of the selection of minutia indicated by the pre-
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processed response that matchesthe actual response.

31. (Cancelled)

Allowable Subject Matter

Claims 13-14, 16-25, 27-30 and 32-34 are allowed.

The following is an examiner’s statement of reasons for allowance:

Independent Claim(s) 13, 24, 30 and their respective dependent claimsare allowable

over prior arts since the prior arts taken individually or in combination fails to particular

discloses, fairly suggest or render obviousthe followingitalic limitations:

In claim(s) 13, 24 and 30:

“selecting, by the hardware processor, a varying combination ofminutia from a plurality

ofminutia types, wherein selecting the types ofminutia from a plurality of types of computer

minutia including hardware minutia H, firmware minutia F, and a software minutia S.” in

combination with other limitations recited as specified in the independentclaim(s).

Any comments considered necessary by applicant must be submitted no later than the

paymentof the issue fee and, to avoid processing delays, should preferably accompanythe issue

fee. Such submissions should be clearly labeled “(Comments on Statement of Reasonsfor

Allowance.”
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Conclusion

Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

examiner should be directed to DAO HO whosetelephone numberis (571) 270-5998. The

examiner can normally be reached on Mondaythru Thursday 8:00am - 6:00pm EST.

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner’s

supervisor, HADI ARMOUCHEcanbereached on (571) 270-3618. The fax phone numberfor

the organization where this application or proceeding is assigned is 571-273-8300.

Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the Patent

Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for published applications

maybe obtained from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR. Status information for unpublished

applications is available through Private PAIR only. For more information about the PAIR

system, see http://pair-direct.uspto.gov. Should you have questions on accessto the Private PAIR

system, contact the Electronic Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197 (toll-free). If you would

like assistance from a USPTO Customer Service Representative or access to the automated

information system, call 800-786-9199 (IN USA OR CANADA)or 571-272-1000.

/DAO HO/

Examiner, Art Unit 2497
04/16/2014

/PRAMILA PARTHASARATHY/

Primary Examiner, Art Unit 2497
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Application No. Applicant(s)

 . a: . 13/366,197 MILLER ETAL.
Examiner-Initiated Interview Summary _ _

Examiner Art Unit

DAO HO 2497 

All participants (applicant, applicant's representative, PTO personnel):

(1) DAOHO. (3).

(2) David Bowls. (4).

Date of Interview: 77 April 2014.

Type: [X] Telephonic [] Video Conference
[-] Personal [copy given to:(] applicant+([] applicant’s representative]

Exhibit shown or demonstration conducted: [] Yes L] No.
If Yes, brief description:

Issues Discussed [J101 [1112 [102 103 others
(For each of the checked box(es) above, please describe below the issue and detailed description of the discussion)

Claim(s) discussed: 13 and 15.

Identification of prior art discussed: Colella, Buffam, Spitzig et al..

Substanceof Interview
(For each issue discussed, provide a detailed description and indicate if agreement was reached. Some topics may include: identification or clarification of a
reference or a portion thereof, claim interpretation, proposed amendments, arguments of any applied referencesetc...)

The Applicant and The Examiner discussed the claims filed on 01/06/2014 over the prior art rejection. The Examiner
suggested to move depedent claim 15 into the independent claims for allowance. Agreement was reached.

Applicant recordation instructions: It is not necessary for applicant to provide a separate record of the substanceofinterview.

Examinerrecordation instructions: Examiners must summarize the substanceof any interview of record. A complete and proper recordation of
the substance of an interview should include the itemslisted in MPEP 713.04 for complete and proper recordation including the identification of the
general thrust of each argumentor issue discussed, a general indication of any other pertinent matters discussed regarding patentability and the
general results or outcomeofthe interview, to include an indication as to whether or not agreement was reached on the issues raised.

] Attachment
/DAO HO/

Examiner, Art Unit 2497

 
 

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office

PTOL-413B (Rev. 8/11/2010) Interview Summary Paper No. 20140416
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HAYNES AND BOONE, LLP

T8100 Yon Karman, Suite 750
Irvine. CA 92612

Tel: (949) 202-3000
FAX (949) 202-3001

  
IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

Applicant(s): Paul T. Miller, George A, Tuvell

Assignee: mSignia, Inc.

Title: CRYPTOGRAPHIC SECURITY FUNCTIONS BASED ON

ANTICIPATED CHANGES IN DYNAMIC MINUTIAE

Serial No.: 13/366,197 Filing Date: February 3, 2012

Examiner: Dao Q. Ho Group Art Unit: 2497

Docket No.: 47583.3 Confirmation No.: 5655

  
   

Irvine, California
January 6, 2014

Mail Stop Amendment
Commissioner for Patents

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

RESPONSE TO OFFICE ACTION

In response to the Office action mailed October 7, 2013, Applicants submit the

following amendments and remarks.

-l- Serial No, 13/366,197
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IN THE CLAIMS

The following are claims 1-34:

1-12. (Canceled)

13. (Currently amended) A computer implemented method comprising:

selecting, by a hardware processor, atteast-ene+ype a varying combination of minutia

from a plurality of minutia types including software minutia of a device being challenged;
forming, by the hardware processor, a challenge that conveys enough information for

the device being challenged to compute an actual response based on theselection of minutia

from the plurality of device minutia types:

computing, by the hardware processor, a plurality of pre-processed responses possible,

if the challenged device is valid, to receive from [[a]] the challenged valid device such that the

plurality of pre-processed responses anticipates acceptable changes on the challenged device

to values of the selection of minutia from the plurality of device minutia types;
 

 
 

sending, by the hardware processor, the challenge to the challenged device;

receiving, by the hardware processor, an the actual responseto the challenge from the

challenged device;

 
comparing, by the hardware processor, the actual response to the pre-processed

responses for a match; and

based on whether or not a match was found, validating, by the hardware processor, the

combinationof-the challenged device as identified by +withthe-actual values of the selection of

minutia ¢¢pes-indicated by the pre-processed response that matches the actual response.

-2- Serial No. 13/366,197
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14, (Original) The method of claim 13, wherein selecting further comprises:

choosing the selection of minutia from a plurality of minutia including hardware

minutia, firmware minutia, software minutia, geo-location data,calling app data, user secrets,

or biometric information.

15. (Original) The method of claim 13, wherein selecting further comprises:

choosing the selection of minutia to be a triplet of computer minutia types including a

hardware minutia H, a firmware minutia F, and a software minutia S.

16, (Original) The method ofclaim 13, further comprising:

choosing the selection of minutia according to a particular cataloging scheme of

minutia.

17, (Original) The method of claim 13, further comprising:

choosing the selection of minutia using expectations for changes to the current device

image.

18. (Original) The method of claim 13, further comprising:

choosing the selection of device minutia using knowledgeofall industry updates that

can occur on the device, whether or not actually occurring on the device.

19, (Original) The method of claim 13, further comprising:

choosing the selection of device minutia using knowledge of changesactually

occurring on the device, wherein:

changes actually occurring on the device are inferred from the pre-processed

responses, and

no information about actual values of the minutia currently on the deviceis carried by

the actual responseto the challenge.

20, (Original) The method of claim 13, wherein:

choosing the selection of device minutia includes choosingtriplets according to a

cataloging scheme that varies from one issuer of the challenge to another.

-3- Serial No. 13/366,197
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21, (Original) The method of claim 13, further comprising:

using knowledge of the current device image to choosethe selection of device

minutiae,

22. (Original) The method of claim 13, further comprising:

using the actual response to update knowledgeof the current device image.

23. (Original) The method of claim 13, wherein processing a range ofpossible

changes to a current device image further comprises:

pre-processing all possible responses from the device independently of receiving the

actual response from the device.

24. (Currently amended) A system comprising a server configured to communicate

with a device, wherein:

the server selects atleast-one+ype a varying combination of minutia from a plurality of

minutia types including software minutia of the device;

the server forms a challenge that conveys enough information for the device to

compute an actual response based on the selection of minutia from the plurality of device

minutia types;

the server computes a plurality of pre-processed responses possible, if the challenged

device is valid, to receive from [[a]] the challenged valid device such that the plurality of pre-

processed responses anticipates acceptable changes on the challenged device to values ofthe

selection of minutia from the plurality of device minutia types;

 
the server sends the challengeto the device:

the server receives an the actual responseto the challenge from the device:

] ; Lusi key

the-actualkeyis-computed_using:

-4- Serial No, 13/366,197
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the server compares the actual response to the pre-processed responses for a match;

and

based on whether or not a match was found, the server validatesthecembination-ef

the device as identified by with the-aetuat values of the selection of minutia indicated by the

pre-processed response that matches the actual response. types:

25. (Original) The system of claim 24, wherein:

the second cryptographic key is varied by varying the selected set of minutia.

26. (Original) The system of claim 24, wherein:

the set of minutiae is a triplet including a hardware minutia H, a firmware minutia F,

and a software minutia S.

27. (Original) The system of claim 24, wherein:

the server uses the actual response to update knowledge of the current device image

without decoding any information about the current device image from the actual response.

28. (Original) The system of claim 24, wherein:

the server pre-processesall possible responses from the device independently of

receiving the actual response from the device to calculate the plurality ofpre-processed

responses.

29, (Original) The system of claim 24, wherein:

the server uses knowledge of the current device imageto select the set of minutiae.

30. (Currently amended) A computer program product comprising a non-transitory

computer readable medium having computer readable and executable code forinstructing a

hardware processor to perform a method, the method comprising:

selecting, by the hardware processor, etteastenetype a varying combination of

minutia from a plurality of minutia types including software minutia of a device being

challenged:

-5- Serial No, 13/366,197
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forming, by the hardware processor, a challenge that conveys enough information for

the device being challenged to compute an actual response based on the selection of minutia

from the plurality of device minutia types;

computing, by the hardware processor, a plurality of pre-processed responses possible,

if the challenged device is valid, to receive from [[a]] the challenged valid device such that the

plurality of pre-processed responses anticipates acceptable changes on the challenged device

to values of the selection of minutia from the plurality of device minutia types;

 
sending, by the hardware processor, the challenge to the challenged device;

receiving, by the hardware processor, an the actual response to the challenge from the

challenged device;

 
comparing, by the hardware processor, the actual response to the pre-processed

responses for a match; and

based on whether or not a match was found, validating, by the hardware processor, the

combinationofthe challenged device as identified by with-the-aetual values of the selection of

minutia indicated by the pre-processed response that matches the actual response types.
 

31. (Original) The computer program product of claim 30, wherein the method

further comprises:

selecting the types of minutia from a plurality of types of computer minutia including

hardware minutia H, firmware minutia F, or software minutia S,

32. (Original) The computer program product of claim 30, wherein the method

further comprises:

selecting the types of minutia according to a particular cataloging scheme of minutia.

-6- Serial No. 13/366,197
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33. (Original) The computer program product of claim 30, wherein the method

further comprises:

selecting the types of minutia using knowledge ofall industry updates that can occur

on the device, whether or not any particular update actually has occurred on the device.

34. (Original) The computer program product of claim 30, wherein the method

further comprises:

selecting the types of minutia using expectations for changes to the current device

image.

-]- Serial No. 13/366,197
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REMARKS

Claims 1-34 were pending in the present application. Claims 1-12 were withdrawn

due to restriction/election and are hereby canceled without prejudice to their further

prosecution. Claims 13, 24, and 30 are amended. Accordingly, upon entry of this amendment

claims 13-34 will be pending.

Summary of the Office Action
 

Claims 13-34 were rejected under 35 U.S.C. 112, first paragraph,as failing to comply

with the enablement requirement.

Claims 13-23 were rejected under 35 U.S.C. 101 as being directed to non-statutory

subject matter.

Claims 13, 14, 16-25, 27-30, and 32-34 were rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being

unpatentable over U.S. Patent Application Publication 2007/0174206 to Colella (referred to as

“Colella”) in view of U.S. Patent 6,185,316 to Buffam (referred to as “Buffam”).

Claims 15, 26, and 31 were rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable

over Colella in view of Buffam, further in view of U.S. Patent Application Publication

2010/0027834 to Spitzig et al. (referred to as “Spitzig’’?).

Examiner Interview

Applicants wish to thank the Examinerfor the telephone interview conducted between

the Examiner and Applicants’ representative on December 12, 2013. The section 112 and

section 101 rejections were discussed and agreement was reached that proposed amendments

should overcome these rejections. The section 103 rejections were discussed, along with the

Colella, Buffam, and Spitzig references, and possible amendmentsto the claims. Applicants
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have amendedthe claims in light of the Examiner’s comments and suggestions. No further

agreement was reached with regard to the section 103 rejections.

Amendments to the Claims

Claims 13, 24, and 30 are amended, support for which can be foundin the figures

(e.g., Figure 2) and the specification as originally filed, for example, at page 8, lines 1-15:

Since the computer itself is uniquely identified, it represents a safer method of
identifying customers(e.g., users or subscribers). By forming cryptographic keys
which use minutia found on the computer, the computeritself (as defined byits
minutia) is validated, not a static key stored or intended to be stored only on the
computer. The discovery and copying of a single value (the secret key) is
significantly easier than the discovery and copying of a very large range of
computer minutia values. In addition, the writing of a single key in a computer’s
memory effectively counterfeits the uniqueness of a computer identified by a
single, static stored value. To counterfeit a dynamic key crypto-identified
computer, it would be necessary to intercept various methods to learn the minutiae
values of the computer, Several direct and related methods mayexist for learning
the value of a particular computer minutia; to effectively counterfeit the computer,
it may be that all methodsfor accessing all computer minutia values would need to
be intercepted and the fraudulent response returned. Furthermore, since the
dynamic key crypto system expects certain computer minutia values to change, a
successfully counterfeited computer would also need to ensure the fraudulent
computer minutia values change in an expected manner (emphasis added);

at page 20, lines 4-13:

Although it may be the case that certain combinations of hardware, firmware, and
software values may be incompatible (e.g., a particular software update might
require a particular firmware update) the example of Figure 2 assumesthat all
updates are independent sothat the total number of permutations of acceptable
device characteristic values for the particular computer 18 being challenged is the
product of the numberof acceptable possibilities for each component, Hx,Fy, Sz,
of the triplet Hx-Fy-Sz, or 1*9*20 = 180, as indicated at step 2007. The number
of acceptable permutations for a selected combination of minutia, then, can be
smaller than the numberofpossible permutation for the same triplet and
significantly smaller than the total number of permutations for all minutiae, as
shown by this example, e.g., 180 out ofpotentially millions ofpossible minutia
values and 180 out of the potentially infinite number of permutations as indicated
at step 2005 (emphasis added):
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at page 20, lines 20-21:

Selection of the particular combination of minutia (e.g., Hx, Fy, Sz for the
example of Figure 2) to be used for challenging a particular device may vary, not
only from computer 18 to computer 18 and service provider 14 to service provider
14, but, for example, each time the same computer 18 is challenged on behalf of
the same service provider 14. The intelligent minutia selection 114 may employ a
number of considerations in selecting the combination of minutia to be used for a
particular challenge of a particular computer 18 and service user 20. As shown
step 2010, intelligent selection of the combination of minutia (e.g., Hx, Fy, Sz for
the example) may be based on need for uniqueness, predictability .. . (emphasis
added);

at page 21, line 11-13:

intelligent minutia selection 114 process chooses the minutia nearly
randomly to widely and unpredictably sample various computer minutia
64 and secrets and biometric minutia 26 (emphasis added);

at page 22, lines 12-14:

Thus, the challenge cryptographically encodes enough information for the
computer 18 being challenged to determine which minutia should be used in
computing its actual response;

at page 11, lines 12-17:

Identification based on a hash from a subset of minutia taken from a very wide
range ofminutia found or collected by the computer including hardware, firmware,
software, user secrets, and user biometrics. The authentication can be performed
as an intelligent challenge and response which indexes minutiae and, when
compared to possible responses from anticipated minutiae, can ascertain minutia
changes without having to actually exchange the minutiae between the computer
and dynamic key crypto services (emphasis added):

at page 7, lines 3-5:

The dynamic key cryptography system according to one embodimentanticipates
changes to the minutia caused by updates and natural usage of the computer and
practically eliminates false negatives that block valid users from a network service
(emphasis added);

at page 10, lines 4-6:

To achieve fault tolerance over a possibly changing set of minutia, anticipated
changes to minutia and multiple subsets of minutia that provide back-up to any
single subset can be used (emphasis added);
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at page 11, lines 19-22:

the anticipated and expected changes to the minutia used including non-computer
factors such as user PIN entry, geo-location, and biometrics. Different minutia can
be intelligently chosen for the challenge to achieve a response that yields a higher
confidence score, increased computer uniqueness, multiple identity factors, and
particular minutia isolation (emphasis added);

at page 12, lines 18-25:

One embodiment uses a computer identity provider service to collect computer
minutia information from the industry and uses this data to anticipate possible
changes and permutations to minutiae on registered computers. By anticipating
changes in minutiae found on the hardware, firmware, and software elements of a
computer, embodiments are more fault-tolerant to natural changes in the computer.
In this manner, embodiments can anticipate changes to minutiae and, through a
challenge and response exchange between a computer and dynamic key crypto
service, synchronize changes to minutiae without actually exchanging the minutiae
between the computer and dynamic key crypto service (emphasis added);

and at page 22, line 29 through page 23, line 3:

Because every allowable response to a challenge is therefore known(e.g.,
computed at step 2030) before the challenge is sent to the computer 18, the actual
response that will be received from the computer 18 to the challenge may be
among the range of pre-processed acceptable responses (and therefore among the
acceptable changes) computed by the dynamic key crypto provider 10 that is
challenging the computer 18 (emphasis added).

Applicants submit that no new matter is added.

Rejections under 35 U.S.C. 112

Independent claims 13, 24, and 30 are amended in such a waythat the section 112

rejections have become moot. Therefore, Applicants respectfully request that the section 112

rejections to claims 13-34 be reconsidered and withdrawn.

Rejections under 35 U.S.C. 101

Independent claim 13 is amended to address the section 101 rejections, as discussed

during the Examiner interview. In addition to the method being limited to performance by a
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hardware processor, Applicants believe that claim 13 should also be regarded as being tied to

a machine or device, namely, the device being challenged. In light of the amendments,

Applicants believe that clams 13-23 should be considered as being directed to statutory

subject matter, and therefore, Applicants respectfully request that the section 101 rejections to

claims 13-23 be reconsidered and withdrawn,

Rejections under 35 U.S.C. 103

Claims 13, 14, 16-25, 27-30, and 32-34 were rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being

unpatentable over Colella in view of Buffam.

Applicants submit that no combination of Colella and Buffam either discloses or

suggests:

selecting ... a varying combination of minutia from a plurality of
device minutia types including software minutia of a device being
challenged;

forming .. . a challenge that conveys enough information for the
device being challenged to compute an actual response based on the
selection of minutia from the plurality of device minutia types;

computing .. . a plurality of pre-processed responses possible, if the
challenged device is valid, to receive from the challenged device such that
the plurality of pre-processed responses anticipates acceptable changes on
the challenged device to values of the selection of minutia from the
plurality of device minutia types;

sending ... the challenge to the challenged device;
receiving . . . the actual response to the challenge from the challenged

device;

comparing . . . the actual response to the pre-processed responsesfor a
match; and

based on whether or not a match was found,validating .. . the
challenged device as identified by values of the selection of minutia
indicated by the pre-processed response that matches the actual response
(emphasis added),

as recited by Applicants’ amended claim 13.

Colella teaches reliance on (as opposed to Applicants’ selecting) fingerprint minutia

(see, e.g., Abstract; paragraph [0037] “ESP distributes SILD fingerprint authentication devices
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to the participating banks. . . [e]Jach registered user is then provided with a SITD fingerprint

scanner’). Fingerprint minutia is only one type of minutia, namely features of a person’s

physical fingerprint, and, even if broadly considered as biological or biometric minutia,is still

only one type of minutia, and thus distinguishable from Applicants’ plurality of minutia types.

Moreover Applicants have further limited the plurality of minutia types to “device”

minutia types such as software of a device, which ts further distinguishable from biological

minutia such as finger print minutia.

In addition, because Colella uses only fingerprint minutia (a single type), there is no

variation in the type of minutia used, further distinguishing Colella from Applicants’

“selecting a varying combination of minutia from a plurality of device minutia types”.

Thus, Colela has no need to teach, as in Applicants’ claim 13, “comput|ing] an actual

response based on the selection of minutia” and does not so teach even in light of “the

passcodeis divisible, e.g., that the appropriate finger code correspondsto the appropriate

finger, respectively” (Coleila, paragraph [0041]}, which only reiterates that only one type

(fingerprint) of minutia is being used. Thus, Applicants’ claim 13 is further distinguished

from Colella.

Colella teaches “STDs 90, are useless until activated” and “[a]t the activation scan the

fingerprints are scanned, and a portion ofthe digitized fingerprint data is stored locally on the

SIED device 90 for later comparison” (paragraphs [0041]-[0042]). Later comparison, of

course, relies on fingerprint minutia not changing (as is commonly accepted as a biological

fact) and, thus, is contradictory to, as in Applicants’ claim 13, “plurality of pre-processed

responses anticipates acceptable changes on the challenged device to values of . . . the

minutia.” Thus, Applicants’ limitations that “pre-processed responses anticipates acceptable

changes [to values of minutia] on the challenged device” and “validating . . . the challenged

device as identified by the values of... minutia indicated by the pre-processed response that
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matches the actual response”is contrary to the principles of operation taught by Colella and

thus Colella may be regarded as teaching away from Applicants’ claim 13.

Thus, Applicants submit that claim 13 is patentable over Colella.

Because Colella teaches away from Applicants’ claim 13, it would be illogical to

combine Colella with any other reference and then to assert that Applicants’ claim 13 is

unpatentable over the combination of Colella with the reference. Nevertheless, Applicants

submit that Buffam does not cure any of the deficiencies of Colella with regard to Applicants’

claim 13 as amended. For example, Buffam relies on image points, whether true image points

(TIPs) or false image points (FIPS) (see, e.g., col. 13, line 35 through col. 14, line 65), which,

if interpreted as minutia, is only one type. Thus, with Buffam,there is no selection, no

varying, and no computation of actual response based on selection as with Applicants’ claim

13, as discussed above with reference to Colella.

In addition, Buffam’s teaching that “‘[i]n general, the greater the number of FIPs used,

the more difficult it is to correctly identify the entire FIP set without a priori knowledge of

TIP or FIP placement, or both”(col. 14, lines 31-33) suggests that Buffam,like Colella, relies

on absence of change,at least for the TIPs, and thus, as in Applicants’ claim 13, that pre-

processed responses anticipating acceptable changes to values of minutia on a challenged

device and validating the challenged device by the values of minutia indicated by a pre-

processed response that matches an actual response from the challenged device is contrary to

the principles of operation taught by Buffam. Thus Buffam,like Colella, in addition to not

curing the deficiencies of Colella also may be regarded as teaching away from Applicants’

claim 13.

Thus, Applicants submit that claim 13 is patentable over both Colella and Buffam

whether considered singly or in combination.
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Claims 15, 26, and 31 were rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable

over Colella in view of Buffam, further in view ofSpitzig.

Spitzig is cited for disclosing “an executable module integrated to perform data

processing in created minutiae of software, hardware and firmware [Spit, ]29]” (Office action,

page 9, last paragraph). Spitzig at paragraph 29, however, states:

Data processing--i.e., minutiae or metadata collection--at each phase is
performed by an extractor module 56, an executable module integrated
with and/or communicable with a process, device orutility (e.g., software,
hardware, or firmware processes or tools} capable of operating during the
time of a respective phase.

Thus, Applicants believe that Spitzig is referring here to implementation in software,

hardware, or firmware of data processing for collection of minutia rather than to types of

minutia themselves, and that Spitzig does not teach software, hardware, or firmware as

different types of document minutia. Moreover, at paragraph 27, Spitzig teaches:

As described with respect to the teachings presented herein, "minutiae
data" may refer to any data representative of or descriptive of the physical
or structural elements that define, characterize, or distinguish one
document from another. .. . Minutiae data may include data generated,
associated or conveyed during and throughoutthelife cycle of the
document, including but not limited to data expressed or created during
the time of documentcreation, definition, edition, versioning, ... and
physical manipulation. . . . the minutiae data may providea persistent data
record that may beretrieved as a function of the unique physical,
structural and/or contextual elements associated with a document. No one

minutiae item is sufficient for unique identification of a document, but
rather, it is the collection of numerous matching minutiae that enables the
unambiguous identification of a document (emphasis added).

Thus, Applicants submit that Spitzig suggests only one type of document minutia, namely

data of any kind regarding the document. Even if Applicants grantdifferent types of

document minutia where Spitzig is disclosing, instead, multiple items ofminutia, there is stil]

no suggestion by Spitzig of selection of types, varying combinations, or computation ofactual

response based on selection of types as with Applicants’ claim 13, as discussed above with

reference to Colella. In addition, the reference to “persistent data record”, as with Colella and
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Butfam, suggests reliance on an absence of change in the document minutia, and thus, as in

Applicants’ claim 13, that pre-processed responses anticipating acceptable changes to values

of minutia on a challenged device and validating the challenged device by the values of

minutia indicated by a pre-processed response that matches an actual response from the

challenged device is contrary to the principles of operation taught by Spitzig. Thus, Spitzig,

like Buffam and Colella, in addition to not curing the deficiencies of Buffam and Colella also

may be regarded as teaching away from Applicants’ claim 13,

Therefore, Applicants submit that Applicants’ claim 13 is patentable over Colella,

Buffam, and Spitzig, and respectfully request that the section 103 rejections to claim 13 be

reconsidered and withdrawn.

In light of the foregoing, Applicants believe that Applicants’ claim 13 is patentable

over any combination of Colella, Butfam, and Spitzig, and that Applicants’ claims 24 and 30,

which include limitations similar to those of claim 13, also are patentable over any

combination of the references. The remaining claims, being dependenton their respective

base claims 13, 24, and 30 are believed to be patentable for at least the same reasons as for

claims 13, 24, and 30. Therefore, Applicants respectfully request that the section 103

rejections to claims 13-34 be withdrawn.
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CONCLUSION

In view of the foregoing, Applicants respectfully submit that claims 13-34 are in

condition for allowance. Reconsideration and withdrawalof the rejections are respectfully

requested and a timely Notice of Allowanceissolicited.

If there are any questions regarding any aspect of the application, please call the

undersigned at (949) 202-3011.

              Certificate ofTransmission

1 hereby certify that this correspondence is being electronically

| sarseas yia EFS Web to the Commissioner for Patents, on the|stated Mf{L?As. is January 6, 2014
PiakKamath
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Manual of Patent Examining Procedure (MPEP), Section 713.04, Substanceof Interview Must be Made of Record
A complete written statement as to the substance of any face-to-face, video conference, or telephone interview with regard to an application must be madeof record in the
application whether or not an agreement with the examiner was reachedat the interview.

Title 37 Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) § 1.133 Interviews
Paragraph (b)

In every instance where reconsideration is requested in view of an interview with an examiner, a complete written statement of the reasons presented at the interview as
warranting favorable action must befiled by the applicant. An interview does not removethe necessity for reply to Office action as specified in §§ 1.111, 1.135. (35 U.S.C. 132)

37 CFR §1.2 Businessto be transactedin writing.
All business with the Patent or Trademark Office should be transacted in writing. The personal attendance of applicants or their attorneys or agents at the Patent and
Trademark Office is unnecessary. The action of the Patent and Trademark Office will be based exclusively on the written record in the Office. No attention will be paid to
any alleged oral promise, stipulation, or understanding in relation to which there is disagreement or doubt.

The action of the Patent and Trademark Office cannot be based exclusively on the written record in the Office if that record is itself
incomplete through the failure to record the substanceof interviews.

It is the responsibility of the applicant or the attorney or agent to make the substanceof an interview of record in the applicationfile, unless
the examiner indicates he or she will do so. It is the examiner's responsibility to see that such a record is made and to correct material inaccuracies
which bear directly on the question of patentability.

Examiners must complete an Interview Summary Form for each interview held where a matter of substance has been discussed during the
interview by checking the appropriate boxes andfilling in the blanks. Discussions regarding only procedural matters, directed solely to restriction
requirements for which interview recordation is otherwise provided for in Section 812.01 of the Manual of Patent Examining Procedure,or pointing
out typographical errors or unreadable script in Office actions or the like, are excluded from the interview recordation procedures below. Where the
substance of an interview is completely recorded in an Examiners Amendment, no separate Interview Summary Record is required.

The Interview Summary Form shall be given an appropriate Paper No., placed in the right hand portionofthefile, and listed on the
“Contents” section ofthe file wrapper. In a personalinterview, a duplicate of the Form is given to the applicant (or attorney or agent) at the
conclusion of the interview. In the case of a telephoneor video-conferenceinterview, the copy is mailed to the applicant’s correspondence address
either with or prior to the next official communication. If additional correspondencefrom the examineris not likely before an allowanceorif other
circumstancesdictate, the Form should be mailed promptly after the interview rather than with the next official communication.

The Form provides for recordation of the following information:
— Application Number (Series Code and Serial Number)
—Nameof applicant
—Nameof examiner
— Date ofinterview

— Type of interview (telephonic, video-conference,or personal)
—Nameof participant(s) (applicant, attorney or agent, examiner, other PTO personnel, etc.)
—Anindication whetheror not an exhibit was shown or a demonstration conducted

—Anidentification of the specific prior art discussed
— An indication whether an agreement was reachedandif so, a description of the general nature of the agreement (may be by

attachmentof a copy of amendments or claims agreed as being allowable). Note: Agreementas to allowability is tentative and does
not restrict further action by the examinerto the contrary.

— The signature of the examiner who conductedtheinterview (if Form is not an attachmentto a signed Office action)

It is desirable that the examinerorally remind the applicant of his or her obligation to record the substance of the interview of each case. It
should be noted, however, that the Interview Summary Form will not normally be considered a complete and proper recordation of the interview
unlessit includes, or is supplemented by the applicant or the examinerto include,all of the applicable items required below concerning the
substanceofthe interview.

A complete and proper recordation of the substance of any interview should include at least the following applicable items:
1) A brief description of the nature of any exhibit shown or any demonstration conducted,
2) an identification of the claims discussed,
8) an identification of the specific prior art discussed,
4) an identification of the principal proposed amendmentsof a substantive nature discussed, unless these are already described on the

Interview Summary Form completed by the Examiner,
5) a brief identification of the general thrust of the principal arguments presented to the examiner,

(The identification of arguments need not be lengthy or elaborate. A verbatim or highly detailed description of the argumentsis not
required. The identification of the arguments is sufficient if the general nature or thrust of the principal arguments madeto the
examiner can be understood in the context of the applicationfile. Of course, the applicant may desire to emphasize andfully
describe those arguments which heor she feels were or might be persuasive to the examiner.)

6) a general indication of any other pertinent matters discussed, and
7) if appropriate, the general results or outcomeofthe interview unless already described in the Interview Summary Form completed by

the examiner.

Examiners are expected to carefully review the applicant’s record of the substanceofan interview. If the record is not complete and
accurate, the examinerwill give the applicant an extendable one month time period to correct the record.

Examiner to Checkfor Accuracy

If the claims are allowable for other reasonsof record, the examiner should send a letter setting forth the examiner’s version of the
statementattributed to him or her. If the record is complete and accurate, the examiner should place the indication, “Interview Record OK” on the
paper recording the substanceof the interview along with the date and the examiner'sinitials.
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HAYNES AND BOONE, LLP
18100 Von Karman, Suite 750

Irvine, CA 92612

Tel: (949) 202-3000
FAX (949) 202-3001

 
IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

Applicant(s): Paul T. Miller, George A. Tuvell

Assignee: mSignia, Inc.

Title: CRYPTOGRAPHIC SECURITY FUNCTIONS BASED ON

ANTICIPATED CHANGES IN DYNAMIC MINUTIAE

Serial No.: 13/366,197 Filing Date: February 3, 2012

Examiner: Dao Q. Ho Group Art Unit: 2497

Docket No.: 47583.3 Confirmation No.: 5655

Irvine, California
December 10, 2013

PROPOSED AGENDA FOR EXAMINER INTERVIEW

In regard to the Office action mailed October 7, 2013, Applicants, via their

representative, would like to discuss the references Collela and Buffam,particularly in regard

to “fingerprint minutia” as opposed to “plurality of minutia types” as recited in Applicants’

claims.

Applicants would also like to discuss the section 101 and 112 rejections and the

Spitzig reference.

Applicants would also like to discuss possible amendments to claim | in regard to the

dynamic nature of Applicants’ invention comparedto the priorart.

-|- Serial No. 13/366,197
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
United States Patent and Trademark Office
Address: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS

P.O. Box 1450
Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450
www.uspto.gov

 
  
  CONFIRMATIONNO.    APPLICATION NO. FILING DATE FIRST NAMED INVENTOR ATTORNEY DOCKET NO.

13/366, 197 02/03/2012 Paul Timothy Miller 475833 5655

27683 7590 10/07/2013

HAYNES AND BOONE, LLP
IP Section HO, DAO Q

2323 Victory Avenue
en aN
Dallas, TX 75219 2497

MAIL DATE DELIVERY MODE

10/07/2013 PAPER

Please find below and/or attached an Office communication concerning this application or proceeding.

The time period for reply, if any, is set in the attached communication.

PTOL-904ABE. Woof 207 IA1013
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Application No. Applicant(s)

 
13/366,197 MILLER ETAL.

Office Action Summary Examiner Art Unit AIA (First Inventor toFile)
DAO HO 2493 No
 

-- The MAILING DATEof this communication appears on the cover sheet with the correspondence address--
Period for Reply

A SHORTENED STATUTORY PERIOD FOR REPLYIS SET TO EXPIRE 3 MONTH(S) OR THIRTY(30) DAYS,

WHICHEVER IS LONGER, FROM THE MAILING DATE OF THIS COMMUNICATION.Extensions of time may be available under the provisions of 37 CFR 1.136(a). In no event, however, may a reply be timely filed
after SIX (6) MONTHS from the mailing date of this communication.

- If NO period for reply is specified above, the maximum statutory period will apply and will expire SIX (6) MONTHS from the mailing date of this communication.
- Failure to reply within the set or extended period for reply will, by statute, cause the application to become ABANDONED (35 U.S.C. § 133).

Any reply received by the Office later than three months after the mailing date of this communication, evenif timely filed, may reduce any
earned patent term adjustment. See 37 CFR 1.704(b).

Status

1) Responsive to communication(s) filed on 02/03/2013.
L] A declaration(s)/affidavit(s) under 37 CFR 1.130(b) was/were filedon___

a)L] This action is FINAL. 2b)X] This action is non-final.
3) An election was madebythe applicant in responseto a restriction requirementset forth during the interview on

06 September 2013; the restriction requirement and election have been incorporated into this action.

4)L] Sincethis application is in condition for allowance except for formal matters, prosecution as to the merits is
closed in accordancewith the practice under Ex parte Quayle, 1935 C.D. 11, 453 O.G. 213.

Disposition of Claims

5)K] Claim(s) 1-34 is/are pendingin the application.
5a) Of the above claim(s) 1-72 is/are withdrawn from consideration.

6)L] Claim(s)___is/are allowed.
7)K] Claim(s) 13-34 is/are rejected.
8)L] Claim(s)___ is/are objectedto.
9)L] Claim(s) are subjectto restriction and/or election requirement.

 

* If any claims have been determined allowable, you may beeligible to benefit from the Patent Prosecution Highway program at a

participating intellectual property office for the corresponding application. For more information, please see

  nite://www.usoto.dov/patenis/init events/oph/index.isp or send an inquiry to PPHieedback@uspte.dov.

Application Papers

10) The specification is objected to by the Examiner.
11) The drawing(s) filed on is/are: a)[_] accepted or b)[_] objected to by the Examiner.

Applicant may not request that any objection to the drawing(s) be held in abeyance. See 37 CFR 1.85(a).

Replacement drawing sheet(s) including the correction is required if the drawing(s) is objected to. See 37 CFR 1.121(d).

Priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119

12)L] Acknowledgment is madeof a claim for foreign priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119(a)-(d) or (f).
Certified copies:

a)LJ All b)L] Some* c)L] None ofthe:
1.) Certified copies of the priority documents have beenreceived.
2.L] Certified copies of the priority documents have been received in Application No.
3.L] Copies of the certified copies of the priority documents have beenreceived in this National Stage

application from the International Bureau (PCT Rule 17.2(a)).

* See the attached detailed Office action for a list of the certified copies not received.

  
Attachment(s)

1) X Notice of References Cited (PTO-892) 3) TC Interview Summary (PTO-413)
; , Paper No(s)/Mail Date.

2) X Information Disclosure Statement(s) (PTO/SB/08) O OthPaper No(s)/Mail Date 02/03/2012, 05/20/2013. ther 
 
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office

PTOL-326 (RPSEES 1 of 207 Office Action Summary Part of Paper No./Mail]>4t4 EPI 39919
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Application/Control Number: 13/366,197 Page 2

Art Unit: 2493

DETAILED ACTION

Election/Restrictions

Regarding the Election/Restrictions of Group I (Claims 1-12) and Group 2 (Claims 13-

34) made over the phone with David Bowls on 09/06/2013.

Applicant’s election without traverse of Group 2 (Claims 13-34) over the phone on

09/06/2013 is acknowledged.

This is a reply to the application filed on 09/06/2012, in which, claims 13-34 are pending.

Claims 13, 24 and 30 are independent.

When making claim amendments, the applicant is encouraged to consider the references

in their entireties, including those portions that have not been cited by the examinerandtheir

equivalents as they may most broadly and appropriately apply to any particular anticipated claim

amendments.

Information Disclosure Statement

The information disclosure statement (IDS) submitted on 02/03/2012 and 05/20/2013,

has been reviewed. The submission is in compliance with the provisions of 37 CFR 1.97.

Accordingly, the examiner is considering the information disclosure statement.

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 112

The following is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. 112(a):
(a) INGENERAL.—Thespecification shall contain a written description of the invention, and
of the mannerand process of making and using it, in such full, clear, concise, and exact terms
as to enable any personskilled in the art to whichit pertains, or with whichit is most nearly
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Art Unit: 2493

connected, to make and use the same,and shall set forth the best mode contemplated by the
inventoror joint inventor of carrying out the invention.

The following is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. 112 (pre-AlA), first paragraph:
The specification shall contain a written description of the invention, and of the mannerand
process of making and usingit, in such full, clear, concise, and exact terms as to enable any
person skilled in the art to which it pertains, or with whichit is most nearly connected, to make
and use the same and shall set forth the best mode contemplated by the inventorof carrying
out his invention.

Claims 13-34 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 112(a) or 35 U.S.C. 112 (pre-AlA),

first paragraph,as failing to comply with the enablement requirement. The claim(s)

contains subject matter which was not described in the specification in such a way asto

enable oneskilled in the art to whichit pertains, or with which it is most nearly

connected, to make and/orusethe invention. Applicant’s claiming “a deduction of the

selection of minutia types from the challenge’in claims 13, 24 and 30; however, the

specification does notfully disclose how the deduction is performed. Appropriate

correction needed.

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 101

35 U.S.C. 101 reads as follows:

Whoever invents or discovers any new and useful process, machine, manufacture, or composition of matter, or
any new and useful improvementthereof, may obtain a patent therefor, subject to the conditions and
requirementsofthistitle.

Claims 13-23 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 101 because the claimed inventionis

directed to non-statutory subject matter.

Based uponconsideration ofall the relevant factors with respect to the claim asa

whole, claims 13-23 are held to claim an abstract idea, and are therefore rejected as
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Application/Control Number: 13/366,197 Page 4

Art Unit: 2493

ineligible subject matter under 35 U.S.C. 101. The rationale for this finding is explained

below:

Claim 13 is rejected under 35 U.S.C. 101 based on Supreme Court precedent and recent

Federal Circuit decisions, a 35 U.S.C § 101 process must(1) betied to a particular machine or

(2) transform underlying subject matter (such as an article or materials) to a different state or

thing. In re Bilski et al, 88 USPQ 2d 1385 CAFC (2008); Diamond v. Diehr, 450 U.S. 175, 184

(1981); Parker v. Flook, 437 U.S. 584,588 n.9 (1978); Gottschalk v. Benson, 409 U.S. 63, 70

(1972); Cochrane v. Deener, 94 U.S. 780,787-88 (1876). An example of a method claim that

would not qualify as a statutory process would be a claim that recited purely mental steps. Thus,

to qualify as a § 101 statutory process, the claim should positively recite the particular machine

to whichit is tied, for example by identifying the apparatus that accomplishes the methodsteps,

or positively recite the subject matter that is being transformed, for example by identifying the

material that is being changedto a differentstate.

Theinstant claimsare neither positively tied to a particular machine that accomplishes

the claimed methodsteps nor transform underlying subject matter, and therefore do not qualify

as a Statutory process. Claim 13 recites “selecting..., forming..., computing..., sending...,

receiving.., comparing...” is broad enoughthat the claim could be completely performed

mentally, verbally or without a machinenoris any transformation apparent. Thusthe recited

methodis not tied to a particular machine or apparatus. Additionally, none of the recited steps

transform a particulararticle into a different state or thing. Accordingly, the recited methodis

directed to nonstatutory subject matter. The mere recitation of the machinein the preamble with
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an absenceof a machinein the body of the claim fails to make the claim statutory under 35 USC

101. Note the Board of Patent Appeals Informative Opinion Ex parte Langemyeretal.

Claims 14-23 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 101 as non-statutory for at least the reason

stated above.

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 103

The following is a quotation of pre-AIA 35 U.S.C. 103(a) which formsthe basis forall

obviousnessrejections set forth in this Office action:

(a) A patent may not be obtained though the inventionis not identically disclosed or described as set
forth in section 102 ofthistitle, if the differences between the subject matter sought to be patented and
the prior art are such that the subject matter as a whole would have been obviousat the time the
invention was madeto a person having ordinaryskill in the art to which said subject matter pertains.
Patentability shall not be negatived by the manner in which the invention was made.

Claims 13-14, 16-25, 27-30 and 32-34 are rejected under pre-AIA 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as

being unpatentable over Colella (Pub. No.: US 2007/0174206 A1; hereafter Cole) in view of

Buffam (Pat. No.: US 6,185,316 B1; hereinafter Buff).

Regarding Claim 13, Cole discloses a method comprising:

-selecting at least one type of minutia from a plurality of minutia types (selecting one of

many minutia for authentication [Cole, {37, [41-42];

-forming a challenge that conveys the selection of minutia types (a challenge is form with

the selected minutia [Cole, (37, {41-]42));

-computing a plurality of pre-processed responses possible to receive from a valid

device, wherein [Cole, [37, 41-]42];

-each pre-processed response is computed using a key (each response are

encrypted with a key [Cole, 37, 741-]42]); and
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-each key is computed using values that are possible for the selection of minutia

types (the passcodeis generated in part by the minutia [Cole, 137, {41-{42]);

-sending the challenge to the device (the server prompts the user to identify themselves

[Cole, ]45]);

-receiving an actual response to the challenge from the device (receiving a response from

the device [Cole, 45]), wherein:

-the actual response is computed using an actual key (response with the passcode

encrypted and the same passkey [Cole, {47]);

-the actual key is computed using:

-a deduction of the selection of minutia types from the challenge (the passcode are

divisible, which represent each segmentof the fingerprint [Cole, ]41]); and

-actual values of the selection of minutia types (the passcodeare actual

representation of the fingerprint [Cole, 41]);

-comparing the actual response to the pre-processed responses for a match (comparing

the passcode with the stored passcode for matching [Cole, [47]); and

-based on whetheror not a match was found,validating the combination of the device

with the actual values of the selection of minutia types (if there is a match of passcode and

fingerprint, the SID is authorized and an authorization for perform the request [Cole, [42 &

q47]). Cole might not clearly depict how the actual key is computed; howeverin a related and

analogousart, Buff teaches these features.

Buff teaches a methodto self-authentication using fingerprint [Buff, Abstract]. In

particular, the encoding key is used to encrypt plaintext into ciphertext, and added the ciphertext
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to the minutia points in the transient template, where each key representing a subset of the

fingerprint; wherein the key is created from hashing the data point conditioner [Buff, fig. 1 and

associated text]. It would have been obvious to one with ordinary skill in the art to modify Cole

in view of Buff to computer the key based on the minutia type with the motivation for error

correction.

Regarding Claim 14, Cole-Buff combination discloses choosing the selection of minutia

from a plurality of minutia including hardware minutia, firmware minutia, software minutia, geo-

location data, calling app data, user secrets, or biometric information (the SIID, passcode and

biometric authentication [Cole, ]42 & 947]).

Regarding Claim 16, Cole-Buff combination discloses choosing the selection of minutia

according to a particular cataloging scheme of minutia (selecting the minutia of the fingerprint is

based on the fingerprint scheme [Buff, 20:24-31, fig. 10]).

Regarding Claim 17, Cole-Buff combination discloses choosing the selection of minutia

using expectations for changes to the current device image (selection of minutia based on

changes in system parameters andpolicy [Buff, 22:22-37]).

Regarding Claim 18, Cole-Buff combination discloses choosing the selection of device

minutia using knowledgeofall industry updates that can occur on the device, whether or not
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actually occurring on the device (selection of minutia based on changesin system parameters and

policy [Buff, 22:22-37]).

Regarding Claim 19, Cole-Buff combination discloses choosing the selection of device

minutia using knowledge of changes actually occurring on the device, wherein:

-changesactually occurring on the device are inferred from the pre-processed responses

(the responseis not prioritized [Cole, {47]), and

-no information aboutactual values of the minutia currently on the device is carried by

the actual response to the challenge (only the passcode and fingerprint carried in the response

[Cole, ]47]).

Regarding Claim 20, Cole-Buff combination discloses choosing the selection of device

minutia includes choosingtriplets according to a cataloging schemethat varies from one issuer

of the challenge to another (the challenge various based on the user’s device [Cole, 945]).

Regarding Claim 21, Cole-Buff combination discloses using knowledge of the current

device image to choose the selection of device minutiae (the challenge various based on the

user’s device [Cole, §]45]).

Regarding Claim 22, Cole-Buff combination discloses using the actual responseto

update knowledge of the current device image (the challenge various based on the user’s device

[Cole, 745]).
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Regarding Claim 23, Cole-Buff combination discloses wherein processing a range of

possible changes to a current device image further comprises:

-pre-processing all possible responses from the device independently of receiving the

actual response from the device (the response is pre-created which are independent from the

actual receiving response [Cole, 41-42 and {47]).

The requirementof claims 24-25, 27-30 and 32-34 is substantially the sameas the

rejected claims 13-14 and 16-23.

Claims 15, 26 and 31 are rejected under pre-AIA 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being

unpatentable over Colella (Pub. No.: US 2007/0174206 A1; hereafter Cole) in view of

Buffam (Pat. No.: US 6,185,316 B1; hereinafter Buff) further in view of Spitzig et al. (Pub.

No.: US 2010/0027834 A1; hereinafter Spit).

Regarding Claim 15, 26 and 31, Cole-Buff combination does not explicitly discloses

choosing the selection of minutia to be a triplet of computer minutia types including a hardware

minutia H, a firmware minutia F, and a software minutia S; however, in a related and analogous

art, Spit disclose this feature.

In particular, Spit discloses an executable module integrated to perform data processing

in created minutiae of software, hardware and firmware [Spit, 29]. It would have been obvious

to one with ordinary skill in the art at time of invention to modify Cole-Buff combination in view
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of Spit to included software, hardware and firmware as minutiae with the motivation to perform

authentication on various devices.

Conclusion

Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

examiner should be directed to DAO HO whosetelephone numberis (571) 270-5998. The

examiner can normally be reached on Mondaythru Thursday and 2nd Friday 8:00am - 6:00pm

EST.

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner’s

supervisor, Carl Colin can be reached on (571) 272-3862. The fax phone numberfor the

organization where this application or proceeding is assigned is 571-273-8300.

Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the Patent

Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for published applications

maybe obtained from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR. Status information for unpublished

applications is available through Private PAIR only. For more information about the PAIR

system, see http://pair-direct.uspto.gov. Should you have questions on accessto the Private PAIR

system, contact the Electronic Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197 (toll-free). If you would

like assistance from a USPTO Customer Service Representative or access to the automated

information system, call 800-786-9199 (IN USA OR CANADA)or 571-272-1000.

/D. H./

Examiner, Art Unit 2493
09/22/2013

/Carl Colin/
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Supervisory Patent Examiner, Art Unit 2493
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RECEIVED

APR 36 2088

HAYNES AND BOONE,LLP
From the INTERNATIONAL SEARCHING AUTHORITY PCT

PATENT COOPERATION TREATY

Bowls, David 8. . NOTIFICATION OF TRANSMITTAL OF
HAYNES AND BOONE, LLP THE INTERNATIONAL SEARCH REPORT AND
IP Section THE WRITTEN OPINION OF THE INTERNATIONAL

SEARCHING AUTHORITY, OR THE DECLARATION
2323 Victory Avenue, Suite 700
Dallas, TX 75219-7673
ETATS-UNIS D'AMERIQUE

(PCT Rute 44.1)

 
 

 

  Date of mailing

 

 

 

 
 

 
 

  

 
 

(dayinanth/year)
23 April 2013 (23-04-2013)

Applicant's or agent's file reference

| 47583-4 FOR FURTHER ACTION See paragraphs 1 and4below |

International application No. internationalfiling date

POTIUS2013/022262 (eayimontnvesn 18 January 2013 (18-01-2013) |
Applicant |

 MSIGNIA, ING.

The applicant is hereby notified that the international search report and the written opinion of the international Searching
Authority have been established and are transmitted herewith.

Filing of amendments and statement under Article 19:
The applicantis antitied, if he so wishes, to amend the olaims of the International Application {see Rule 46);

When?=Thetimelimit forfiling such amendments is normally two months from the date of transmittal of the
Internationa} Search Report.

Where? Directly to the International Bureau of WIPO, 34 chemin des Colombettes
1211 Geneva 20, Switzerland, Fascimile No,: (41-22) 338.82.70

For more detailed instructions, see POTAppticant's Guide, Intemational Phase, paragraphs 9.004 - 9.011.

2. L| The applicant is hereby notified that no international search report will be established and that the declaration underArticle 17(2}(a) to that effect and the written opinion oftne Intemational Searching Authority are transmitted herewith.

3. Cj With regard to any protest against payment of (an) additional fee) under Rule 40.2, the applicantjs notified thai:

C] the protest together with the decision thereon has been transmitted to the International Bureau together with anyrequest to forward the texts of both the protest and the decision thereon to the designated Offices,

[] no decision has been made yet on the protest; the applicant will be notified as soon as a decision is made.
4. Reminders

The applicant may submit comments on an informal basis on the written opinion of the International Searching Authorlty to the
international Bureau. The International Bureau will send a copy of such commentsto all designated Officas unless an
international preliminary examination report has beencris to be established, Following the expiration af 3¢ months from the
priority date, these comments will also be mace available to the public,

Shortly after the expiration of 18 months from the priority date, the international application will be published by the
Intemational Bureau. If the applicant wishes to avoid ar postpone publication, a notice of withdrawal of the international
application, or of the priority claim, must reach the International Bureau before completion of the technical preparations for
intemational publication (Rules $04is.1 and 90bis.3}.

Within 19 months from the priority date, but only in respect of some designated Offices, a demandfor international preliminary
examination must be filed if the applicant wishes te postbone the entry inte the national phase until 30 months from the pricrity
date {in some Offices even later); otherwise, the applicant must, within 20 months from the priority date, perfarm the prescribed
acts for entry into the national phase before those designated Offices.

In respect of other designated Offices, the time limit of 30 months (or later) will apply even if no demandis filed within 19
months.

For details about the applicable time limits, Office by Office, see www.wipo.int/pet/enstextsAimeLimits. html and the
PCTAppiicani's Guide, National Chapters.

Name and mailing address of the International Searching Authority|Authorized officer

aEuropean Patent Office, P.B. 5818 Patentlaan 2 STFLOVNL-2280 HV Rijswijk KASTLOVA, Alena
‘ cy Tel. (431-70) 340-2040 —. Tel: +49 (0)89 2399-2348

os Fax: (+31-70) 340-3016

 
Form PCTASA/220 (July 2010)
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PATENT COOPERATION TREATY

PCT

INTERNATIONAL SEARCH REPORT

(PCT Article 18 and Rules 43 and 44)
licant! 's fi

Applicant's or agent's file reference FOR FURTHER see Form PCTASA/220
47583-4 : ACTION as well as, where applicable, item 5 below.

 
International application No, Internationalfiling date (day/month/year} (Earliest) Priority Date (day/month/year)

peT/Ugs2013/022292 18/01/2013 93/02/2012
Applicant

MSIGNIA, INC.

This international search report has been preparedbythis International Searching Authority and is transmitted to the applicant
according to Article 18, A capy is being transmitted to the International Bureau.

This international search report consists of a total of 3 sheets.

it is also acoompanied by a copy of each prior art dooumentcited in this report.

1. Basis of the report
a. With regard to the language, the international search was carried out on the basis of:

ihe international application in the language in which it was filed

[| atranslation of the international application into ; which is the language
of a translation furnished for the purposes of international search (Rules 12.3(a) and 23.1 (b))

This international search report has been established taking into account the rectification of an cbvious mistake
authorized by ornotified to this Authority under Rule 91 (Rule 43.6bis(a)).

2. Certain claims were found unsearchable (See Box No. |/)

3.

»O

CG. Cj With regard to any nucleotide and/or amino acid sequence disclosedin the internationa! apptication, see Box No.|.

Unity of invention is jacking (see Box NoIll}

4. With regard to thetitle,

the text is approved as submitted by the applicant

C] the text has been established by this Authority te read asfollows:

5. With regard to the abstract,

the text is approved as submitted by the applicant

"J the text hae been established, according to Rule 38.2, by this Authority as it appears in Box No. [V. The applicant
may, within ene month from the cate of mailing of this international search report, submit commentsto this Authority

6. With regard to the drawings,

a, the figure of the drawings to be published with the abstract is Figure No.1

[] as suggested by the applicant
C as selected by this Authority, because the applicant failed to suggest a figure

as selected by this Authority, becausethis figure better characterizes the invention

b, CJ none of the figures is to be published with the abstract

 
Form PCTASA/210 (first shel) (uly 2003)
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i CLASSIFICATION OF SUBJECT MATTERNV. HO4L9/08
ADD.

INTERNATIONAL SEARGH REPORT
international application No

PCT/US2013/022292

Ascording to International Patent Classification (IP'C} or to both national classificatian and IPC
B, FIELDS SEARCHED -

Minimum documentation searohed {classifioation system followed by classification symbols)
HO4L

Documentation searched other than minimum doaumentation to the extent that such documents are included in the fields searched

Electronic data base consulted during the international search (name of data base and, where practicable, search terms used)

EPO-Internal, WPI Data, PAJ, INSPEC

C. DOCUMENTS CONSIDERED TO BE RELEVANT

Category”|Citation of dooument, with indication, where appropriate, of the relevant passages Relevantto claim No.

WO 2010/035202 Al (KONINKL PHILIPS
ELECTRONICS NV [NL]; GUAJARDO MERCHAN
JORGE [NL]; PETK)
1 April 2010 (2010-04-01)
abstract

page 1, line 1 - page 13, line 14
figures 1-6b

US 2011/293094 Al (OS MARCEL VAN [US] ET
AL) 1 December 2011 (2011-12-01)
paragraphs {0055} - [0058]

US 2011/296170 Al (CHEN HU-MU [TW])
1 December 2011 (2011-12-01)
abstract

paragraphs [0002] - [0009],
[0039]
figures 1,2

[] Further documents are listed In the continuation of Box ©.
“ Speoial categories of clted documents :

"A" document clefining the general state of the art which is not considered
to be of particular relevance

"E" earler application or patent but published on orafter the International
tiling date

*L" document which may throw doubts an priority olaim(s) orwhioh issited to establish the publication date cf anothercitation or other
special reason (as specified)

*O" docurnent referring to an oral disciogure, use, exhibition or othermeans

°P" document published prior to the intemationalfiling date but later than
the priority date claimed

Date of the actual completion af the intemational search

16 April 2013
Name and mailing address of the ISA/

European Patent Office, P.B. 5818 Patentlaan 2
NL - 2280 HV Rijswijk

Tel. (+31-70) 340-2040,
Fax: (431-70) 340-3018

Form PCTHSA/240 {second sheet} (April 2005)

Page 74 of 207

[0013] -

See patent family annex,

"T® Jater document published after the internationalfiling date orpriatity

date and not in conflict with the appheation but cited to understandthe pringiple or theory underlying the invention

*X%” documentof particular reievance; the claimed invention cannot be
considered nove! or cannot be considered to involve an inventive
step when the documentis taken alone

“¥" documentof particular relevance; the olaimed invention cannot be
considered to invoive an inventive step when the documentis
combined with ane or more other such dacuments, sush combination
being obvious to a person skilled in the art

"&® deoument member of the same patent famity

Date of mailing of the intemational search report

23/04/2013
Authorized officer

Mariggis, Athanasios

1A1013
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INTERNATIONAL SEARCH REPORT

Information on patent family members

Patent document
cited in search report

  
 

 International application Na

PCT /US2013/022292

Publication Patent family Publication
date member{s) date     

  
 

WO 2010035202 Al 01-64-2010 CN 102165458 A 24-08-2011
EP 2329423 Al 08-06-2011
JP 2012503814 A 09-02-2612
US 2011191837 Al 04-08-2011
WO 2010035202 Al 01-04-2010

 
 

TW 201143343 A 01-12-2011
US 2011296170 Al 01-12-2011

   
  

Form PCT/ASA/210 (patent family annex} (April 2005}
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PATENT COOPERATION TREATY RECEIVED

 

APR 36 2013
From the

INTERNATIONAL SEARCHING AUTHORITY HAYNES AND BOONE, LLP

To: PCT

see form PCTASA220 WRITTEN OPINION OF THE
INTERNATIONAL SEARCHING AUTHORITY

(PCT Rule 43bis.1)
  

Date of mailing

(dayimonthvear) see form PCTASA210 (second sheet) 
    
   

 

 

Applicant's or agent's file reference FOR FURTHER ACTION
see form PCTASA220 See paragraph 2 below

International application No, intemation al filing date(dayinonthiear) Priority date (daytnonthyear)
PCTUS201 3022292 18.01.2013 03.02.2012

international Patent Classification (iPC) or both national classification and IPC
INV. HO4L.9/08 .

Applicant ~ 7 — ~
MSIGNIA, INC.  

1. This opinion contains indications relating to the following items:

Box No. } Basis of the opinion

Box No. II Priority

Box No. II] Non-establishmentof opinion with regard to novelty, inventive step and industrial applicability
Box No.NV Lack of unity of invention

Box No. V-Reasoned statement under Rule 43bis.t(a}(i} with regard to novelty, inventive step and industrial
applicabitity: citations and explanations supporting such statement

Box No. VI Certain documents cited

Box No. VII Certain defects in the international application

 OOOWOOO
Box No. Vill Certain observations onthe international application

2. FURTHER ACTION

If a damand forinternational preliminary examination is made, this opinion will usually be considered to be a
written opinion of the international Preliminary Examining Authority (“IPEA") exceptthat this does not apply where
the applicant chooses an Authority other than this one to be the IPEA and the chosen JPEA has notifed the
International Bureau under Rule 66,1 bis(b) that written opinions of this Intemational Searching Authority
wili not be so considered.

if this opinion is, as provided above, considered to be a written opinion of the IPEA, the applicantIs invited to
submit to the IPEA a written reply together, where appropriate, with amendments, before the expiration of 3 months
from the date of mailing of Form PCT/ASA/220 or before the expiration of 22 months from the priority date,
whichever expires later.

EzehDocketed:7 °

For further options, see Form PCTASA220.

 

 
  

By:

Name and mailing addressof the ISA: “Dateof completion of Authorized Officer ~
a this opinion ott,. £ %

European Patent Office s oo . : 4») Seroto Mariggis, Athanasios i o) ?
D-80298 Munich *e, é
Tal. +49 89 2399 - 0 Telephone No. +43 89 2399-7118 ncnaynFax: +49 89 2399 - 4465

 
Form POTASA237 (Cover Sheet) (July 2009)
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WRITTEN OPINION OF FHE International application No.
INTERNATIONAL SEARCHING AUTHORITY PCT/U$2013022292

Box No.!I Basis of the opinion

+. With regard to the language, this opinion has been established on the basis of:

the international application in the language in which it wasfiled

Oa translation of the international application into , which is the language of a translation furnished for the
purposesof internationa! search (Rules 12.3fa) and 23.1 (b)). .

2. This opinion has been established taking into account the rectification of an obvious mistake authorized
dy or notified to this Authority under Rule 91 (Rule 43bis.1 (a})

3. With regard to any nucleatide and/or amino acid sequence ciscicsed in the international application, this
opinion has been established on the basis of a sequencefistingfiled or furnished:

a. (means)

[J on paper

in electronics form

b. (time}

1 in the internationa! application asfiled

CI] togetherwith the international application in electronic form .

C] subsequently to this Authority for the purposes of search |

4. 0 In addition, in the case that more than one version or copy cf a sequencelisting has beenfiled or furnished,
the required statements that the information in the subsequent or additional copiesis identical to that in the .
application as filed or does not go beyond the application asfiled, as appropriate, were furnished.

5. Additional comments:

Box No.V  Reasoned statement under Rule 43b/s.1(a)(i) with regard to novelty, inventive step or
industrial applicability; citations and explanations supporting such statement

1. Statement

Novelty (N) Yes: Claims 5, 7, 8, 10-12, 14-20, 26-28, 31-34
No: Claims 1-4, 6,9, 13, 21-25, 29, 30

Inventive step (IS} Yes: Claims
No: Claims 1:34

Industrial applicability (1A) Yes: Claims 4-34
No: Claims

2. Citations and explanations

see separate sheet

Form PCTASA/ 237 {April 2097)
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WRITTEN OPINION OF THE International application No.
INFERNATIONAL SEARCHING

AUTHORITY (SEPARATE SHEET) PCT/US2013/d22292rreeeee

Re ltem V

Reasoned statement with regard to novelty, inventive step or industrial applica-
bility; citations and explanations supporting such statement

1 Reference is made to the following documents; the numbering will be adhered
to in the rest of the procedure:

Dt: WO 2010/035202 At (KONINKL PHILIPS ELECTRONICS NV
[NL]; GUAJARDO MERCHAN JORGE [NL]; PETK) 4 April 2010
(2010-04-01)

“De: US 2011/293094 A1 (OS MARCEL VAN [US] ET AL) 1 December
2011 (2011-12-01)

D3: US 2011/296170 Al (CHEN HU-MU [TW]) 1 December 2011
(2011-12-01)

2 The present application does not meet the criteria of Article 33(1) PCT, be-
cause the subject-matter of independentclaims 1, 13, 24 and 30 is not newin
the sense of Article 33(2) PCT.

2.1 Document D1 discloses, according to all features of independent claim 1 (the
references in parentheses applying to this document), a method of dynamic

_ key cryptography (see page6,line 28 to page 7, line 24: figures 1, 4, 5 and
6b},

the method comprising:

- Selecting a subset from a set of minutiale] types (see page 7, lines 14 to 24;
figure 6b);

- for a particular device, sending a challenge to the device (see page 7, lines
14 to 24; page 12,lines 24 to 30; figure 6b),

wherein:

-- the challenge includes information from which the device can collect actual

values of minutiafe] corresponding to the selected subset of minutiafe] typesin

Form PCT/SA/237 (Separate Shest) (Sheet 1) {EPO-April 2005)
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WRITTEN OPINION OF THE International application No.
INTERNATIONAL SEARCHING

AUTHORITY (SEPARATE SHEET) PCT/US2013/022292gg|HEUeee

order to form a cryptographic key (see page6, line 28 to page7,line 24: fig-
ures 1, 4, 5 and 6b);

-- the cryptographic key is never transmitted from the device across any com-
munication channel (see page 6,line 28 to page 7, line 24: figures 1, 4, 5 and
6b); and

-- the cryptographic key is used to encrypt an actual response to the challenge
(see page 13, lines 5 to 14; figures 1, 4, 5 and 6b);

- pre-processing a set of responses to the challenge based on tracking up-
dates of minutiafe] from which the selected subset of minutiafe] types is se-
lected (see page8,line 8 to page 11, line 24: figures 1, 4, 5 and 6b),
wherein:

-- the set of pre-processed responses covers a rangeof alt actual responses
possible to be received from the particular device if the combination of the par-
ticular device with collected actual values of minutia[e] is valid (see page 8,
line 8 to page 11, line 24; figures 1, 4, 5 and 6b):

- comparing the actual response from the particular device to the set of pre-
processed responses (see page8,line 8 to page 11, line 24; figures 1, 4, 5
and 6b); and

- validating the combination of the particular device with the collected actual
valuesif the actual responseis included in the set of pre-processed responses
forthe particular device (see page 8, line 8 to page 11, line 24: figures 1, 4, 5
and 6b).

Consequently, independent claim 1 is not novel over the disclosure of docu-
ment D1 (Article 33(2) PCT).

2.2 It is furthermore noted that evenif the applicant would interpret the disclosure
of document D1 in a slightly different manner than the examiner has done in
the above analysis, and based on his interpretations would come to the con-
clusion that there are differences between the subject-matter of present claim
1 and D1 which would then establish novelty, then these differences, even if
they could be acknowledged as such, would only be of so minor nature that
they could not be the basis for establishing the presence of any inventive step,
as D1 discloses the same object and the sametype of solution as the present

Farm PCT/SA/237 (Separate Sheet) (Sheet 2) (EPO-April 2005)
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application, and claim 1 would, even with such a difference in interpretation,
not meet the requirements of Articles 33(1) and 33(3) PCT. .

2.3 For the sake of completeness, it is pointed out that documents D2 and D3 dis-
closein less detail, however, all the essential method steps of claim 1. In par-
ticular, see:

Dé: Paragraphs [0055], [0056] and [0058].

D3: Abstract; paragraphs [0008], [0015], [0018] to [0021], [0026], [0036]
and [0037]; figures 1 and 2.

2.4 The same reasoning applies, mutatis mutandis, to the subject-matter of the
corresponding independent method/apparatus claims 13, 24 and 30, which
therefore are also considered not new orat least not inventive (Article 33(2)
and (3) PCT).

3 The dependent claims do not contain any additional features, which either
alone or in combination with the features of any claim to whichthey refer, meet
the requirements of the PCT with respect to novelty or inventive step, because
the subject-matter of these claims relates to minor design details and is either
derivable from the cited prior art (see documents D1 to D3) or represents
standard practice.

Farm PCT/ISA/237 (Separate Sheet) (Sheet 3) (EPO-April 2005)
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In principle, the WOASA will be considered to be the written opinion of the
International Preliminary Examining Authority (IPEA). Where the WO/ISA
issued by the EPO as ISA gives a positive opinion on the international
application and the invention to whichit relates, filing a demand with the EPO
as IPEA-would normally be unnecessary, since a positive IPRP would anyway
be established by the IB based on the WO/ISA {see also further below).

If the applicant wishes to file a demand (for example, to allow him to argue his
caseininternational preliminary examination with regard to objections raised in
a negative WO/ISA before the IPEA issues an IPER), this must be done before
expiration of 3 months after the date of mailing of the ISR and WO/ISA or
22 months after priority date, whichever expires later (Rule 54bis PCT).
Amendments under Art. 34 PCT can befiled with the IPEA, normally at the
same time asfiling the demand (Rule 66.1(b) PCT)or within the time limit set
for reply to any written Opinion issued during international preliminary
examination by the IPEA.

if a demandis filed at the EPO as IPEA and ho comments/amendments have
been received by the time the EPO starts drawing up the IPER (Rule 66.4bis
PCT), the WO/ISA will be transformed by the IPEA into an JPER {also called
the IPRP (Chapter II) which would merely reflect the content of the WO/ISA
{OJ 10/2011, 532). The demand canstill be withdrawn (Art. 37 PCT).
Please also note that, when filing amendments under Art. 34 PCT, such
amendments shall be accompanied by a letter which identifies the
amendments. made and also the basis for the amendments in the application
as originally filed (Rule 66.8(a) PCT). Failure to comply with this requirement
may result in the amendments being ignored in the IPER (IPRP (Chapter 11)),
see Rule 70.2(c-bis) PCT. .

—_—_—eee

The applicant may, with the IB,file a request for supplementary international
search under Rule 45b/s.1 PCT. The present ISR and WO/ISA may also be
taken into accountin the execution of that supplementary international search,
provided that these are available to the Authority charged with this task before
it starts the supplementary search (Rule 45bis.5 PCT).

This kind of request cannot be filed specifying the ISA who did the
international search.

More information on this topic can be found in the PCT Applicant's Guide,
Chapter 8 (hitp:/www.wipo intipclen/quide/ip08. html).

i

Where no demand is filed, at the end of the international phase, the IB will
transform the WO/ISAinto the IPRP (PCT ChapterI) (Rule 44bjs PCT), which
will then be transmitted together with possible informal comments to the
designated Offices. Where a demand is filed, the WO/ISA is nottransformed
into an IPRP (Chapter !) by the iB, but rather the IPEA will establish an IPER,
(the IPER is the same as the IPRP (PCT Chaptertl), see Rule 70.15 PCT}.
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Possible steps after receipt of the international search report (ISR) and written
opinion of the tnternational Searching Authority (WO/ISA)
errereAPPeti

General For all international applications, the competent International Searching
information = —- Authority (ISA) will establish an international search report (ISR} accompanied

by a written opinion of the International Searching Authority (WO/ISA}. The
WOIJISA may be responded to by

* filing informal comments with the International Bureau of WIPO (IB)
(where no demandforinternational preliminary examination (demand)
is filed)

e filing amendments under Art. 19 PCT (this can be done whetheror not
a demandisfiled}

* filing amendments under Art. 34 PCT and/or formal observations in
response to objections raised in the WO/ISA (where a demand js
actually filed)

This document explains these possibitities.

$$ehiO

Filing informal After receipt of the ISR and WO/ISA,the applicant mayfile informal comments
comments on the WOASA,directly with the IB (see International Search and Preliminary

Examination Guidelines 2.15), These will be communicated to the
designated/elected Offices, together with the International Preliminary Report
on Patentability (IPRP) at 30 months from thepriority date.

TPEyyyinnener="UPURNin

Amending claims The applicant mayfile amended claims under Art. 19 PCT, directly with the
under IB by thelater of the following dates:
Art. 19 PCT

e 2months from the date of mailing of the ISR and the WO/ISA
* 16 months from the priority date

However, any such amendment received by the IB after the expiration of the
applicable time limit shall be considered to have been received on time by
the IB, if it reaches it before the technical preparations for international
publication have been completed (the 15th day prior to the date of publication,
see PCT Applicant's Guide,International Phase, 9.013).

For further information, please see Rule 46 PCT as well as form PCT/ISA/220.

Please also note that, when filing amended claims under Art. 19 PCT, such
amendments shall be accompanied by a letter identifying the amendments
made and also the basis for the amendments in the application as originally
filed (Rule 46.5(b) PCT). Where a demandisfiled, failure to comply with this
requirement may result in the amendments being ignored in the international
Preliminary Examination Report (IPER}, see Rute 70.2(c-bis) PCT.

SeAiert
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(57) Abstract: A method of authenticating a device and a user comprises receiving a user input, generating a first key from the
user input, performing a physical measurement of the device, obtaining helper data for the device, computing a second key from
the physical measurement and the helper data, and performing an operation using the first and second keys. In a preferred embodi-
ment, the method comprises performing a defined function on the first and second keys to obtain a third key. Additionally security
can be provided by the step of receiving a user input comprising pertorming a biometric measurement of the user and the step of
generating a first key from the user input comprises obtaining helper data for the user and computing the first key from the bio-
metric measurement and the user helper data.
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Authenticating a device and a user

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

This invention relates to a method of, and a system for, authenticating a device

and a user. In one embodiment, the invention provides a combined device and patient

authentication system for health services, especially those delivered as a part of a system in

which the patient and healthcare provider are remote from one another and connected by an

electromc system.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

An increasingly importanttrend in healthcare is one of consumer/patient

involvementat all levels of healthcare. People are taking a moreactiverole in their own

health management. This trend of patient empowermenthas already been widely supported.

A numberofsolutions,(see for example, Capmed, bttp:/Avaw.phrferme.com/index.asp,

Medkcey, hitp:/Ayww.medkey.com/ and Webmd, http:/Avww.webmd.com) have been 

introduced into the marketthat allow patients to collcct their own health-related information

and to store them on portable devices, computers, and in online services. These solutions are

often referred to as Personal Health Record (PHR) services. Already a numberofproducts in

the market allow patients to enter automatically measurements and other medical data into

their PHRs, see for example, Lifesensor, https:/Avww_lifesensor.com/en/us/, and healthvault,

ht

 

/searchhealthvault.com, For example a weight-scale sends its information via 

Bluetooth to a computer, from which the data is uploaded to a PHR. This allows patients to

collect and managetheir health data, but even more importantly to share the data with various

healthcare professionals involved in their treatment.

Another important trend in healthcareis that the delivery ofhealthcare has

gradually extended from acute institutional care to outpatient care and home care. Advances

in information and communication technologies have enabled remote healthcare services

(telehealth) including telemedicine and remote patient monitoring. A numberof services in

the market already deploy tclchcalth infrastructures where the measurement devices are

connected via home hubs to remote backend servers. Health care providers use this

architecture to remotely access the measurement data and help the patients. Examples are
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disease management services (such as Philips Motiva and PTS) or emergency response

services (Philips Lifeline).

Interoperability ofmeasurement devices, home hubs and backendservices

becomes very important for cnabling and further growth of this market. This need is

recognized by the Continua health alliance, see http:/Avww.contimaalliiance.org, for

example. As shown in Fig. 1, this initiative aim to standardize protocols between

measurement devices, home hub (application hosting) devices, online healthcare/wellness

services (WAN) and health record devices (PHRs/EHRs).In addition to data format and

exchange issues, the Continua alliance ts also addressing security and safety issues.

One of the basic security and safety problems in the domain oftelehealth is the

problem ofuser and device authentication/identification. Namely, when data remotely

measured by patients is used by telehealth services or in the medical professional world,the

healthcare providers need fo place greater trust in information that patients report. In

particular, they have to be ensured that a measurementis coming from the right patient and

that appropriate device was used to take the measurement. Consider a blood pressure

measurement; it is crucial to know that the blood pressure of a registered user is measured

(not of his friends/children), and that the measurement was taken by a certified device and

not a cheap fake device, This is very important, because otherwise there can result critical

health care decisions based on wrong data. |
In current practice, a device identifier (device ID) is either used as a user

identifier (user ID) or as a meansto derive a user ID (if multiple users are using the same

devicc). For example, in the Continua system, as described in “Continua Health Alliance,

Recommendations for Proper User Identification in Continua Version 1— PAN and xHR

interfaces (Draft v.01)”, December 2007, at the PAN interface, as shown in Fig. 1, each

Continua device is required to send its own unique device [D. The user ID is optional (and

can be just simple as 1, 2, A, B). The valid user ID ts obtained at the hub device (application

hosting device), which can provide mapping between a simple user ID associated with a

device ID to a valid uscr ID. There might be also measurement devices that can send a valid

user ID next to the device ID. Then the mapping is not needed.

There are several problems with the current approach. For example, the

current approach does not support authentication of users/devices, it only appends the user ID

to the measurement. Data provenance is not established, as a healthcare providerlater in the

process cannot securely find which device was used to create the measurement. Nextto that,

the current mapping approach does not quickly lock the user and device ID together, butit
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introduces room for mistakes. Either a user makes an unintended mistake (if manual mapping

is required — the user has to select his ID (1 or A) at application hosting device or

measurement device for each measurement) or the system can mix the users (the application

designer should take special care to provide data management in a way to reduce the

potential for associating measurements to the wrong user). In this type of arrangement,it is

possible for a malicious user to introduce wrong measurements by impersonatingthe real

user. Similarly, the device ID can be copied to forged devices, which canbe easily introduced

in the eco system. Then a user can use these devices to produce data that will look reliable

but in fact will be unreliable.

It is therefore an object of the invention to improve upon the known art.

According to a first aspect of the present invention, there is provided a methad

ofauthenticating a device and a user comprising receiving a user input, generatingafirst key

from the user input, performing a physical measurement of the device, obtaining helper data

for the device, computing a second key from the physical measurement and the helper data,

and performing an operation using the first and sccond keys.

According to a sccond aspect of the present invention, there is provided a

system for authenticating a device and a user comprising a user interface arranged to receive

a user input, a query componentarranged to perform a physical measurement ofthe device,

and a processing component connected to the user interface and the query component, and

arranged to generate a first key from the user input, to obtain helper data for the device, to

compute a second key from the physical measurement andthe helper data, and to perform an

operation using the first and second keys.

According to a third aspect of the present invention, there is provided a

method ofregistering a device and a user comprising receiving a user input, generatingafirst

key from the user input, performing a physical measurementof the device, generating a

second key and helper data for the device from the physical measurement, performing an

operation using the first and second keys, and transmitting an output of the operation to a

remote data store.

According to a fourth aspect of the present invention, there is provided a

system for registering a device anda user comprising a user interface arranged to receive a

user input, a query component arranged to perform a physical measurementof the device,

and a processing component arranged to generate a first key from theuser input, to generate a

second key and helper data for the device from the physical measurement, to perform an
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operation using the first and second keys, and to transmit an output of the operation to a

remote data store.

Owing to the invention, it is possible to bind the identity of a user and a device

so as to certify that data originating from the device originates from the particular device and

the particular user. This supports data quality assurance andreliability in personal healthcare

applications. In this system,there is delivered a method to bind the identity of a user and a

device identifier as early as possible, so as to certify that data originating from the device

originates from the particular device and the particular user. To ensure proper device and user

authentication/identification it is possible to use a Physically Uncloneable Function (PUF,

described in detail below) in combination with a user input.

As a result there is covered the three problems from theprior art by providing

respectively, close coupling of the user ID and the identification of the device used to take

the measurement (the use of unregistered device/user is immediately detected), strong user

authentication and anti-counterfeiting and strong device authentication. This has the

following benefits, patient safety (diagnosis and health decisions are based on reliable data),

reduction of costs (reuse of patient provided data in the consumer health and the professional

healthcare domain) and conveniencefor the patient (they can take healthcare measurements

at home).

In a preferred embodiment, the step ofreceiving a user input comprises

performing a biometric measurementofthe user and the step of generating a first key from
the user input comprises obtaining helper data for the user and computing the first key from

the biometric measurement and the user helper data. The user of a biometric measurement,

such as a fingerprint, increases the security of the system and ensures that any data taken

from an individualis authenticated as being from that specific individual, when the data is

analyzed by a remote health system.

Advantageously, the method comprises performing a defined function on the

first and second keys to obtain a third key. The security of the system can be increased if the

two keys, one from the device and one from the user are combined together fo create a third

key, prior to any transmittal to a remote location. The combination can be performed

according to a function of both inputs. Such function can be for example: (i) the

concatenation of both strings, the XORing ofboth strings, the concatenation of both strings

and subsequent hashingofthe resulting string, the XORing ofboth strings and then hashing

the resulting string, the encryption ofone string according to an encryption algorithm (e.g.
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the Advanced Encryption Standard) using as key one of the strings and as plaintext the

second string, etc.

In a further embodiment, the step ofreceiving a user input comprises receiving

a password and the stcp of generating a first key from the user input comprises computing the

first key from the password. Rather than using biometric data, a simple password can be used

to authenticate the user. Although this does not have the highest level of security associated .

with using the biometric data, this still provides a system thatis an improvement over current

known systems.

Ideally, the step of obtaining helper data for the device comprises computing

the helper data from the first key and a stored component. The key for the device (the second

key) is created from the physical measurement performed on the device and. the helper data.

If the helper data is reconstructed from the first key (from the user) and some stored

component, then the security ofthe system of authenticating the device and user is increased,

because the helper data is never stored in the clear.

Advantageously, the method further comprises obtaining a user share,

obtaining a device share, and performing a defined function on the user share, device share,

first and second keys to obtain a third key. The use of a user share and device share allows

more than one device to be authenticated to a specific user, which increases the efficiency of

the registration and authentication system.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

Embodiments of the present invention will now be described, by way of

example only, with reference to the accompanying drawings, in which:-

Fig. 1 is a schematic diagram ofa healthcare system,

Fig. 2 is a further schematic diagram of the healthcare system,

Fig. 3 is a schematic diagram of a device and user authentication system,

Fig. 4 is a flowchart of a registration procedure,

Fig. 5 is a flowchart of an authentication procedure,

Fig. 6a is a schematic diagram of a preferred embodimentofthe authentication

system, and

Fig. 6b is a further schematic diagram of a preferred embodimentofthe

authentication system, and

Fig. 7 is a schematic diagram of a further embodiment of the system.
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE EMBODIMENTS

An cxample of a healthcare system is shown in Fig. 1. Various PAN (personal

area network) devices 10 are shownsuch as a wristwatch and a blood pressure measuring

device, which directly measure physiological parameters of a user. Additionally LAN (local

area network) devices 12 are provided such as a treadmill which can also be used to gather

healthcare information aboutthe user. The PAN devices 10 and the LAN devices 12 are

connected via suitable interfaces (wired and/or wireless) to an appropriate application hosting

device 14, such a computer or mobile phone, which will be local to the PAN and LAN

devices 10 and 12. This hosting device 14 will be running a suitable application which can

gather and organize the outputs from the various PAN and LAN devices 10 and 12.

The application hosting device 14 is connected to a WAN (wide area network)

device 16 such as a server. The WAN connection can be via a network such as the Internet.

The server 16 is also connected via a suitable interface to a health record device 18, whichis

maintaining a health record for the users of the system. As discussed above,it is of

paramount importance that the data recorded by the individual health records stored by the

device 18 is assigned, firstly to the correct user, and additionally, that the device which

recorded the data is known with absolute certainty. It is also advisable that the relevant PAN

or LAN device 10 or 12 is also approved for use in the system.

Fig. 2 illustrates the system of Fig. 1, with a user 20 whois taking a

measurement with a PAN device 10. Through the home hub H4, data can be communicated to

the remote record device 18, which is maintaining the patient’s record 22, The remote record

device 18 also communicates directly with a GP record 24. In this example, the user 20 has
wrongly identified themselves to the device 10, andis also using an incorrect device 10, for

the measurementthat they are trying to make. In a conventional system,this will result in an

incorrect entry being made in their record 22, and could cause an incorrectalert to be raised

with respect to the patient’s condition.

In order to prevent the kind oferror thatis illustrated by Fig. 2, the system

according to the present invention is summarized in Fig. 3. This Figure. shows a device 10

and the user 20, communicating with the remote healthcare device 18. The essential principle

is that a key is derived from the user 20 and a key is derived from the device 10, and, in one

embodiment, these are combined together and transmitted to the remote server 18 as a third

key. The user 20 could supply a password, or in the preferred embodiment, there is

performed a biometric measurement of the user 20 (such as a fingerprint) and the user key is
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generated from this biometric measurement. The key from the device 10 is derived from a

physical measurement of the device. One method of achieving this is to use a function known

as a PUP, described below.

The system of Fig. 3 for authenticating the device 10 and the user 20

comprises a user interface arranged to receive a user input, a query component arranged to

perform a physical measurement ofthe device, and a processing component connected to the

user interface and the query component, and arranged to generate a first key from the user

input, to obtain helper data for the device, to compute a second key from the physical

measurement and the helper data, and to perform an operation using the first and second

keys. These three components,the user interface, the query component and the processing

component could all be contained within the device 10, or could be distributed amongst

different devices. Indeed the functions of the processing component could be split between

different processors contained in different devices.

A Physical Uncloneable Function (PUF)is a functionthat is realized by a

physical system, such that the function is easy to evaluate but the physical system is hard to

characterize and hard to clone, see for example R. Pappu, “Physical Onc-Way Functions”,

Ph.D. thesis, MIT, 2001. Since a PUF cannot be copied or modeled, a device equipped with a

PUF becomes uncloneable. Physical systems that are produced by an uncontrolled production

process(i.e. that contains some randommess) are good candidates for PUFs. The PUF’s
physical system is designed such that it interacts in a complicated way with stimuli

(challenges) and leads to unique but unpredictable responses. A PUF challenge and the

cotresponding response are together called a Challengce-Response-Pair, It is possible for a

PUF to havea single challenge, or a limited (small) number of challenges (less than 32 for

example), or a large number of challenges (2” challenges for n>5),

One example of a PUF is the so-called SRAM PUFs.Asfar as experiments

have shown today, these PUFs are present on any device having an SRAM onboard.It is

based on the phenomenon that when an SRAM cell is started up, it starts up in a random

state. However, whenthis is donc multiple times, the SRAM starts up, most of the time, in

the same state and can therefore be used as a type of PUF, S-RAM PUFsare described in

more detail m 1D685102. Other PUFs include an optical PUF, disclosed in the above

reference and a delay PUF (see Gassend et al., Su et al. — IC PUFs (Delay PUF) CCS 2002,

ACSAC 2002).

As previously mentioned, PUF responses are noisy and not fully random.

Thus, a Fuzzy Extractor or Helper Data Algorithm (see J.-P. M. G. Linnartz and P. Tuyls,
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“New Shielding Functions to Enhance Privacy and Prevent Misuse of Biometric Templates,”

in Audio-and Video-Based Biometrie Person Authentication — AVBPA 2003, ser. LNCS,J.

Kittler and M. 8. Nixon, Eds., vol. 2688. Springer, June 9-11, 2003, pp. 393-402 and Y.

Dodis, M. Reyzin, and A. Smith, “Fuzzy extractors: How to generate strong keys from

biometrics and other noisy data,” in Advances in Cryptology —- EUROCRYPT 2004,ser.

LNCS,C. Cachin and J. Camenisch, Eds., vol. 3027. Springer-Verlag, 2004, pp. 523-540.) is

required to extract one {or more) secure keys from the PUF responses.

In the following,there is provided the intuition behind the algorithms. A fuzzy

extractor requires two basic primitives, firstly information reconciliation or error correction

and secondly privacy amplification or randomness extraction, which guarantees an output

which is very close to being a uniformly distributed random variable. In order to implement

those two primitives, helper data W is generated during the enrolmentorregistration phase.

Later, during the key reconstruction or authentication phase, the key is reconstructed based

on a noisy measurement Ri and the helper data W. During the enrolment phase (carried out in

a trusted environment), a probabilistte procedure called Gen is run. This procedure takes as

its input a PUF response R, and produces as output a key K and helper data W: (K,W) <—

Gen(R). In order to generate the helper data W, an error correcting code C is chosen such that

at least t errors can be corrected. The numberoferrors to be corrected depends on the

particular application and on the PUF properties.
Once an appropriate code has been chosen, the helper data W is generated by

first choosing a random code word Cs from C and computing W1 = Cs ® R. Furthermore a

umiversal hash function (see L. Carter and M. N. Wegman, “Universal Classes ofHash

Functions,” J, Comput. Syst. Sci., vol. 18, no. 2, pp. 143-154, 1979) h; is chosen at random

from a set H and the key K is defined as K <— h(R). The helper data is then defined as W =

(W1, i). During the key reconstruction phase a procedure called Rep is run. It takes as input a

noisy response R’ and helper data W and reconstructs the key K (if R’ originates from the

same source as R) i.e. & <— Rep(R’,W). Reconstruction of the key is achieved by computing

Cs’ = W1 @® R’, decoding Cs’ to Cg via the decoding algorithm of C, recovermg R= Cs ©

W1, and finally computing K = hj(R). The present method will work also with other types of

helper data. For example, mstead of XORing,it is possible to also perform a permutation.

It should be noted that the symbol ® is used to indicate an XOR operation.

Thelogical operation exclusive disjunction, also called exclusive or (XOR),is a type of

logical disjunction on two operands that results in a value of“true”, if and only if, exactly

one of the operands has a value of “true”.
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Fuzzy extractor construction can also be used to generate unique identifiers or

keys from biometric data. Instead of having a PUF response, there is used a person’s

biometric data. This can be further enhanced by computing the hash (say SHA-2) of K

(where K = h{R), and R is a biomettic measurement). See T. Kevenaar, G.J. Schrijen, A.

Akkermans, M. Damstra, P. Tuyls, M. van der Veen, Robust and Secure Biometrics: Some

Application Examples. ISSE 2006 for an overview of different applications of this

construction and Kevenaar, T.A.M, Schrijen, G.J., van der Veen, M., Akkermans, A.H.M.

and Zuo, F.: Face Recognition with Renewable and Privacy Preserving Templates. Proc. 4th

IEEE Workshop on Automatic Identification Advanced Technologies (AutoID 2005), 17-18

Oct. 2005 Page(s): 21 — 26 for an cxample applied to biometrics based on face recognition.

As previously mentioned, the system of the present invention is designed to

link a measurement to both a device ID and the particular user. A stable device ID can be

derived from a PUF response and associated helper data. The helper data can be chosen

randomly from code wordsofan error correcting code. In a preferred embodiment, the helper

data is derived from both an error correcting code and from a string derived from a biometric

mcasurcmentof the user. By constructing such helper data, it is possible to authenticate both

the device and the user at once.

In a preferred embodiment,it is assumed that the following are available on

the device that is being used, a PUF such that when challenge with Ci produces a response
Ri, whichis written as Ri — PUF(C1), a GenPUF algorithm which upon getting a PUF

response Ri outputs (Ki,Wi), with (Ki,Wi) — GenPUF(Ri), a RepPUF algorithm

which upon getting a PUF response Ri’ and helper data Wi outputs the key Ki if Ri and Ri’

are sufficiently close, with Ki — RepPUF(Ri’,Wi), a GenBio algorithm which upongetting a

biometric measurement BMu from user U outputs (Ku,Wu), with (Ku,Wu) — GenBio(BMu),

and a RepBio algorithm which upon getting a biometric measurement BMu from user U and

helper data Wu outputs the key Ku if BMu and BMw’ are sufficiently‘close, Ku —

RepBio(BMu’,Wu). It is assumed that the device that is used to perform the measurements

has a PUF embeddedin it, This can be casily expected from any device containing, for

example an SRAM memory, such as any microprocessor or microcontroller, Clearly, the

algorithms GenPUF, GenBio, RepPUF, and RepBio can be implemented on the device but do

not have to. They could be implemented on a second device. The first option is better from

the security stand point. However, the second option makes it possible to implement the

system for devices with limited processing capabilities.
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Fig. 4 shows how the system would work in relation to a preferred

embodimentofthe registration procedure. Firstly, a group of users has a device i which

measures some signal of users Ul, U2, U3, ..., Un. Prior to using the device for the first time,

one ofthe users (Uj) runs the procedure GenPUF on the PUF of device i and obtains (Ki,W#)

<— GenPUF(Ri) corresponding to a response Ri originating from device i. This is the step S1

of the process. Note that this step does not need to be run by device i. In particular, this

procedure can be run by a separate entity. The only thing needed by the entity to run GenPUF

is the response Ri.

At the second step 82, the helper data Wiis stored in non-volatile memory of

device i. An individual user, user Uj runs GenBio on his¢her biometric (such as a fingerprint)

and obtains Kuj, which is step S3. At step S4, this value is XORED with Wito produce

Wi,uj, which is stored in the device in user’s Uj memory profile space, at step 85. In other

words, Wi,uj = Wi XOR Kuj. A database is stored m the device with entries as follows: (Ky;

Wi,uj). The next step is step s6, in which for the user Uj there is computed a key Kij as a

function of Ki and Kuj, written Kij — f(ki,Kuj). At step $7, this key is transmitted in a

secure manner to the health service provider. Stcps 3 to 7 are repeated for every user who

wants to use the device. An alternative to storing the pairs (Kuj; Wi,uj) in the device’s

database 1s to store a pair (Uj, Wi,uj). This assumes that the user has a string Uj that

identifies him, This is more secure since the key Kuj is not stored in the device but

reconstructed every time that is needed. The string Uj can be any identifying mformation

such as the nameofthe user, his social security mumber, driver’s license number, email

address, etc.

In summary, the method ofregistering a device and a user comprising

receiving the user input (which could be a biometric measurement or a password), generating

the first key from the user input, performing a physical measurement (such as a PUF) ofthe

device, generating a second key and helper data for the device from the physical

measurement, performing an operation using the first and second keys, and transmitting an

output of the operationto a remote data store.

A preferred embodiment of an authentication procedure is shownin Fig. 4.

The procedure is used after the user and device have registered, as per the flowchart of Fig. 4.

User Uj desires to use device i to perform a measurement. Before being able to operate the

device, the first step $1, is that the user Uj rms Kuj «- RepBio(BMuj’,Wuj) and recovers

Kuj. At step $2, the device i searches in its database for a match with Kuj. If it finds such a
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match it contmues to step 3, otherwise the device stops and tells the user to register first, in

order to be able to use devicei.

If there is a match, then at step $3, the device 1 XORs Kuj with Wi,uj to obtain

Wi = Wi,uj XOR Kuj, followed by step 54, in which the device i runs Ki — RepPUF(Ri’,Wi)

to recover Ki, At step $5, the device 1 computes a function of Ki and Kuj, written f(Ki,Kuj)

resulting in a string Kaj and, at step S6 the device i computes a Message Authentication Code

(MAC) on the data measured with secret key Kij. Finally, at step S7, the device i sends the

data and the MACto the health service provider, The health service provider verifies the

MACandifthe verification succeeds the data is accepted.

In this way a secure method of authenticating a device and a user is delivered.

Neither the plrysical function of the device (in the preferred embodiment the PUF) nor the

data from the user {in the preferred embodiment the biometric data) can be cloned or faked in

any way, and the transmittal of these keys (or a single key derived from them both) to the

health service provider allows both the device and user to be authenticated.

An alternative solution (Embodiment 2) to that provided by the procedures of

flowcharts 4 and 5 is to perform separate authentication ofthe device and the patient and then

combine these identifiers/keys or send them separately to the service provider. For example,

it is possible to derive Ki from PUF, then derive Kuj from the user’s biometrics and then

combine the keys into a single key: Ka = Hash(Kil|Kuj). Based on this key (Kij) a MAC ora
signature on the data can be computed before being sent to the service provider. However,

this would fail to identify, in the beginning,a user that has not run the registration procedure

before using the measuring deviceforthe first time(i.e. the user has to register a ncw key, for

each new device he obtains; and this registration has to be done with all service providers

and/or health service infrastructures that use his data).

Other variations of the preferred embodimentare also possible. For example,

the device docs not perform the key reconstructionitself, but rather sends the measured

signal together with a POF response Ri’ to a more powerful device, for example the home

hub 14 in Fig. 2, whereall the processing is performed, Note that in this particular case, there

is no concern over the secrecy of the response. Rather the system is only interested in making

sure that there is the correct data associated with the correct user and device.

The methodology above could also be adapted so that instead of computing a

helper data Wi,uy, the device could simply store Wi and then compute Kij as the XOR of Ki

and Kuj. However, this would fail to identify in the beginning a user that has not run the

registration procedure before using the measuring device for the first time.
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Another alternative could be that instead of using a symmetric-key based

system the system can use an asymmetric key based system. Instead of considering Kij as a

symmetric key, the system can use the secret-kcy of a public-key based system. Then in step

57 of the registration procedure (Fig. 4), instcad of sending Kij to the service provider,the

device can send the public-key associated with a secret-key Kij. This can be easily computed

for typical public-key based systems.

In one embodiment there is performed a defined function on the first key from

the user and the second key from the device to obtain a third key (Kij). The function used to

compute Kij from Ki and Kuj could be, for example, a hash (SHA-1, SHA-2, MD5, RipeMD,

etc.) of the concatenation of Ki and Kuj, an XOR of Ki and Kuj, an cneryption of a constant

string using as key Ki and Kuj, and encryption of Ki using Kuj as the encryption key of an

encryption system, an encryption of Kuj using Ki as the encryption key ofan encryption

system, a value derived from a 2-out-n threshold scheme whete two of the shares correspond

to Ki and Kuj (see below for additional advantages of using threshold schemes), or any other

function of Ki and Kuj appropriate for the application.

The preferred embodiment of the invention is shown in Fig. 6a and Fig. 6b. In

Fig. 6a a processor 30 is connected to a device 10 and a user input device 32. The device 10

is a device for measuring the blood pressure of the user, and the user input device 32 is a

device for measuring the fingerprint of the user, when the user placestheir finger into the

device. The system ofthis Figure assumes that the registration process has already taken

place and the user has performed the measurementoftheir blood pressure with the device 10.

The user wishes to authenticate the acquired data prior to sending that acquired data to the

third party health service provider.

Fig. 6b illustrates the actions taken by the processor 30. The userinput 34,

being a biometric measurementof the user’s fingerprint is received by the processor 30, from

the user input device 32. The PUF 36is also received from a query applied to the device 10.

Within the system is present a query component which makes a PUF query to the device 10.

This component (not shown) could be built in within the device 10. The user input 34 is

combined with user helper data 38 to generate a first key 40, and the PUF 36 is combined

with device helper data 42 to generate a second key.

In this Figure, the key generation processes are shown as independent, but

they could be configured in such a way that the key from oneside is used to generate the

helper data on the other side, and vice versa, as an extra security feature, using an additional

stored component. The generation of the two keys 40 and 44 could occur simultaneously, or
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in the case where the key of oneis used to generate the helper data of the other, then the

generation would occur sequentially. Either key could be generated first. The reference to the

user’s key as the first key 40 does not mean thatit is the first key to be gencrated by the

processor 30.

After the keys 40 and 44 have been generated then they are passed to an

operation stage 46, which performs an operation using the two keys 40 and 44. This

operation could take a number of different forms. In the simplest embodiment, the operation

is the transmission of the two keys 40 and 44, with the acquired data about the user’s blood

pressure, to the third party service provider. Another option would be to combine the two

keys 40 and 44 into a third key and transmit this third key with the data. A third option would

be to encrypt the user’s health data with either the two keys 40 and 44,or using something

(such as a hash function output) derived from the two keys 40 and 44. Another option would

be the generation ofa digital signature using the keys 40 and 44 to sign the data beforeit is

sent, In this way the data pathered by the user is authenticated using the two keys 40 and 44.

The key Kuj derived from the user, which in the preferred embodimentis a

biometric measurement, could be derived from a password for example. The intent is to make

the key that is used to sign dependent on something that User Uj has to provide or enter into

the system. It does not necessarily have to be a biometric, although this would makeit less

likely to be vulnerable to impersonation attacks. This embodiment 1s shown in Fig.7.

In this embodiment, the user 20 provides a user input which is a password 28.

The device 10 generates a key from the password, and also performs a physical measurement

ofthe device (using a PUF). The device accesses the helper data for the device and computes

a second key from the physical measurement and the helper data, as discussed in detail

above. The device then transnmts the first and second keys (or a third key derived from these

two keys) to the health service provider 18.

The system can also be adapted to generating a single per user key from

muitiple devices. In this embodiment, there is provided an approach that uses only one key

per paticnt/uscr regardless of the number of devices that are used for obtaining data (in

contrast to previous embodiments where one key per cach user-device combination was

necessary). For this construction it is possible to use threshold secret sharing, which is

described in the following.

Threshold secret-sharing is described in Alfred J. Menezes, Paul C. van

Oorschot and Scott A. Vanstone, “Handbook ofApplied Cryptography”, CRC Press, 1997. A

(in) threshold scheme (t<=n) is a method by which a trusted party computes secret shares S;,
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1 <=i<=n from aninitial secret S, and securely distributes §; to user P;, such that the

following is true: any t or more users who pool their shares may easily recover 8, but any

group knowing only t — 1 or fewer shares may not. A perfect threshold schcmeis a threshold

scheme in which knowing only t — 1 or fewer shares provide no advantage (no information

5 about S whatsoever, in the information-theoretic sense) to an opponent over knowing no

shares.

Shamir’s threshold schemeis based on polynomial interpolation, and the fact

that a univariate polynomial y = f(x) of degree t — 1 is uniquely defined by t points (xi; yi)

with distinct x; (since these define t linearly independent equations in t unknowns). The

10s coefficients of an unknown polynomial f(x) of degree Icss than t, defined by points (x;; ¥;), 1

<=1<=t, are given by the Lagrange interpolation formula:

 

del biatt dott 4

15 Since f(0) = a0 = §, the shared secret may be expressed as:

om : "Bt, serhere. ey cc I] 2s> prt, where ay il ste
tel LSfete

Thus each group member may compute S as a linear combination of t shares

20 yj, since the cj are non-secrct constants (whichfor a fixed group of t users may be pre-

computed). Below is shown Shamir’s (t,n) threshold scheme. Shamir’s threshold schemeis

provided as an example, however, other threshold secret sharing schemes can also be used,
for example, Oded Goldreich, Dana Ron, Madhu Sudan: “Chinese remaindering with errors”

TEBE Transactions on Information Theory 46(4): 1330-1338 (2000).
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Mechantem Sharair’s (0) threshold scheme

SUMMARY: « tusted party distributes shares of a secret 9to ve os
RESULT: any anvrpef fusers which pool theshares can vecover S

me3.

try

i. Setuo, The trusted partyFT begins wotha seeretanteger & > [) th wrebesto distvebute.
BEIOTLE, M1 EESOES,.

: S(a) 7 chooses apmme po nyevi§, 9), aul defines ay x= 8, 

ii} Tselects #— 1 random, independentcoeficimnts o1,... 38saay pol,
definang the random polynomial aver By, Fla) =“eethpage.fe} P comymites & =< Pl mod p. I <i efor foe31any ncistoet points #1 <<
ile liasve securelytransfers the share S, to user £4, slong wrth peblec
indenia.

M ang of shares, Anyoroupoft ormore userspoclthese shares (see Remark 1370).
Their shores provide £ distinct Pedats (yi == (d, Sy) allewing competation of theconfiictents ay, 1] << ai by Lagrannee roterpalation(see below’. Tle
secret is recowersd by noting fi fig
 
 
  &q ss 7 SF

Using Shamir’s Threshold schemeit is possible to combine several keys (in

this particular case two keys) to gencrate a single key as follows. This uses a 2-out-n

threshold scheme as follows. The user computes a different key Ki for every device as has

5 been described in the previous embodiments. The user also computes a key based on his

biometric Kaj. The user defines a 2-out-n threshold schemeas follows:

The user chooses a prime p large enough such that Ki < p and Kuj < p.

Alternatively, it is possible to choose a prime p large enough for security purposes, and based

on this, compute strings Ki’ and Kuj’, which (when interpreted as integers) are less than p.

10 One possible way to compute such strings is simply as Ki’ = Hash(Ki) mod p and Kuj’ =

Hash(Kuj) mod p, for some hash function Hash, The user chooses a random key Kij such that
2 <= Kij <= p-1, and sets a0 = Kij. The user then chooses one independent and random

coefficient al such that 1<= al <= p-1. Note that al must be non-zero (in contrast to the

general Shamir’s threshold scheme}. The user computes a share Yuj as follows: Yuj =

15 al*Kauyj’ + a0. The user stores in device i Yuj (Yuj is the samefor all devices). The user then

computes a share Yi for device i as follows: Yi=al*Ki’ + a0. The user stores m device i Yi.

The Yi is device dependent. This is repeated for every devicc i that the uscr wants to usc.

Ifthe system supports only symmetric-key authentication then the key Ky

(corresponding to a0) is sent to the service provider. If the system is public-key based then a

20 corresponding public key is derived using a0 as the secret key of the system and the public-

key is sent to the service provider via a secure and authenticated channel. To provide the

authentication in such a system, the user obtains their biometric dependent key and obtains a

user share (Kuj’, Yuj). The device computes its key Ki (by any of the methods described
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above which might include the use of the user’s biometric as well) and obtains a device share

(Ka, Yi) for device i. Using Lagrange interpolation the key Kij is reconstructed from the two

shares. The user uses Kij to compute a MACora signature onthe data being sentto the

service provider.

There are several advantages of the proposed system. Most importantly, the

system allows for carly coupling of device and user identifiers that can be obtained by strong

authentication (for example using PUFs and biometrics). In the preferred embodiment, the

key derivation is performed in one step which leads to higherreliability.

Furthermore, the system is advantageous becausethereit is necessary to

register with the service provider only a single key per user. This supports scparation of

duties. 'The service provider or health service infrastructure does not have to take care of

registration ofmeasurementdevices. A TTP (Trusted Third Party), such as a Continua

certification centre, can perform the registration in a way that for each device a user has, the

combined device/user key is the sarne, as described in the final embodiment. The TTP

certifies the key which is registered by service providers and health service infrastructure.

This is much simpler than continuously registering with the service provider the keys of cach

device the user has and will obtain (which is required by traditional approaches).

Additionally, at the service provider and health service infrastructure site, the key

management is much simpler as they have to deal with far fewer keys. They do not have to
change much current practice of using one identifier/key per patient. Finally, depending on

the embodiment chosen for the implementation, it is possible to identify a user which has not

been registered before, which also contributes to the reliability of the measured data.

Nextto that, there are important advantages of biometrics over other

authentication approaches. Most importantly, some physiological measurements could serve

a dual purpose. For example, measuring patient’s vital signs (for example ECG)and at the

same time using the measurement for patient authentication (biometric data can be extracted

from the physiological measurement such as ECG). This methodology couples the

measurement to the patient as strongly as possible. In addition, biometric data is more

convenicnt and secure than a passwordsor smartcards that can be forgotten orlost. Biometric

data provides a stronger type of authentication when compared to smartcards or passwords,

which can be easily handed overto other people.
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CLAIMS:

1. A method of authenticating a device (10) and a user (20) comprising:

- receiving a user input (28, 34),

- generating a first key (40) from the user input(28, 34),

- performing a physical measurement (36) of the device (10),

- obtaining helper data (42) for the device (10),

- computing a second key (44) from the physical measurément (36) and the

helper data (44), and

- performing an operation (46) using the first and second keys (40, 44).

2. A method according to claim 1, wherein the step ofperforming an operation

(46) using the first and second keys (40, 44) comprises performing a defined function on the

first and second keys (40, 44) to obtain a third key.

3. A method according to claim | or 2, wherein the step of receiving a user input

(28) comprises receiving a password (28) and the step of generating a first key (40) from the

user input (28) comprises computing the first key (40) from the password (28).

4, A method according to claim | or 2, wherein the step of receiving a user input

(34) comprises performing a biometric measurement(34) of the user (20) and the step of

generating a first key (40) from the user input (34) comprises obtaining helper data (38) for

the user (20) and computingthe first key (40) from the biometric measurement(34) and the

user helper data (38).

5. A method according to claim 4, wherein the step of obtaining helper data (42)

for the device (10) comprises computing the helper data (42) from the first key (40) and a

stored component.
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6. A method according to any preceding claim, and further comprising obtaining

a user share, obtaining a device share, and performing a defined function on the user share,

device share, first and second keys (40, 44) to obtain a third key.

7, A system for authenticating a device (10) and a user (20) comprising:

- a user interface (32) arranged to receive a user input (28,34),

- a query component arranged to perform a phystcal measurement (36) of the

device (10), and

- a processing component (30) connectedto the user interface (32) and the

query component, and arranged to generate a first key (40) from the user input (28, 34), to

obtain helper data (42) for the device (10), to compute a second key (44) from the physical

measurement (36) and the helper data (42), and to perform an operation (46) usingthefirst

and second keys (40, 44).

8. A system according to claim 7, wherein the processing component (30) is

arranged, when performing an opcration (46) using the first and second keys (40, 44), to

perform a defined function on thefirst and second keys (40, 44) to obtain a third key.

9. A system according to claim 7 or 8, wherein the user input (28) comprises a

password (28) and the processing component (30) is arranged, when generating a first key

(40) from the user input (28), to compute the first key (40) from the password (28).

10. A system according to claim 7 or 8, wherein the user input (34) comprises a

biometric measurement (34)of the user (20) and the processing component(30) is arranged,

when generating a first key (40) from the user input (34), to obtain helper data (38) for the

user (20) and to compute the first key (40) from the biometric measurement (34) and the user

helper data (38).

11, A system according to claim 10, wherein the processing component (30) is

arranged, when, obtaining helper data (42) for the device (10), to compute the helper data (42)

from the first key (40) and a stored component.

12. A system according to any one ofclaims 7 to 11, wherein the processing

component (30) is further arranged to obtain a user share, obtain a device share, and to
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perform a defined fimction on the user share, device share, first and second keys (40, 44) to

obtain a third key

13. A system according to any onc of claims 7 to 12, wherein the userinterface,

the query component and the processing component are contained within a single device.

14. A system according to any one of claims 7 ta 12, wherein the user interface

(32), the query component(10) and the processing component(30) are distributed across a

phwality of devices.

15, A method of registermg a device (10) and a user (20) comprising:

- receiving a user input (28, 34),

- generating a first key (40) from the user input (28, 34),

- performing a physical measurement (36) of the device (10),

- gencrating a sccond key (44) and helper data (42) for the device (10) from the

physical measurement (36),

- performing an operation (46) using thefirst and second keys (42, 44), and

transmitting an output of the operation (46) to a remote data store.

16. A method according to claim 15, wherein the step of receiving a user input

(34) comprises performing a biometric measurement(34)of the user (20) and thestep of

generating a first key (40) fromthe uscr input (34) includes generating helper data (38) for

the user (20).

17. A system for registering a device (10) and a user (20) comprising:

- a user interface (32) arranged to receive a user input (28, 34),

- a query component arranged to perform a physical measurement (36) ofthe

device (10), and

- a processing component(30) arranged to gencrateafirst key (40) from the

user input (28, 34), to generate a second key (44) and helper data (42) for the device (10)

from the physical measurement (36), to perform an operation (46) using the first and second

keys (40, 44), and to transmit an output of the operation (46) to a remote data store.
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18. A system according to claim 17, wherein the user input (34) comprises a

biometric measurement(34)ofthe user (20) and the processing component(30) is further

arranged, when gencrating a first key (40) from the user input (34), to generate helper data

(38) for the user (20).
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P.O. Box 1450
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UNDER37 C.F.R. §§1.56, 1.97, and 1.98

Sir:

Pursuant to 37 C.F.R. §§1.56, 1.97, and 1.98, the documentslisted on the attached

form PTO/SB/08A and/or PTO/SB/08Bare called to the attention of the Examiner for the

above patent application, The documents were cited in an International Search Report mailed

April 23, 2013 in corresponding PCT Patent Application No. PCT/U$2013/022292. A copy

of the Search Report is also enclosed for the Examiner’s review.

Citation of these documents shall not be construedas:

(1) an admission that the documents are necessarily prior art with respect to the

instant invention;

(2) a representation that a search has been made, other than as described above; or

(3) an admission that the information cited herein is, or is considered to be

material to patentability.

Enclosed with this statement are thefollowing:

bX Form PTO/SB/08A and/or PTO/SB/08B. The Examiner is requested to initial the form
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Dx A copy ofeach cited document as required by 37 C.F.R. §1.98 (except where

otherwise indicated).

Complete copies are not submitted of U.S. patents and U.S. patent application
publications per 37 C.F.R. §1.98(a)(2)(), and copies are not submitted of documents
already cited or submitted in a parent application from which benefit under 35 U.S.C.
$120 is claimed per 37 C.F.R. $1.98(d).
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4 This statement qualifies under 37 C.F.R. §1.97, subsection (b) because:

It is being filed within 3 months of the application filing date of a
national application other than a continued prosecution application
under §1.53(d);
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It is being filed within 3 monthsof entry of the national stage as set
forth in §1.491 in an international application;
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It is being filed before the mailing date of a first Office action on the
merits;
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It is being filed before the mailing date of a first Office action after the
filing ofan RCE under $1,114.

whichever occurslast.

xX Although it may not qualify under subsection (b), this statement qualifies under

37 C.F.R. §1.97, subsection (c) because: .

It is being filed before the mailing date of a FINAL Office Action and
before a Notice of Allowance or another action closing prosecution
(whichever occursfirst);

-- AND (check atleast one ofthe following) --
(1) ‘It is accompanied by the $180 fee set forth in 37 C.F.R.

§1.17(p);
-- OR --

(2) Pursuant to 37 C.F.R. §1.97(e), each item of information
contained in the information disclosure statement wasfirst cited

in a communication from a foreign patent office in a counterpart
foreign application not more than three monthspriorto the
filing of the information disclosure statement.
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(3) Pursuant to 37 C.F.R. §1.97(e), no item of information
contained in the information disclosure statement was cited ina

communication from a foreign patent office in a counterpart
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foreign application, and, to the knowledge ofthe person signing
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information contained in the information disclosure statement

was known to any individual designated in § 1,56(c) more than
three monthspriorto the filing of the information disclosure
statement.

rd] Although it may not qualify under subsections (b) or (c), this statement qualifies under

37 C.FLR. §1.97, subsection (d) because:

(1) Pursuant to 37 C.F.R. §1.97(e}, each item of information contained in
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statement;
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[x] Fee Authorization, The Commissioner is hereby authorized to charge any additional

 
fee(s), charge any underpaymentoffee(s), or credit any overpayment associated with

this communication to Deposit Account No. 08-1394.

  

  Certificate of Transmission Respectfully submitted,

I hereby certify that this correspondenceis sent bor ; o>electronically via EFS Web to the Commissioner for ~SLpla
Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450, David B. Bowls
on the date shown below.

(BedFRC
Pia 8. Kamath

Reg. No. 39,915
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APPLICATION NUMBER FILING OR 371(C) DATE FIRST NAMED APPLICANT ATTY. DOCKET NO./TITLE

 
 
   

13/366,197 02/03/2012 Paul Timothy Miller 47583.3
CONFIRMATION NO.5655

27683 PUBLICATION NOTICE

HAYNES AND BOONE, LLP

IP Section INOUE
2323 Victory Avenue eoese
Suite 700

Dallas, TX 75219

Title:;CRYPTOGRAPHIC SECURITY FUNCTIONS BASED ON ANTICIPATED CHANGESIN DYNAMIC

MINUTIAE

Publication No.US-2012-0201381-A1

Publication Date:08/09/2012

NOTICE OF PUBLICATION OF APPLICATION

The above-identified application will be electronically published as a patent application publication pursuant to 37
CFR 1.211, et seq. The patent application publication number and publication date are set forth above.

The publication may be accessed through the USPTO's publically available Searchable Databasesvia the
Internet at www.uspto.gov. The direct link to access the publication is currently http:/Awww.uspto.gov/pattt/.

The publication process established by the Office does not provide for mailing a copy of the publication to
applicant. A copy of the publication may be obtained from the Office upon paymentof the appropriate fee set forth
in 37 CFR 1.19(a)(1). Orders for copies of patent application publications are handled by the USPTO's Office of
Public Records. The Office of Public Records can be reached by telephone at (703) 308-9726 or (800) 972-6382,
by facsimile at (703) 305-8759, by mail addressed to the United States Patent and Trademark Office, Office of
Public Records, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450 or via the Internet.

In addition, information on the status of the application, including the mailing date of Office actions and the
dates of receipt of correspondencefiled in the Office, may also be accessed via the Internet through the Patent
Electronic Business Center at www.uspto.gov using the public side of the Patent Application Information and
Retrieval (PAIR) system. The direct link to access this status information is currently http://pair.-uspto.gov/. Prior to
publication, such status information is confidential and may only be obtained by applicant using the private side of
PAIR.

Further assistance in electronically accessing the publication, or about PAIR, is available by calling the Patent
Electronic Business Center at 1-866-217-9197.

 

Office of Data Managment, Application Assistance Unit (571) 272-4000, or (571) 272-4200, or 1-888-786-0101
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HAYNES AND BOONE, LLP

IP Section ACCA
2323 Victory Avenue 000000052653005
Suite 700

Dallas, TX 75219

 
 
   

Date Mailed: 02/22/2012

Receipt is acknowledged of this non-provisional patent application. The application will be taken up for examination
in due course. Applicant will be notified as to the results of the examination. Any correspondence concerning the
application mustinclude the following identification information: the U.S. APPLICATION NUMBER, FILING DATE,
NAME OF APPLICANT, and TITLE OF INVENTION. Fees transmitted by check or draft are subject to collection.
Please verify the accuracy of the data presented on this receipt. If an error is noted onthis Filing Receipt, please
submit a written requestfor a Filing Receipt Correction. Please provide a copyofthis Filing Receipt with the
changes noted thereon. If you received a "Notice to File Missing Parts" for this application, please submit
any corrections to this Filing Receipt with your reply to the Notice. When the USPTO processesthe reply
to the Notice, the USPTO will generate another Filing Receipt incorporating the requested corrections

Applicant(s)
Paul Timothy Miller, Irvine, CA;
George Allen Tuvell, Thompson's Station, TN;

Assignment For Published Patent Application
mSignia, Inc., Irvine, CA

Powerof Attorney: The patent practitioners associated with Customer Number 27683

Domestic Priority data as claimed by applicant
This appin claims benefit of 61/462,474 02/03/2011

Foreign Applications (You may beeligible to benefit from the Patent Prosecution Highway program atthe
USPTO.Please see http://www.uspto.gov for more information.)

If Required, Foreign Filing License Granted: 02/16/2012

The country code and numberof your priority application, to be usedfor filing abroad under the Paris Convention,
is US 13/366,197

Projected Publication Date: 08/09/2012

Non-Publication Request: No

Early Publication Request: No
** SMALL ENTITY **
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Title

CRYPTOGRAPHIC SECURITY FUNCTIONS BASED ON ANTICIPATED CHANGESIN DYNAMIC

MINUTIAE

Preliminary Class

380

PROTECTING YOUR INVENTION OUTSIDE THE UNITED STATES

Since the rights granted by a U.S. patent extend only throughout the territory of the United States and have no
effect in a foreign country, an inventor who wishes patent protection in another country must apply for a patent
in a specific country or in regional patent offices. Applicants may wish to consider thefiling of an international
application under the Patent Cooperation Treaty (PCT). An international (PCT) application generally has the same
effect as a regular national patent application in each PCT-membercountry. The PCT process simplifies the filing
of patent applications on the sameinvention in membercountries, but does notresult in a grantof "an international
patent" and doesnoteliminate the needof applicantsto file additional documents and fees in countries where patent
protection is desired.

Almost every country has its own patent law, and a person desiring a patent in a particular country must make an
application for patent in that country in accordancewith its particular laws. Since the laws of many countries differ
in various respects from the patent law of the United States, applicants are advised to seek guidance from specific
foreign countries to ensure that patent rights are not lost prematurely.

Applicants also are advised that in the case of inventions madein the United States, the Director of the USPTO must
issue a license before applicants can apply for a patent in a foreign country. Thefiling of a U.S. patent application
serves as a request for a foreign filing license. The application's filing receipt contains further information and
guidance asto the status of applicant's license for foreignfiling.

Applicants may wish to consult the USPTO booklet, "General Information Concerning Patents”(specifically, the
section entitled "Treaties and Foreign Patents") for more information on timeframes and deadlinesforfiling foreign
patent applications. The guide is available either by contacting the USPTO Contact Center at 800-786-9199, orit
can be viewed on the USPTO website at http://“www.uspto.gov/web/offices/pac/doc/general/index.html.

For information on preventing theft of your intellectual property (patents, trademarks and copyrights), you may wish
to consult the U.S. Government website, http:/Awww.stopfakes.gov. Part of a Department of Commerceinitiative,
this website includes self-help "toolkits" giving innovators guidance on how to protectintellectual property in specific
countries such as China, Korea and Mexico. For questions regarding patent enforcement issues, applicants may
call the U.S. Governmenthotline at 1-866-999-HALT (1-866-999-4158).

LICENSE FOR FOREIGN FILING UNDER

Title 35, United States Code, Section 184

Title 37, Code of Federal Regulations, 5.11 & 5.15

GRANTED

The applicant has been granted a license under 35 U.S.C. 184, if the phrase "IF REQUIRED, FOREIGN FILING
LICENSE GRANTED"followed by a date appears on this form. Such licenses are issuedin all applications where
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the conditions for issuance of a license have been met, regardless of whetheror not a license may be required as
set forth in 37 CFR 5.15. The scope andlimitations of this license are set forth in 37 CFR 5.15(a) unless an earlier
license has been issued under 37 CFR 5.15(b). The license is subject to revocation upon written notification. The
date indicatedis the effective date of the license, unless an earlier license of similar scope has been granted under
37 CFR 5.13 or 5.14.

This licenseis to be retained by the licensee and maybe usedat any time onorafter the effective date thereof unless
it is revoked. This license is automatically transferred to any related applications(s) filed under 37 CFR 1.53(d). This
license is not retroactive.

The grantof a license doesnot in any way lessen the responsibility of a licensee for the security of the subject matter
as imposed by any Governmentcontract or the provisions of existing laws relating to espionage and the national
security or the export of technical data. Licensees should apprise themselvesof current regulations especially with
respect to certain countries, of other agencies, particularly the Office of Defense Trade Controls, Department of
State (with respect to Arms, Munitions and Implements of War (22 CFR 121-128)); the Bureau of Industry and
Security, Department of Commerce (15 CFR parts 730-774); the Office of Foreign AssetsControl, Department of
Treasury (31 CFR Parts 500+) and the Department of Energy.

NOT GRANTED

No license under 35 U.S.C. 184 has been granted at this time, if the phrase "IF REQUIRED, FOREIGN FILING
LICENSE GRANTED" DOESNOTappearonthis form. Applicant maystill petition for a license under 37 CFR 5.12,
if a license is desired before the expiration of 6 months from thefiling date of the application. If 6 months has lapsed
from thefiling date of this application and the licensee has not received any indication of a secrecy order under 35
U.S.C. 181, the licensee mayforeignfile the application pursuant to 37 CFR 5.15(b).

 

SelectUSA

The United States represents the largest, most dynamic marketplace in the world and is an unparalleled location
for business investment, innovation and commercialization of new technologies. The USAoffers tremendous
resources and advantagesfor those who invest and manufacture goods here. Through SelectUSA, our nation

works to encourage, facilitate, and accelerate business investment. To learn more about why the USAis the best
country in the world to develop technology, manufacture products, and grow your business,visit SelectUSA.gov.
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Application Size Fee (37 CFR 1.16(s))
AMENDMENTA

FIRST PRESENTATION OF MULTIPLE DEPENDENTCLAIM (37 CFR 1.16(j))

(Column 1) (Column 2) (Column 3)
CLAIMS HIGHEST

REMAINING NUMBER ADDITIONAL
AFTER PREVIOUSLY FEE($)

AMENDMENT PAID FOR
Total

(37 CFR 1.16(i))
Independent

(37 CFR 1.16(h))

Application Size Fee (37 CFR 1.16(s))
AMENDMENTB

FIRST PRESENTATION OF MULTIPLE DEPENDENTCLAIM (37 CFR 1.16(j))

* |f the entry in column 1 is less than the entry in column 2, write "0" in column 3.
* If the "Highest Number Previously Paid For” IN THIS SPACEis less than 20, enter "20".

** If the "Highest Number Previously Paid For” IN THIS SPACEis less than 3, enter "3".
The "Highest Number Previously Paid For" (Total or Independent) is the highest found in the appropriate box in column 1.
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In place of U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
PTO-1449 PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE
Form

 
 

Complete if Known

Application Number Herewith

Hetewit

Paul Miller

Not yet assigned
Notyet assigned
47583.3

U. S. PATENT DOCUMENTS

 INFORMATION DISCLOSURE

STATEMENT BY APPLICANT
(use as many sheets as necessary}

Initials No. MM-DD-VYYY

1faariaaarernt|0cor20nt[ores
Tepraaee62]05-15-2008"|On€isenSSCS
IfaarnorissesaT|05-1220[evental
|aooaraaaraaar[40-02-2008|Thomas,et ak
Co|8aeoninararetat|08-18-2007|Thomas,eal
TeBoariaaesoat0537-2007|Thomas, etal
PT790866282|08-15-2011|RicB.Richardson
[CT820t0/o220224a1|08-10-2010__|Craig S. Etchegoyen
P|2000/0138075AT[05-28-2009RicRichardson
PC*d:SC107,987,46782|(05-03-2011__|Timothy P. Barber

Pt7,380,8778B2|02-12-2008|Timothy P. Barber
RsnsGnQO
PS
DRSG
Re
nssO

Initials No. Document MM-DD-YYYY Document YN

py Country Code — Number - Kind[ DsGe
ReQn
JGe
CsGn

|| ad
CO

 
NON-PATENT LITERATURE DOCUMENTS

Examiner's Cite Include name of the author (in CAPITAL LETTERS),title of the article,title of the item, date, page(s), volume-
Initials No issue number(s), publisher, city/country where published

Examiner Date

Signature Considered

EXAMINER:Initial if reference considered, whether or not citation is in conformance with MPEP 609. Draw line throughcitationif not
in conformance and not considered. Include a copy of this form with next communication to applicant.

0990266.1 Customer No. 000027683
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Electronic Patent Application Fee Transmittal

omen
a

CRYPTOGRAPHIC SECURITY FUNCTIONS BASED ON ANTICIPATED CHANGES

Title of Invention: IN DYNAMIC MINUTIAE

First Named Inventor/Applicant Name: Paul T. Miller

Utility under 35 USC 111(a) Filing Fees

Sub-Total in

USD(S$)

eensTe=

Independentclaims in excess of 3 2201

Miscellaneous-Filing:

Page 124 of 207 1A1013

Description Fee Code Quantity 
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a . Sub-Total in

Patent-Appeals-and-Interference:

Post-Allowance-and-Post-Issuance:

Extension-of-Time:

Total in USD (S$) 1075
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Electronic AcknowledgementReceipt

ee

eine

CRYPTOGRAPHIC SECURITY FUNCTIONS BASED ON ANTICIPATED CHANGES

Title of Invention: IN DYNAMIC MINUTIAE

ee

ee

Paymentinformation:

 
Submitted with Payment yes

Payment Type Credit Card

Deposit Account 081394

Authorized User BOWLS,DAVID B.

TheDirector of the USPTO is hereby authorized to charge indicated fees and credit any overpaymentas follows:

Charge any Additional Fees required under 37 C.F.R. Section 1.19 (Document supply fees)

| Fees required under 37 C.F.R. Section 1.20 (Post Issuance fees)
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Charge any Additional Fees required under 37 C.F.R. Section 1.21 (Miscellaneous fees and charges)

File Listing:

Document gs File Size(Bytes)/ Multi Pages

Transmittal Letter UtilityPatentTransmittal.pdf f7ad 9b48fc399794765dd2dde9111fb8a7cq
4a70

Information:

Fee Worksheet (SB06) FeeTransmittal.pdf
8d03a894b3dfd458ed883062d3c5 28fe87e

6a58e

Information:

283138

Application Data Sheet ApplicationDataSheet.pdf
dedb75f41b9d2f8a72a7b465eb2a569985e|

20a72

Information:

This is not an USPTO supplied ADSfillable form

3518483

Application.pdf
affa766187d40fea5f5e6b1f18f64657¢9580

b67

Multipart Description/PDFfiles in .zip description

ee

Information:

458282

57

Drawings-only black and white line
drawings FormalDrawings.pdf 0532d5439a5 1dd6379fe4fe8c5dc08ff6a56

7036

Information:

157431

Oath or Declarationfiled DeclarationandPOA.pdf
f9d1ce93b4b22add2599402ba47d87fe979

93e3a

Information:a —_ o (-\ A (\
ag 0 U ATU
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Information Disclosure Statement (IDS)|InformationDisclosureStateme

Form (SB08) nt.pdf bf5b19763ad1b402823947ccdc5 3b26ee6F|
a3bee

Information:

This is not an USPTO supplied IDS fillable form

Fee Worksheet (SB06) fee-info.pdf
603b04100c3b679041 e40789641 ae8ab85 4

49fdb

This AcknowledgementReceipt evidences receipt on the noted date by the USPTOofthe indicated documents,
characterized by the applicant, and including page counts, where applicable. It serves as evidence of receipt similar to a
Post Card, as described in MPEP 503.

New Applications Under 35 U.S.C. 111
If a new application is being filed and the application includes the necessary componentsfora filing date (see 37 CFR
1.53(b)-(d) and MPEP 506), a Filing Receipt (37 CFR 1.54) will be issued in due course and the date shownonthis
AcknowledgementReceiptwill establish thefiling date of the application.

National Stage of an International Application under 35 U.S.C. 371
If a timely submission to enter the national stage of an international application is compliant with the conditions of 35
U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT/DO/EO/903indicating acceptanceof the application as a
national stage submission under 35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt, in due course.

New International Application Filed with the USPTO as a Receiving Office
If a new internationalapplication is being filed and the international application includes the necessary components for
an internationalfiling date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 1810), a Notification of the International Application Number
and of the International Filing Date (Form PCT/RO/105)will be issued in due course, subject to prescriptions concerning
nationalsecurity, and the date shownon this AcknowledgementReceiptwill establish the internationalfiling date of
the application.
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Electronic AcknowledgementReceipt

ee

eine

CRYPTOGRAPHIC SECURITY FUNCTIONS BASED ON ANTICIPATED CHANGES

Title of Invention: IN DYNAMIC MINUTIAE

ee

ee

Paymentinformation:

 
Submitted with Payment yes

Payment Type Credit Card

Deposit Account 081394

Authorized User BOWLS,DAVID B.

TheDirector of the USPTO is hereby authorized to charge indicated fees and credit any overpaymentas follows:

Charge any Additional Fees required under 37 C.F.R. Section 1.19 (Document supply fees)

| Fees required under 37 C.F.R. Section 1.20 (Post Issuance fees)
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Charge any Additional Fees required under 37 C.F.R. Section 1.21 (Miscellaneous fees and charges)

File Listing:

Document gs File Size(Bytes)/ Multi Pages

Transmittal Letter UtilityPatentTransmittal.pdf f7ad 9b48fc399794765dd2dde9111fb8a7cq
4a70

Information:

Fee Worksheet (SB06) FeeTransmittal.pdf
8d03a894b3dfd458ed883062d3c5 28fe87e

6a58e

Information:

283138

Application Data Sheet ApplicationDataSheet.pdf
dedb75f41b9d2f8a72a7b465eb2a569985e|

20a72

Information:

This is not an USPTO supplied ADSfillable form

3518483

Application.pdf
affa766187d40fea5f5e6b1f18f64657¢9580

b67

Multipart Description/PDFfiles in .zip description

ee

Information:

458282

57

Drawings-only black and white line
drawings FormalDrawings.pdf 0532d5439a5 1dd6379fe4fe8c5dc08ff6a56

7036

Information:

157431

Oath or Declarationfiled DeclarationandPOA.pdf
f9d1ce93b4b22add2599402ba47d87fe979

93e3a

Information:a —_ a o (-\ A (\
a 24 UU U A U
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Information Disclosure Statement (IDS)|InformationDisclosureStateme

Form (SB08) nt.pdf bf5b19763ad1b402823947ccdc5 3b26ee6F|
a3bee

Information:

This is not an USPTO supplied IDS fillable form

Fee Worksheet (SB06) fee-info.pdf
603b04100c3b679041 e40789641 ae8ab85 4

49fdb

This AcknowledgementReceipt evidences receipt on the noted date by the USPTOofthe indicated documents,
characterized by the applicant, and including page counts, where applicable. It serves as evidence of receipt similar to a
Post Card, as described in MPEP 503.

New Applications Under 35 U.S.C. 111
If a new application is being filed and the application includes the necessary componentsfora filing date (see 37 CFR
1.53(b)-(d) and MPEP 506), a Filing Receipt (37 CFR 1.54) will be issued in due course and the date shownonthis
AcknowledgementReceiptwill establish thefiling date of the application.

National Stage of an International Application under 35 U.S.C. 371
If a timely submission to enter the national stage of an international application is compliant with the conditions of 35
U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT/DO/EO/903indicating acceptanceof the application as a
national stage submission under 35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt, in due course.

New International Application Filed with the USPTO as a Receiving Office
If a new internationalapplication is being filed and the international application includes the necessary components for
an internationalfiling date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 1810), a Notification of the International Application Number
and of the International Filing Date (Form PCT/RO/105)will be issued in due course, subject to prescriptions concerning
nationalsecurity, and the date shownon this AcknowledgementReceiptwill establish the internationalfiling date of
the application.
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PTO/SB/05 (08-08)
Approved for use through 91/31/2014, OMB 0651-0032

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office. U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Under the Papenvork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to_a collection of information unless it displays 4 valid OMB contre] number.

UTILITY A788.
PATENT APPLICATION

TRANSMITTAL

(Only for new nonprovisional applications under 37 CFR 1.63/b))

  
 
 

 

 
 

Alforney Docket No.
 

 

 
 

First Inventor Paul T. Miller  

Titie Cryptographic Security Functions...

Electronically Filed 
 
 

Express Mail Label No.

 
 

Commissioner for Patents
ADDRESSTO: P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria VA 22313-1450
 
 
 
 

APPLICATION ELEMENTS
See MPEP chapter 600 concerning utility patent application contents.

 1. Fee Transmittal Form (e.g., PTO/SB/17}  ACCOMPANYING APPLICATION PARTS

 2, Applicant claims small entity status.
See 37 CFR 1.27,

3. Specification [Total Pages 57 ]
Both the claims and abstract must start on a new page
(For information on the preferred arrangement, see MPEP 608.01/a)}

4.[¥] Drawing(s) (35 U.S.C. 113) [Total Sheets 41 ]

9. L_] Assignment Papers (cover sheet & document(s})

 
 

 
 
 

 Name of Assignee 

 
 
  
 
 

 
 

 
 

5. Oath or Declaration [Total Sheets 2 j
a. Newly executed (original or copy)
b. |_| Acopy from a prior application (37 GFR 1.63(d})

for continuation/divisional with Box 78 completed)
i, DELETION OF INVENTOR(S}

Signed statement attached deleting inventor{s)
namein the prior application, see 37 CFR
1.63(d)(2) and 1.33(b}.

10. [_] 37 CFR 3.73(b) Statement Powerof
(when there is an assignee) Attorney

 
   

11.{_] English Translation Document(if applicable)

 
 

12. Information Disclosure Statement (PTO/SB/08 or PTO-1449)Copiesofcitations attached 

 
 
 

 

 6. Application Data Sheet. See 37 CFR 1.76 43. C] pretimina ry Amendment

 
 

7.L_] ¢D-ROM or CD-Rin duplicate, large table or
puter Program (Appendix)
Landscape Table on CD

14. [] Return Receipt Posteard (MPEP 503)
{Should be specifically itemized) 

 
 
 
 

 

  
 
 

 
 

 

  
 

 

  
  

 
 
 

15. [-_] Certified Copy of Priority Document(s)8. Nucleotide and/or Amino Acid Sequence Submission , , yer .
(if foreign priority is claimed)(if applicable, items a.—c. are required)

a. Computer Readable Form (CRF)
b. Specification Sequence Listing on:

 

  
 

 

16. | Nonpublication Request under 35 U.S.C. 122(b}(2)(B)(i).
Applicant must attach form PTO/SB/85 or equivalent. 

 i. “J CD-ROMor CD-R (2 copies); oril. ] Paper 17, [J other.

 
 

Cc. LJ Statements verifying identity of above copies
18. Ifa CONTINUING APPLICATION, check appropriate box, and supply the requisite information below andin the first sentence of the

specification foltawing the title, or in an Application Data Sheet under 37 CFR 1.76

| Divisional
Examiner

[_] Continuation Lo Continuation-in-part (CIP} of prior application Nou: 0... eee eee ere rneeneees 
  

Art Unit:
 Prior application information:

19. CORRESPONDENCE ADDRESS

 
 

The address associated with Customer Number:

a
Address

 
  
 

 

[Signature|Etre Phere Pe.
| Name . , Registration No.

Printv/Type David Bowls Attorney/Agent

This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.53(b), The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the public which is to file (and by the
USPTO to process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 422 and 37 CFR 1.11 and 4.14. This collection is estimated to take 12 minutes to
complete, including gathering, preparing, and submitting the completed application form to the USPTO. Timewill vary depending upon the individual case. Any
comments on the amount of time you require to complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief information Officer,
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office, U.S. Department of Commerce, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED
FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissionerfor Patents, P.O. Box 1460, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450.

if you need assistance in completing the form, cail 1-800-PTO-9 799 and sefect option 2.
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PTOYSB/17 (69-11)
Approved for use through 01/31/2014. OMB 0651-0032

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
persons are required to respond to 4 collection of information untess it displays a valid OMB control number

Complete if Known

Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995 no

FEE TRANSMITTAL

 
 
 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 
  

Filing Date

Paul T. Miller

Vv] Applicant claims small entity status. See 37 CFR 1.27 -
Art Unit ot yet assigned

TOTAL AMOUNT OF PAYMENT|(3) 1075.00 Attorney Docket No. |47583.3

METHOD OF PAYMENT(checkall that apply)

[| Check Credit Card LI money Order LI] None [| Other (please identify):
[| Deposit Account Deposit AccountNumber Deposit Account Name:

For the above-identified deposit account, the Director is hereby authorized to: (checkall that apply}

  
  [| Charge fee{s) indicated below[]Charge fee(s) indicated below, exceptfor thefiling fee

Charge any additional fee(s) or underpayments of fee(s) [| Crediredit any overpayments
under37 CFR 1.16 and 1.17 ¥ overpay

WARNING: Information onthis form may become public. Gredit card Information should not be included on. this form. Provide credit cardinformation and authorization on PTO-2038,

FEE CALCULATION

1. BASIC FILING, SEARCH, AND EXAMINATION FEES  
  
  

  

  

  

  
  
  

  
  
  

  
  
  
  
  

  
  

  

FILINGFEES. SEARCH FEES EXAMINATION FEESmall Entity Small Entit Small Entity
Application Type Fee ($) Fee ($) Fee ($) ree(Ss)Ss} Fee (3) "hee 8) Fees Paid (3)
Utility 380 199 620 310 250 125 530.00

Design 250 125 120 60 160 80

Plant 250 125 380 190 200 100

Reissue 380 190 620 310 750 375

Provisional 250 $25 0 0 0 0

2. EXCESS CLAIM FEESSmallEntity
Fee DescriptionFee($)Fee($)
Each claim over 26 (including Reissues) 60 30
Each independent claim over 3 (including Reissues) 250 125
Multiple dependent claims 450 225

Total Claims Extra Claims Eee ($)} Fee Paid ($) Multiple Dependent Claims
34 - 20 or HP = 14 x 3000 =_420.00 Fee ($} Fee Paid ($)}

HP = highest numberof total claims paid for, if greater than 20.
Indep. Claims Extra Claims Eee ($) Fee Paid ($)

4 ~3orHP = 1 x 125.00 = 25,00
HP = highest numberofindependent claims paid for, if greater than 3,

3. APPLICATION SIZE FEE
Ifthe specification and drawings exceed 100 sheets ofpaper (excluding electronically filed sequence or computer

listings under 37 CFR 1.52(e)), the application size fee due is $310 ($155 for small entity) for each additional 50

sheets or fraction thereof. See 35 U.S.C. 41(a)(1)(G) and 37 CFR | 16(s).Total Sheets Extra Sheets Number of each additional 50 or fraction thereof Eee ($) Fee Paid ($)
- 100 = /50= (round up fo a whole number) =x

4. OTHER FEE(S) Fees Paid ($)
Non-English Specification, $130 fee (no small entity discount}

Other(e.g., late filing surcharge):
 

fSUBMITTED BY

Signature Registration No. 4445 Telephone (949) 202-3000

(Name (PrinvType)[DavisBoweDato February 8, 2082
This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.136, The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the public which is to file (and by the
USPTO to process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.14, This collection is estimated to take 30 minutes to complete,
including gathering, preparing, and submitting the completed application form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending uponthe individual case. Any comments
on the amount of time you require to complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief Information Officer, U.S. Patent
and Trademark Office, U.S. Department of Cammerce, P.O, Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS
ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissionerfor Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450.

ifyou need assistance in completing the form, cali 1-800-PTO-9199 and select option 2.
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PTO/SB/14 (14-98)
Approved for use through 01/31/2014. GMB 0651-0032

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respondto @ collection of information unless & contains a valid OMB contral number.

Attorney Docket Number|47583.3
Application Data Sheet 37 CFR 1.76 —

Title of Invention|CRYPTOGRAPHIC SECURITY FUNCTIONS BASED ON ANTICIPATED CHANGESIN DYNAMIC MINUTIAE

The application data sheet is part of the provisional or nonprovisionat application for which it is being submitted, The following form contains the
bibliographic data arranged in a format specified by the United States Patent and Trademark Office as outlined in 37 CFR 1.76.
This document may be completed electronically and submitted to the Office in electronic format using the Electronic Filing System (EFS) or the
document may be printed and included in a paperfiled application.

 
Secrecy Order 37 CFR 5.2

[_] Portionsoralt of the application associated with this Application Data Sheet mayfall under a Secrecy Order pursuant to
37 CFR 5.2 (Paperfilers only. Applications that fall under Secrecy Order may notbefiled electronically.)  

Applicant Information:

Applicant 1

Applicant Authority @!nventor|(Legal Representative under 35 U.S.C. 117 ©)Party of Interest under 35 U.S.C, 118
Given Name Middle Name Family Name Suffix

Residence Information (Select One) (@) US Residency ©) NonUS Residency (©) Active US Military Service

City State/Province Country of Residence!|US

Citizenship under 37 CFR 1.41(b)i US

Mailing Address of Applicant:

10 Wandering Rill

Postal Code 92603 US

Applicant Authority @ !nventor © Legal Representative under 35 U.S.C. 117 C)Party ofInterest under 35 U.S.C. 118

George Allen Tuveil

Residence Information (Select One) (@) US Residency ©) NonUS Residency (©) Active US Military Service

City|Thompson's Station State/Province Country of Residencei|US

Citizenship under 37 CFR 1.41(b)i us

Mailing Address of Applicant:

All Inventors Must Be Listed - Additional Inventor Information blocks may be

generated within this form by selecting the Add button.

 

  

 

 

 

CorrespondenceInformation:
Enter either Customer Number or complete the CorrespondenceInformation section below.
For further information see 37 CFR 1.33(a).   [|] An Address is being provided for the correspondence Information of this application.
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PTO/SBI14 (11-08)
Approved for use through 01/31/2014. OMB 0651-0032

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unlessit contains a valid OMB control number,

47583.3 
 

 

 

  Attorney Docket Number 
 

Application Data Sheet 37 CFR 1.76 —
Application Number 

Title of Invention | CRYPTOGRAPHIC SECURITY FUNCTIONS BASED ON ANTICIPATED CHANGESIN DYNAMIC MINUTIAE 

Customer Number 27683

Email Address

 

   

Application Information:

Title of the Invention NUTRTS SECURITY FUNCTIONS BASED ON ANTICIPATED CHANGESIN DYNAMIC
Attorney Docket Number|475833=Small Entity Status Claimed [_]
Application Type Nonprovisional

Subject Matter Utility

 
 

 

Suggested Class(if any) Sub Class(if any) 

Suggested Technology Center(if any)

Total Numberof Drawing Sheets (if any} 11 Suggested Figure for Publication (if any)

Publication Information:

[| Request Early Publication (Fee required at time of Request 37 CFR 1.219)

 

 

 

 

Request Not to Publish. | hereby request that the attached application not be published under 35 U.S.
[] ©. 122(b) and certify that the invention disclosedin the attached application has not and will not be the subject of

an application filed in another country, or under a multilateral international agreement, that requires publication at
eighteen monthsafterfiling.

  
Representative Information: 

Representative information should be provided for all practitioners having a power of attorney in the application. Providing
this information in the Application Data Sheet does not constitute a powerof attorney in the application (see 37 CFR 1.32).
Enter either Customer Number or complete the Representative Name section below. If both sections
are completed the Customer Numberwill be used for the Representative Information during processing. 

Please Select One: | (@) Customer Number | ©) US Patent Practitioner|©) Limited Recognition (37 CFR 11.9)
Customer Number 27683

 
  

Domestic Benefit/National Stage Information:

 
 

 
  

 
  
  

This section allows for the applicant to either claim benefit under 35 U.S.C, 119(e), 120, 121, or 365(c) or indicate Nationa! Stage
entry from a PCT application. Providing this information in the application data sheet constitutes the specific reference required by
35 U.S.C. 119(e) of 120, and 37 CFR 1.78(a)(2} or CFR 1.78{a}(4}, and need not otherwise be made part of the specification.(

Prior Application Status E 4

Application Number Continuity Type Prior Application Number Filing Date (YYYY-MM-DD)

Additional Domestic Benefit/National Stage Data may be generated within this form
by selecting the Add button.

  

   

 

Foreign Priority Information:
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PTO/SB/14 (11-08)
Approved for use through 01/31/2014. OMB 0651-0032

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; L.S, DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unless it contains a valid OMB control number.  

Attorney Docket Number|47583.3 
Application Data Sheet 37 CFR 1.76 —

Application Number

Title of Invention|CRYPTOGRAPHIC SECURITY FUNCTICNS BASED ON ANTICIPATED CHANGESIN DYNAMIC MINUTIAE

This section atlows for the applicant to claim benefit of foreign priority and to identify any prior foreign application for which priority is
not claimed. Providing this information in the application data sheet constitutes the claim for priority as required by 35 U.S.C. 119(b}
and 37 CFR 1.55{a).

 

 

Application Number Country| Parent Filing Date (YY YY-MM-DD) Priority Claimed 
 
 

Additional Foreign Priority Data may be generated within this form by selecting the
Addbutton. .  

Assignee Information:
Providing this information in the application data sheet does not substitute for compliance with any requirement of part 3 of Title 37
of the GFR te have an assignment recorded in the Office.

 

 
 
 
 

  
 
 

 

 
 

Assignee 1

lf the Assignee is an Organization check here. 
 

[x   

Organization Name | mSignia, Inc.   Mailing Address Information:

Address1

 

  10 Wandering Rill 

 

 
 
 

 

Address 2 |
| City | Irvine State/Province
| Country ] us Postal Code 

| Phone Number Fax Number
Emaii Address

Additional Assignee Data may be generated within this form by selecting the Add
button.

 

 

  
Signature:

A signature of the applicant or representative is required in accordance with 37 CFR 1.33 and 10.18. Please see 37
CFR 1.4(q) for the form of the signature.

 

 

{David Bowls/ Date (YYYY-MM-DD)| 2012-02-03
 
 
| Signature 
  First Name|David Last Name 39915

 
 Registration Number

This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.76. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the public which
is to file (and by the USPTO to process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.14. This
collection is estimated to take 23 minutes to complete, including gathering, preparing, and submitting the completed application data
sheet form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the individual case. Any comments on the amountof time you require to
complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief Information Officer, U.S. Patent and
Trademark Office, U.S. Department of Commerce, P.O, Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR
COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450.
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Privacy Act Statement

 

 
The Privacy Act of 1974 (P.L. 93-579) requires that you be given certain information in connection with your submission of the attached form related ta
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CRYPTOGRAPHIC SECURITY FUNCTIONS BASED ON ANTICIPATED CHANGES

IN DYNAMIC MINUTIAE

Paul T. Miller, George A. Tuvell

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

This application claims the benefit of U.S. Provisional Patent Application No.

61/462,474 filed February 3, 2011, which is incorporated by reference.

BACKGROUND

Technical Field

The present disclosure generally relates to dynamic key cryptography used, for

example, for authentication between a client electronic device and a service provider,

encryption of data communications, and digital signatures and, more particularly, to

cryptography using dynamic keys derived from dynamically changing key material.

Related Art

Use of computers for connecting to a network (such as the Internet) and

communicating with a variety of servicesrisks the privacy of many types of information

belonging to a user including, for example, the user’s relationships (e.g., social connections),

business secrets, banking details, payment options, and health records. The use of

cryptography is commonto authenticate identities, protect data, and digitally sign the

summary(i.e. digest) of an action.

Cryptography generally uses an algorithm (e.g., Advanced Encryption Standard

(AES), Rivest Shamir Adelman (RSA)) to combine cryptographic keys (which may be

symmetric, public, or private, for example) with plain text to form cipher text. Cryptography

keys are typically random numbers without any special meaning. The process of distributing

cryptographic keys and storing them on a client computer (referred to as “key management”)

is difficult to perform securely and is often the point-of-attack for breaking the security of a

cryptographic system. The key represents a single sequence of data and thus a single point-

of-failure for the cryptographic system. Since the key normally must be present at the client
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computer, finding the key and then copying it to another computer can allow an imposter

entity to masqueradeas a valid entity.

Secure elements (e.g., smartcards) can securely store the cryptographic key and, in

some instances, generate the key in a secure environment. Access to the key wastypically

controlled by requiring the user to enter a personai identification number (PIN); this ensured

that the user had to provide a secret before the secure element would allow use ofthe key.

Such access to a key is commonly knownas two-factor authentication, and the two factors

are generally referred to as: “Something You Know”and “Something You Have”. A third

factor, “Something You Are”, can include, for example, biometric information. The factors

themselves are related in use but entirely separate in material. Possession of the physical

secure element (“Something You Have”) may be via validation of cryptographic functions

using the random number cryptographic key provisionedto a particular secure element

whose use maybe protected by a secret PIN (“Something You Know”). There is no implicit

binding between the key and the user.

The use of certificates in cryptography enabled the binding of a distinguished name

(e.g., a unique user) with a cryptographic key. Yet, still the cryptographic key is a random

number, and whenthe keyis validated, the cryptographic system attributes the user in the

certificate to the usage of the key; the key matter itself has no relation to the user.

On the Internet, ensuring a real-world identity for the useris critical for protecting

data and privacy. Mobile users especially are at risk because they often do not use anti-virus

applications and manyofthe service providers use applications (apps) optimized for

simplicity, not security. This leaves much of the private data meaningful to both a user's

identity and a service's value inadequately protected. Since online service providers (OSP)

incur muchofthe risk, safety has becometheir responsibility.

The standard methodfor identifying a user to an online service is by entering a

username and password. The usernameis a known service index and, as such, can be stored

on the computer for convenience. The password is a user secret verifiable by the OSP;it

should not be stored at the computer, where it can be compromised. However, because a

quality password has many characters which should be a mix ofupper, lower, punctuation

and special characters, the passwordis often difficult and time-consumingto type. This is

especially true on a mobile computer using touch keypads that have various ‘levels’ of
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keypads for characters beyond simple alpha-numeric. Thus, many mobile apps store the

password on the computer. Because mobile operating systems require mobile apps to be

signed in order to run, the apps themselves cannotbe altered after installation. So, any data

stored by the mobile app is separate from the mobile app and often can be vulnerable to

attack. Furthermore, because the app cannot change, if encryption was used to protect the

cached password, there could only be one encryption key for all instances of the application.

This commonality made harvesting and cracking stored passwords on a mobile computer

relatively simple, even if the passwords were encrypted, since they all used the same key for

decryption.

Computer and computer identification has been attempted by calculating a hash of the

minutia found on a computer to uniquely identify the computer, often referred to as a

computer fingerprint. Computer fingerprints typically are used, among other things, to ‘lock’

software to a particular computer fingerprint and identify computers used in online actions to

profile the history and potential risk ofparticular actions. A typical computeridentifier is

computed and remains static; to ensure reliability the computer fingerprint typically uses

computer minutiae (e.g., serial numbers} that normally do not change, Thus, current

computer fingerprints typically use a relatively small set of static minutia which may be

prone to spoofing. Some approaches to improving computer identification have sought to

increase the number of minutiae used in identifying the computer through the analysis of

time (both in clock and network latency) and bits of information left on the computer (i.e.

‘cookies’). However, as more minutiae are included in the computation, the probability that

changes occurred naturally to the minutia can result in a new computer fingerprint. This

falsely identifies a computer as ‘different’ when it is actually the same computer (often

referred to as ‘false negatives’). These changes to the minutia on a unique computer occur

naturally during normal use and can invalidate the computer fingerprint process or

inconvenience the user or service by forcing a re-initialization of the computer fingerprint.

SUMMARY

According to one or more embodiments of the present invention, methods and

systems for dynamic key cryptography use a wide range of minutiae as key material

including computer hardware, firmware, software, user secrets, and user biometrics rather
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than store a random numberas a cryptographic key on the computer. Methods and systems

for using dynamic key cryptography, according to one or more embodiments, can be used for

authenticating users to services, ciphering data for protection, and digitally signing message

digests. In one embodiment, dynamic key cryptography anticipates changes to computers

caused by industry updates to hardware, firmware, and software of computers.

In one embodiment, a method of dynamic key cryptography includes: selecting a

subset from a set of minutia types; for a particular device, sending a challenge to the device,

in which: the challenge includes information from which the device can collect actual values

ofminutia corresponding to the selected subset of minutia types in order to form a

cryptographic key, the cryptographic key is never transmitted from the device across any

communication channel, and the cryptographic key is used to encrypt an actual response to

the challenge; pre-processing a set ofresponses to the challenge based on tracking updates of

minutia from which the selected subset of minutia types is selected, in which: the set ofpre-

processed responses covers a range ofall actual responses possible to be received from the

particular device if the combination of the particular device with collected actual values of

minutia is valid; comparing the actual response from the particular device to the set of pre-

processed responses; and validating the combination of the particular device with the
collected actual values if the actual response is included in the set ofpre-processed responses

for the particular device.

In another embodiment, a method includes: selecting at least one type of minutia from

a plurality ofminutia types; forming a challenge that conveys the selection of minutia types;

computing a plurality of pre-processed responses possible to receive from a valid device, in

which: each pre-processed response is computed using a key, each key is computed using

values that are possible for the selection ofminutia types; sending the challenge to the

device; receiving an actual response to the challenge from the device, in which: the actual

response is computed using an actual key, the actual key is computed using: a deduction of

the selection ofminutia types from the challenge and actual values of the selection of minutia

types; comparing the actual response to the pre-processed responses for a match; and based

on whether or not a match was found, validating the combination of the device with the

actual values of the selection ofminutia types.
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In still another embodiment, a system includes a server configured to communicate

with a device, in which the server selects at least one type ofminutia from a plurality of

minutia types; the server forms a challenge that conveys the selection of minutia types; the

server computesa plurality ofpre-processed responses possible to receive from a valid

device, in which: each pre-processed response is computed using a key, each key is

computed using values that are possible for the selection of minutia types; the server sends

the challenge to the device; the server receives an actual response to the challenge from the

device, in which: the actual response is computed using an actual key; the actual key is

computed using: a deduction of the selection ofminutia types from the challenge and actual

values of the selection of minutia types; the server compares the actual response to the pre-

processed responses for a match; and based on whether or not a match was found, the server

validates the combination of the device with the actual values of the selection of minutia

types.

In yet another embodiment, a computer program product includes a non-transitory

computer readable medium having computer readable and executable code for instructing a

processor to perform a method, the method including: selecting at least one type of minutia

from a plurality ofminutia types; forming a challenge that conveys the selection ofminutia

types; computing a plurality ofpre-processed responses possible to receive from a valid

device, in which: each pre-processed response is computed using a key and each keyis

computed using values that are possible for the selection ofminutia types; sending the

challenge to the device; receiving an actual response to the challenge from the device, in

which: the actual response is computed using an actual key, the actual key is computed using:

a deduction of the selection of minutia types from the challenge and actual values of the

selection ofminutia types; comparing the actual response to the pre-processed responses for

a match; and based on whether or not a match was found,validating the combination of the

device with the actual values of the selection of minutia types.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

Figure 1 is a system diagram illustrating communication and security between a

client, a client device and a service providerfacilitated by a dynamic key cryptography

provider in accordance with one or more embodiments;
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Figure 2 is a system diagram illustrating a challenge, response and validation process

performed by the system of Figure 1 in accordance with an embodiment;

Figure 3 is a system diagram illustrating a service provider application (app) delivery

system in accordance with an embodiment;

Figure 4 is a system process flow diagram illustrating a system for registration of

computer system and user minutiae and services in accordance with an embodiment;

Figure 5 is a system diagram illustrating a system to catalogue and model industry

minutia and user heuristics to create and update anticipated minutia databases in accordance

with an embodiment;

Figure 6 is a system process flow diagram illustrating a system for validation scoring,

confidencerating and step-up authentication processing in accordance with an embodiment,

Figure 7 is a system process flow diagram for an authentication and digital signature

system capable of incorporating three identity factors in accordance with an embodiment,

Figure 8 is a system process flow diagram illustrating a system for application

processing for local and update data security functions in accordance with an embodiment;

and

Figure 9 is a system diagram illustrating computer identity provider lifecycle

functionality and services to service providers in accordance with an embodiment.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

In accordance with embodiments of the present invention, methods and systems of

dynamic key cryptography using dynamically changing keys composedofor derived from

dynamically changing key material provide cryptographic services such as authentication,

data protection, and digital signature by uniquely identifying a user’s computer or other

electronic device based on (1) the electronic device itself, e.g., a mobile phone or personal

computing device, and using a very wide range of hardware, firmware, and software minutia

found on the computer; (2) secrets a user of the computer knows; and (3) biometric

information the computer might collect from the user. Dynamic key cryptography in

accordance with one or more embodiments enables secured actions for users of electronic

computers and, more particularly, provides authentication between a client electronic

computer andaservice provider, encryption of data electronically stored or sent on a
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communication channel, and digital signature for electronic digests of actions performed by

the user on an electronic computer.

The dynamic key cryptography system according to one embodiment anticipates

changes to the minutia caused by updates and natural usage of the computer and practically

eliminates false negatives that block valid users from a network service. Dynamic key

cryptography may provide a safe, reliable method to users of network services for

authenticating the user to network services that protects both the user and the network

services, protects the integrity and privacy of data, and provides for digitally signing the

digest of an action performed by the user on the electronic computer.

One or more embodiments may provide features such as: 1) simple user experience —

no difficult passwords to rememberor type, the user device or computer is invisibly

authenticated and the user can be asked to enter a second identity factor such as a secret PIN

or biometric (e.g., voiceprint) into the computer only if required by the service and protected

services can be automatically reconnected to a new device or computer whenit is registered

by the user; 2) unprecedented security — using a wider range of hardware, firmware,

software, secret and biometric minutia to deliver a very accurate device or computer and user

identity that is more difficult to spoof, especially as some computer identifier values are not

static but are expected to change; 3) reliability — anticipating changes to the user device or

computer delivers a tolerant, yet secure authentication with fewer false negatives that anger

users and clog customer support services; and 4) service and data separation — delivered as an

integrated part of a mobile application (app), a “foundation”(e.g., dynamic key

cryptographic service) helps protect the app, encrypt service data stored on the user device or

computer, digitally sign actions and allowsthe service to react without affecting other

services, e.g., should data need to be wiped, only the app's data is affected, not the user's

other information such as the user’s pictures or messages.

One or more embodiments may enable a more convenient method for connecting the

user and service. For example, instead of subscribers typing in cumbersome passwords (or

worse yet, storing them unencrypted on the computer), the dynamic key cryptographic

(dynamic key crypto) service and related client software can compute and manage the unique

properties of the user device or computer. The resultant identified computer can be used in

place of passwords to simplify the customer connection experience. Since the computer
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itself is uniquely identified, it represents a safer method of identifying customers(e.g., users

or subscribers). By forming cryptographic keys which use minutia found on the computer,

the computeritself (as defined by its minutia) is validated, not a static key stored or intended

to be stored only on the computer. The discovery and copying of a single value (the secret

key) is significantly easier than the discovery and copying of a very large range of computer

minutia values. In addition, the writing of a single key in a computer’s memoryeffectively

counterfeits the uniqueness of a computer identified by a single, static stored value. To
counterfeit a dynamic key crypto-identified computer, it would be necessary to intercept

various methodsto learn the minutiae values of the computer. Several direct and related

methods may exist for learning the value of a particular computer minutia; to effectively

counterfeit the computer, it may be that all methods for accessing all computer minutia

values would need to be intercepted and the fraudulent response returned. Furthermore,

since the dynamic key crypto system expects certain computer minutia values to change, a

successfully counterfeited computer would also need to ensure the fraudulent computer

minutia values change in an expected manner. Should a user's online activities require an

even higherlevel of trust, the platform (e.g., dynamic key crypto service and related client

software) can force the user to enter the user’s standard PIN into the computer to ensure a

valid user is the person using the computer.

Several technologies exist for processing security and assurance claims using static

values. These include passwords themselves andstatic ‘seed keys’ for functions like one-

time-password and challenge-respond security mechanisms. Even public key cryptography

is based off a static key pair (public and private). One or more embodiments of the dynamic

key crypto system may use a very large numeric representation (e.g., 100,000’s of bits) of

computer and user minutia (¢.g., any piece of information that can be definitively associated

with the computer and its user, including information from the general categories of what the

user or computing device has, what the user knows, and what the user is) to form

cryptographic keys that support a range of security functions in a verifiable manner(a

comerstone of security). In one or more embodiments methods based on the predictable

dynamic nature of the minutia may allow for verification of the minutia(as if they were a

single static value) but notall of the minutia is required to be static, most values of the

minutia can (and ate expected to) change and evolve over time and the change of the minutia
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values themselves increases the perceived randomness ofthe resultant dynamic crypto keys.

The validation of dynamic key cryptography based on changing minutia uses a complex

confidence scoring which isolates and evaluates the minutiae that have changed and uses

confidence weightings against the predictability of such changes. Changing minutia when

used as dynamic key material for dynamic key cryptography adds complexity to the

cryptographic system which can improve security as a one-time copy of the minutia values or

resultant key will likely fail later in time as the minutia values are expected to change.

Layering static minutia (e.g., hardware minutia, user secrets, some user biometrics),

slow-changing minutia (e.g., firmware minutia, some user biometrics), and predictably

changing minutia (e.g., software minutia) can create a very large set of key material (or

keyspace) which can be processed as subsets of minutia. These subsets ofminutia function

as static keys over a particular time interval and provide increased security while being fault-

tolerant to normal and natural anomalies. Examples of categories of minutia include various

hardware, firmware, software, user secrets, and user biometric values. For example,

hardware minutia may include the make and model of the computing device (e.g., smart

phoneor pad), an international mobile equipmentidentification (MED numberofthe

computing device, or a circuit manufacturer’s ID number which may be readable from a

circuit chip element of the computing device. Similarly, examples of firmware and software

minutia may include which firmware and software codesare installed on the computing

device and characteristics such as what particular version or release date of firmware or

software are installed on the computing device. Other minutia may inciude such information

as geo-location from GPS (global positioning system) capability of the computing device. In

some embodiments, minutia may also include secrets a user of the computing device knows

(e.g., a PIN numberor password) or biometric information the computing device might

collect from the user (e.g., a fingerprint, veiceprint, or retinal scan). In this manner, dynamic

key cryptography can utilize minutia values from the three identity factors (“have”, “know”,

and “are”) to form a dynamic key so that dynamic key crypto purposes such as

authentication, data protection, and digital signature can benefit from the three identity

factors simultaneously.

Dynamic key cryptography key matter is a significant improvement overstatic

cryptographic keys of simply random numbers(as nearly all prior art cryptography uses).
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Dynamic key crypto keys are permutations of a very large collection ofminutia values, many

of which change over time;the result is a seemingly random number comprised of

independently meaningful minutia values.

To achieve fault tolerance over a possibly changing set of minutia, anticipated

changes to minutia and multiple subsets of minutia that provide back-up to any single subset

can be used. By using mass produced electronic devices (e.g., mobile units and computers)

which contain both a vast array of minutia and predictable evolution paths ofminutia, a

dynamic encryption system of methods based on evolving minutia can be maintained for the

benefit of nearly any security function. In addition, since the range ofminutia is so large,

certain cryptographic functions can be performed several times using different subsets of

minutia. In this manner, should one subset of minutia change, cryptographic checks using

other minutia subsets and the anticipated changes to the minutia can improve fault tolerance

and detection of spoofed minutia values.

Assertions regarding a computer’s uniqueness, confidence in the computer’s

uniqueness, and service-orientated directives (e.g., provision, lock-hold, erase, transfer,

blacklist) are formulated, controlled, and directed by the dynamic key crypto service. For

example, computer dynamic key crypto libraries (installed on various user devices) gather

the computer minutia values (e.g., from various user devices) and act on the computer

(selected one of the various user devices) in response to dynamic key crypto service

directives. The heuristics for the predictive and constantly changing minutia values are

performed in the dynamic key crypto service using data forwarded by the dynamic key

crypto libraries (from the various user devices) in addition to data gleaned from industry

sources. Industry data includes cataloguing publically available data (such as over-the-air

uperades — including operating system (OS), firmware, and applications — and network

updates) over the range ofpossible computers. While nearly infinitely larger than the

changes that can occur to a single computer (lending security via a broader search space) the

industry datais still finite and, therefore, useful in predictive heuristics regarding computers

in use.

Various embodiments may provide systems and methods for secure dynamic key

cryptography services including:
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1) Registering online service providers (OSP) with the dynamic key crypto service to

create custom (for each OSP) computer dynamic key crypto libraries that conduct security

functions but are resistant to successful attacks by other services and prohibit collaborating

online service providers from profiling users.

2) Collecting and registering the minutia values with the dynamic key crypto system,

tying the minutiae to an online service provider account identifier.

3) Gathering industry information regarding updates to computer hardware, firmware

and software to create a catalogue of industry minutia values which may possibly appear on

registered computers when they are updated, The catalogued industry minutia values are

indexed and the possible minutia and current minutia are combined and permutations

intelligently stored to anticipate future minutia possibilities.

4) Identification based on a hash from a subset ofminutia taken from a very wide

range of minutia found or collected by the computer including hardware, firmware, software,

user secrets, and user biometrics. The authentication can be performedas an intelligent

challenge and response which indexes minutiae and, when compared to possible responses

from anticipated minutiae, can ascertain minutia changes without having to actually

exchange the minutiae between the computer and dynamic key crypto services.

5) Scoring the confidence of a valid response based on the minutia used, the

anticipated and expected changes to the minutia used including non-computer factors such as

user PIN entry, geo-location, and biometrics. Different minutia can be intelligently chosen

for the challenge to achieve a response that yields a higher confidence score, increased

computer uniqueness, multiple identity factors, and particular minutia isolation.

6) Protecting the application and data running on a computer by using the minutia in

cryptographic functions such as encrypted memory, local identification, and heartbeat to

prohibit application self-destruction. Some cryptographic functions are computed using

more than one subset ofminutia to allow back-up functionality should minutia used in the

cryptographic function change. The high number of meaningful minutia enables a more

complex interaction between the user the computer, and the software computing the

identifier. The increased “chatter”, a mix of meaningful and decoy reads of minutia, obscure

which minutia is meaningful, and thereby increasesthe difficulty of spoofing minutia values

and intercepting calls intended to counterfeit the original computer.
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7) Digitally signing a digest of an action performed by the user on the computer by

ciphering the message digest with a key formed by minutia values which can include the

three factors of identity (““have”, “know”, and “are”, ¢.g., respectively, computer or device,

user secret, user biometric information).

8) Notifying a wide range of online service providers should a computer status

change. This enables a single eventto trigger responses from a wide range ofregistered

online service providers so that security and service continuity are maintained.

9) Forcing a user to enter a service PIN, computer PIN or biometric on a registered

computer to include user minutia in the dynamic key cryptography function and ensure that a

valid user is controlling an identified computer.

Some embodiments of systems and methods allow the calculation of one or more

minutia value subsets to be based on a very wide possible range of minutia from various

categories including hardware, firmware, software, user secrets, and user biometrics. One

embodiment models predictive and anticipated changes that occur naturally and during the

use of a computer or device. The larger considered ranges ofminutia found on a computer or

collected by a computer and the modeled dynamic nature of some minutiae enable a more

robust and secure authentication system which is less prone to spoofing.

One embodiment uses a computer identity provider service to collect computer

minutia information from the industry and uses this data to anticipate possible changes and

permutations to minutiae on registered computers. By anticipating changes in minutiae

found on the hardware, firmware, and software elements of a computer, embodiments are

more fault-tolerant to natural changes in the computer. In this manner, embodiments can

anticipate changes to minutiae and, through a challenge and response exchange between a

computer and dynamic key crypto service, synchronize changes to minutiae withoutactually

exchanging the minutiae between the computer and dynamic key crypto service.

Since nearly all security functions such as authentication, encryption, and digital

signature are based on static keys and identifiers, embodiments of the present systems and

methods also allow for the in-system back up of some cryptographic functions and secure

transmission, synchronization, and updating of dynamically changing minutiae between the

computer and the dynamic key crypto service. The dynamic key crypto service and

computer enable the dynamically changing minutiae to be used in or used in place of
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traditionally static security functions including authentication, encryption, digital rights

management, and data protection.

Figure 1 illustrates a system 100 in which a service user 20 may communicate

through a network 16 (e.g., the Internet, local area networks (wired and wireless), and

personal networks(e.g., P2P, Bluetooth, near field communications (NFC)) using a computer

18 (e.g., a mobile phone, computer system, smart phones, laptops, tablets, sensors, payment

terminals, and meters or any other communication capable electronic computer). The

computer 18 (also referred to as “electronic device”, “user device”, or simply “device”) may

operate by executing an operating system (OS) that may enable execution on computer 18 of

a dynamic key crypto library 56 and a service provider app 44. Service provider app 44 may

be provided by one or more of a numberofvarious OSPs and may provide features specific

to a particular service provider 14 that provides the service provider app 44 to the service

user 20 and user computer 18. As shownin Figure 1, service provider app 44 may interface

with dynamic key crypto library 56, and both service provider app 44 and dynamic key

crypto library 56 may interface with computer 18 and its operating system. Service user 20

may communicate with service provider 14 over the network 16 using computer 18, for

example, using service provider app 44. A service user 20 may be a person that can have

several different types of computer 18 and may be a user of any numberofservice provider

systems 14. Likewise, a computer 18 may be used by more than one service user 20, for

example, family members sharing a smartphoneor pad.

A dynamic key crypto provider 10 may provide various services and functionsrelated

to minutiae found on the computer 18 or minutiae collected by the computer 18 from the

service user 20. The dynamic key crypto provider 10 may be a web service capable of

securely manipulating and analyzing large amounts of data such as performing calculations,

data modeling, permutation processing,interpolation, internet searches and complex database

functions. The dynamic key crypto provider 10 may be cloud-basedso it can have sufficient

computational speed and powerto off-load intensive computational efforts from a sometimes

resource-constrained computer 18. The dynamic key crypto provider 10 may provide a

secured processing environment for the processing in some embodiments including

managing an enormous data-intensive query engine for complex data pattern matching,

modeling and processing of complex and numerous permutations. As shown in Figure 1,
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dynamic key crypto library 56 may communicate with dynamic key crypto provider 10 and

may also communicate with the service provider 14 through Network 16. Dynamic key

crypto provider 10 also may communicate with online service providers via network 16 and

may communicate with the particular service provider 14 that provides the service provider

app 44to the service user 20 and user computer 18. Service provider 14 may have a

customer-vendorrelationship, for example, with dynamic key crypto provider 10 in which

service provider 14 is a customer receiving services from dynamic key crypto provider 10.

There can be any numberof service provider systems 14 connected to the dynamic key

crypto provider 10. The service provider 14 may be an industry typical website usually

requiring a username and password. Examples of a service provider 14 include but are not

limited to social networking websites, corporate IT services, and online banking, healthcare,

and travel services.

Figure 2 showsan illustrative example for providing and using dynamic key

cryptography to ensure a valid service user 20 is using an authenticated computer 18 ina

system such as system 200 shown in Figure 2. As described in more detail below, system

200 maycollect and catalog a number ofminutiae values of computer 18 and service user 20

that may be useful for identifying the computer 18 and service user 20 in the sense that

computer minutia 64 and secrets and biometric minutia 26 can be used by the dynamic key

crypto provider 10 to form dynamic keys unique to each and every distinct computer 18 and

service user 20. In other words, each distinct computer 18 may have a method for using

unique computer minutia 64 and secrets and biometric minutia 26 in system 200 that

corresponds to that distinct computer 18 and service user 20, and each uniquely identified

computer 18 corresponds to one and only one distinct computer 18.and each uniquely

identified service user 20 may correspond to one and only one distinct service user 20. The

unique identification of a computer 18 may be processed by system 100, for example, by a

service provider 14 or by the dynamic key crypto provider 10, and there be no meaningful

single identifier or identity key itself stored on the computer 18. System 200 shown in

Figure 2, illustrates an example of identifying and authenticating a specific computer 18 and

service user 20 via challenge, response and validation sequences performed by dynamic key

crypto provider 10. Each distinct computer 18 and service user 20 may be recognized, for

example, by specific computer minutia 64, specific secrets and biometric minutia 26,
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combinations of computer minutia 64, combinations of specific secrets and biometric minutia

26 or combinations ofboth specific computer minutia 64 and combinations of specific

secrets and biometric minutia 26 found on the computer 18 or collected by the computer 18

trom the service user 20 as cataloged by the dynamic key crypto provider 10.

Collection ofminutia can include methods such as fuzzing and hashing that obfuscate

the actual values of minutiae that represents personal identifiable information before the

minutiae values are sent from the computer 18 to the dynamic key crypto provider 10 such

that the anonymity of a service user 20 is maintained. For example, phone numbers can be

hashed so that the actual phone numberis not known. In another example, the geo-location

home ofa service user 20 can be fuzzed by truncating the GPS coordinates so that the value

processed by the dynamic key crypto library 56 represents, for example, a multiple mile

radius, not multiple feet. In this manner, it would be difficult to determine the exact address

a computer 18 resides nearly every night that could be interpolated to be the homeofthe

service user 20, The fuzzy geo-location can be beneficial because the location ofthe

computer 18 can be tracked without invading the privacy of the service user 20 because,to

the dynamic key crypto provider, the service user 20 can be anonymous. Ifa service

provider that knowsthe true identity of a service user 20 were to also know the geo-location

of the device, the privacy of the service user 20 could be abused. Thus, a separation of device

and user knowledge can exist so that the device (i.e. computer 18) of an anonymous service

user 20 can be tracked 24x7 and service providers (who do knowthe identity of service user

20) can ask for geo-location information from dynamic key crypto provider 10 only when

they require it so as to gain benefit of geolocation without a privacy invasion of the service

user 20.

As shown in Figure 2 at step 2001, in one example, computer minutia 64 can

represent a set of 390 distinct minutiae values that may be chosenfor collecting and

cataloging from the computer 18. In the particular example, there are 40 categories or types

of the minutia that are hardware minutia; 70 categories or types of the minutia are firmware

minutia; and 280 categories or types of the minutia are software minutia. Hardware minutia

may include such items as the device manufacturer, model number, serial number, and

international mobile equipment identification IMEI) number, for example. Firmware

minutiae may include, for example, the name of the firmware vendor, version number,
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revision number, revision date, communication and telephony services, location and GPS

data, and operating system. Software minutia, similarly for example, may include

application name, supplier identification, software release number, memory reads, software

cataloguing, clock and other counters, and date. Hardware minutia values typically cannot

change without changing a physical component of the computer 18. Firmware minutia can

be updated but usually their update is controlled by someoneother than the service user 20.

Software minutia changes dynamically via various individual instantiations of service user 20

and includes elements that may require predictable, constant change in normalsituations

(i.e.frequently called contact phone numbers).

It is important to note that software minutiae values can often reflect customizations

performedbythe service user 20. In this manner, software minutiae values can accurately

identify computer 18 devices that are otherwise extremely similar in hardware and firmware.

When the computer 18 is manufactured, devices are very similar, hence the need for serial

numbers, but, under security considerations, these hardware minutia identifiers are few in

number and can beeasily spoofed. Significant customization affecting software minutiae

values is typically done within days, even hours, of ownership of a computer 18 by the

service user 20. Thus the software minutiae values diverge significantly at device

personalization and the addressable space continues to expand throughoutthe useof the

computer 18 by the service user 20, Therefore, the uniqueness of a computer 18 increases

with time after manufacturing,this is often referred to as entropy, or the natural tendency

towards chaos, and, thus, software minutiae are valuable in the security of dynamic key

cryptography functions. To illustrate the potential range represented by the values of minutia

if, for example, there were 300 minutia values each averaging four bytes in length, by

interleaving and mixing the minutia values to form dynamic crypto keys, the keys could

represent a space defined by as 2 raised to the 9600" power (cryptographic keys of 2 raised

to the 1024 power are considered secure by the industry).

Nearly any data can be introduced into the system 200 by the definition and addition

ofminutia classes. For example, PIN, password, service history and other service user 20

secrets can be entered and processed as if they were a class of minutia. For example, a

minutia index might refer to memory location where the minutia value could be read and

processed. If the minutia index for the PIN is sent to the device, instead of, for example,
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reading a memory location, a PIN screen can be displayed on the computer 18, the service

user 20 can enter their PIN (or other secret value) and the information entered can be

processed. as the minutia value in the method here described by system 200. A similar

process can be performed for biometric values, for example, facial geometry, voice patterns,

fingerprinting. In another example, the service provider app 44 might be analyzed and the

software structure itselfprovide minutiae values that can be challenged and validated to

ensure the run-time integrity of the calling application service provider app 44. Thus by

adding minutia classes, any information can be processed to get the benefits of system 200

(e.g., secure input for crypto key material, fuzzy validation matching, inferred minutia value

learning, confidence rating).

Step 2003 shows an example of specific values of the minutia 70 database for a

specific computer 18. The minutiae can be obtained via the dynamic key crypto library 56.

Various instances of the dynamic key crypto library can exist on a single computer 18 and

can be related to one or more instances and providers of a service provider app 44. In this

example, the first hardware minutia (H1) may be the IMEI numberof computer 18, and for

the specific computer 18 of the example, the IMEI number may be encoded as “1234”. The

computer 18 may have specific values for the 40 different hardware minutia, H1 to H40;

specific values for 70 different firmware minutia, F1 to F70; 280 specific values for different

software minutia, $1 to $280, 2 specific values for service user 20 secrets, 71 and ?2; and 5

specific values for service user 20 biometric minutia, B1 to B5, from which it may be

possible to accurately and uniquely identify the specific computer 18 and associated service

user 20 for computer 18. The actual minutia used and their index ordering as H1 to H40, F1

to F70, 51 to $280, ?1 to ?2, and B1 to BS provide a particular cataloging schemeor a

cataloging of minutia DB 70 for the specific exampleillustrated in Figure 2. The

combination of specific hardware, firmware, software, secret and biometric values found on

the computer 18 and collected from the service user 20 at a particular time or within some

pre-defined time frame may be referred to as the “current device image” as indicated at step

2003.

For a particular computer 18 and a particular scheme(e¢.g., H1 to H40, F1 to F70, $1

to $280, 71 to ?2, and B1 to B5 of Figure 2) a numberofpossibilities for specific values of

the minutia can actually occur on the computer 18, be known by the service user 20 or
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represent the biometrics of service user 20. For example, as indicated at step 2005, the

specific minutia value for index Fl may be cither of F1A, F1B,or possibly others, referred to

as the anticipated minutia DB 98. All other computer minutia values remaining the same, a

change at the F] index from a value of F1A to FIB, for example, represents one permutation

of computer minutia possible for a specific type of computer 18 (e.g., for computers running

the Android operating system). It can be seen that if five different values were possible at

index F1, then 5 permutations that change only F1 may be possible for each different

combination of the remaining computer minutia. Although all 5 values of F1 may not be

possible for every combination, the number of permutations is generally multiplicative so

that an estimate of the number of possible permutations can be made by multiplying together

the numberofpossible values at each index, for all the indexes H1 to H40, F1 to F70, $1 to

S280, ?1 to ?2, and B1 to B35. For the example shown in Figure 2, it can be seen that even

with only 2 or 3 values ofpossibility for each index, the number of permutations, or different

possible combinations of minutia, for all types of computer 18 can easily be practically

infinite. Thus, even for large numbers of computer 18 that appear otherwise identical, within

the millions of different possible combinations of minutia DB 70 andthe related practically

infinite range of minutia values in the anticipated minutia DB 98, each single computer 18

can be uniquely identified by matching its unique computer minutia 64 and secrets and

biometric minutia 26 collected by computer 18. As an example, when a service user 20

receives a newly manufactured mobile device (i.e. computer 18), typically part of the out-of-

the-box initialization routine is to customize the computer 18 with service user 20 specific

information such as, for example, contacts, email and network connections. The

customizations these additions represent (i.e. minutia) can immediately differentiate two

examples of computer 18 that were manufactured one immediately after the other. As the

service user 20 uses their computer 18, the usage continues to affect and differentiate the

minutiae that can be collected from the computer 18 (e.g., frequently called phone numbers).

By maintaining a database ofall industry updates related to the collective industry of

instances of computer 18 — e.g., by collecting and cataloging all industry updates to

hardware, firmware, and software minutia ~lynamic key crypto provider 10, for example,

may be able to know whatall the possibilities are for the computer minutia 64 of a given

computer 18 so that method 2000 maybe able to recognize a computer 18 in spite of changes
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not reflected or known by the current minutia DB 70. In fact method 2000 may improve the

accuracy and fault tolerance of its recognition of devices (i.e. computer 18, computer minutia

64, service user 20 and secrets and biometric minutia 26) by exploiting knowledge of

changes(i.e. anticipated minutia DB 98) to the current device image(i.e. minutia DB 78).

Whenusing combinations of computer minutia 64 for identifying a specific computer

18, method 2000 mayuse intelligent minutia selection 114 to select a combination of minutia

from the total set ofminutia (i.e. computer minutia 64 and secrets and biometric minutia 26).

In the specific method 2010 exampleillustrated in Figure 2, the combination of minutia

chosen is one hardware minutia, Hx, one firmware minutia, Fy, and one software minutia Sz.

Such a combination may be referred to as a “triplet”. Although a triplet Hx-Fy-Sz may

include one hardware, one firmware, and one software minutia as in the example illustrated

in Figure 2, a triplet could also include, for example, two hardware minutiae and one

software minutia, ¢.g., Hx-Hy-Sz. Also, for example, moreor less than three minutiae could

be usedat a time,e.g., a “quadruplet” such as Hx-Fy-Sz-Bb. Any combination of minutia

from the total set ofminutia DB 70 may be used. Smaller subets of minutia values constrain

the scope of change within the minutia values so the results can be rapidly validated. Longer

subsets of minutia values increase the potential change (and therefore security) and can be

useful in infrequent, but high security crypto actionslike digital signature.

Theparticular values for x, y, and z are not specified for this example so that Hx

could be any oneof the 40 hardware minutia H1-H40 shown in step 2003, e.g., IMEI

number. Similarly, Fy could be any one of the 70 firmware minutia, and Sz could be any one

of the 280 software minutia shown, for example, in step 2003. A hardware minutia of a

particular computer 18 generally will not change without changing the entire computer 18

(and identity) itself, so whatever hardware minutia, Hx, is used, it may not be expected to

change for the particular computer 18 being challenged, as indicated by “(no changes)” next

to H1-H40 in step 2005, so that the numberofpossibilities for each individual Hxis limited

to one. In the particular exampleillustrated in method 2030 of Figure 2, the firmware

minutia, Fy, is assumed to have nine different acceptable values for illustration, and the

software minutia, Sz, is assumed to have twenty different acceptable values for illustration.

Method 2030 can vary the fault tolerance of the invention by varying the allowable range of
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acceptable minutia values with respect to the range ofpossible minutia values for each

minutia value.

Although it may be the case that certain combinations of hardware, firmware, and

software values may be incompatible (e.g., a particular software update might require a

particular firmware update) the example of Figure 2 assumesthat all updates are independent

so that the total number of permutations of acceptable device characteristic values for the

particular computer 18 being challenged is the product of the numberof acceptable

possibilities for each component, Hx, Fy, Sz, of the triplet Hx-Fy-Sz, or 1*9*20 = 180, as

indicated at step 2007. The numberof acceptable permutations for a selected combination of

minutia, then, can be smaller than the numberofpossible permutation for the sametriplet

and significantly smaller than the total number of permutations for all minutiae, as shown by

this example, e.g., 180 out of potentially millions of possible minutia values and 180 out of

the potentially infinite number ofpermutations as indicated at step 2005.

Selection of the particular combination of minutia (e.g., Hx, Fy, Sz for the example of

Figure 2) to be used for challenging a particular device may vary, not only from computer 18

to computer 18 and service provider 14 to service provider 14, but, for example, each time

the same computer 18 is challenged on behalf of the same service provider 14. The

intelligent minutia selection 114 may employ a numberofconsiderationsin selecting the

combination ofminutia to be used for a particular challenge of a particular computer 18 and

service user 20. As shown step 2010, intelligent selection of the combination of minutia

(e.g., Hx, Fy, Sz for the example) may be based on need for uniqueness, predictability and

scope of possible changes. For example, selection of minutia may use expectations for

changes to the current minutia DB 70 database based on knowledge of the current computer

minutia 64, current secrets and biometric minutia 26 and knowledge of all minutia value

updates that can occur (i.e. anticipated minutia DB). Knowledgeofall minutia value updates

that can occur, whetheror not the updates actually have occurred, can be gained from the

previously mentioned collecting and cataloging industry-wide of all computer minutia

updates and the heuristically determined trends caused by the use of computer 18 by a

particular service user 20. Also, for example, if uniqueness and predictability are of

concern, minutiae may be chosen for which the values are known and are not expected to

change. If scope of possible changes is of concern, minutiae with a reduced capacity for
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changeor a tighter tolerance of acceptable change may be selected. Combinations of

minutiae can be selected to isolate a particular minutia by combiningit with static minutiae.

Likewise, a static minutia can be grouped with minutia that changes rapidly to form a setthat

changes in some mannerto protect static minutia members. Minutia sets can be selected to

address specific purposes such as geo-location or user secrets. Minutia sets can combine

minutia from the various identity factors of something you have, something you know and

something you are. Minutia values can be selected to periodically ‘refresh’ validations of

specific minutiae.

The intelligent minutia selection 114 process can select minutiae from the different

minutia sources of hardware, firmware, software, user secrets and user biometrics. The

intelligent minutia selection 114 process chooses the minutia nearly randomly to widely and

unpredictably sample various computer minutia 64 and secrets and biometric minutia 26 such

that deducing a pattern for minutia sampling is difficult to infer. However, there may be

certain minutia pairings and groupingsthat readily show and determine changes to computer

minutia 64. In such cases, a ‘selected’ (versus ‘random’) subset of minutiae may be selected

by the intelligent minutia selection 114 process.

After the intelligent minutia selection 114 process determines the minutiae to be used,

the formulate challenge 116 process looks up the minutia index for that minutia from the SP

info and IDs 32 database; this allows the minutia index for one service provider 14 to be

different from another service provider 14. The indexes are then combined with a random

numberusing an algorithm defined for each service provider (as described in Figure 3,

specifically the SP info and IDs 32 database); again to provide differentiation and security

between service provider 14 instances. The challenge result from the formulate challenge

116 process can then be processes and step 2020 and given to the send challenge and await

response 118 process. Since the chalienge contains nearly random information which serves

as the actual challenge value, the transmission of the challenge need not be done via an

encrypted tunnel butit can be sent securely by send challenge and await response 118 if

desired.

As shown at step 2020, the formulate challenge 116 process can compute a

cryptographic key based on the selected combination of minutia (e.g., Hx-Fy-Sz for the

illustrated example). For example, each of x, y, and z may be a table index value(e.g., an
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integer) to the corresponding hardware (H), Firmware (F) and Software (S) information in a

database of the particular service provider 14. The specific x, y and z table ordering and

properties for a particular service provider 14 is found both in the dynamic key crypto library

56 created specifically for the service provider 14 and in a database of information specific to

the service provider 14 maintained by the dynamic key crypto provider 10. The key may be

computed as shown at step 2020, for example, by applying a mathematical or cryptographic

function “Fn” to the combination of minutia values Hx+Fy+Sz. Thus, the cryptographic key

may cryptographically encode information from the selected combination of minutia, e.g.,

triplet Hx-Fy-Sz. The same minutiae references, for example the x, y and z table indexes,

can be computed by applying a mathematical or cryptographic function “Fn”, which may be
the sameora different function from that used earlier, to form a challenge value combining
the indexes with other information such a random number, as used in the example. Thus, the

challenge cryptographically encodes enough information for the computer 18 being

challenged to determine which minutia should be used in computing its actual response. It is

important to note, however, that even though the computer 18 may use the minutiae Hx-Fy-

Sz and its own actual values for those minutiae in computing its response, no information as

to what are the actual values of the minutiae is included in the challenge or response noris

directly gleanable from the response.

At step 2030, the dynamic key crypto provider 10 computesall responses that are

acceptable for the computer 10 to make. The acceptable response computations can be based

on the allowable range of possible changesto the defined subset ofminutiae selected for the

challenge. These computations can be performed beforehand (e.g., independently — whether

prior, concurrently, or after — receiving the actual response from the computer 18) and stored

in valid responses DB 130 for comparisonto the actual response from computer 18. The

challenge may be sent by dynamic key crypto provider 10 or by the service provider 14 to the

particular computer 18 being challenged. The range of possible changes may be processed

because of the constant and continuous collecting and cataloging of industry updates for the

total set ofminutia from which the particular combination of minutia (e.g., Hx, Fy, Sz for the

example of Figure 2) to be used for challenging the particular device is selected. Because

every allowable response to a challenge is therefore known (e.g., computed at step 2030)

before the challenge is sent to the computer 18, the actual response that will be received from
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the computer 18 to the challenge may be among the range ofpre-processed acceptable

responses (and therefore among the acceptable changes) computed by the dynamic key

crypto provider 10 that is challenging the computer 18. As illustrated at step 2030, in this

particular example having no possible changes for hardware (e.g., one possible value), nine

possible changes or values for firmware and twenty possible changes for software, there are

180 allowable responses for the computer 18 to return to the challenge. Each of the 180

allowable responses may be calculated by the dynamic key crypto provider 10 in a similar

manner that the computer 18 will computeits actual response in response process 112, as

illustrated in step 2040.

At step 2040, the particular computer 18 being challenged may receive the challenge

and unpack the challenge to determine which minutia it should collect and use the values of

to form its response to the challenge. Having unpacked the challenge using information and

algorithms stored in the dynamic key crypto library 56, the response process 112 can use the

computer 18 to fetch the values of the selected computer minutia 64 or collect the values of

selected service and biometrics minutia 26 and build a key that may be identical to the key

computed by the dynamic key crypto provider 10 at step 2020. The particular computer 18

being challenged may form a response to the challenge by applying a mathematical or

cryptographic function “Fn”, which should be the sameas that used at step 2020 or step

2030, to the key + challenge as shown in Figure 2, The computer 18 being challenged may

then communicate the responseto return it directly to the dynamic key crypto provider 10 or

indirectly via the service provider 14. Again, since the challenge and response exchange may

contain a random number element, it can change every time, even if the same minutiae were

selected. As such, it does not need to be securely transmitted between computer 18 and

dynamic key crypto provider 10 over network 16, but it can be if desired. The dynamic key

crypto provider 10 sends the computer 18 response to the validate response from computer

120 process for processing in step 2050,

Asillustrated at step 2050, the validate response from computer 120 process can

therefore be determined by simply comparing the actual response received from the computer

18 to the allowable responses that are pre-processed by the dynamic key crypto provider 10

to determineif there is a match. Decrypting or decoding of a response is not necessary so the

validation can occur very quickly. On a match between the actual response and one ofthe
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pre-processed responses, the validate response from computer 120 process may then know

what the particular actual minutia values from computer 18 are for the combination selected

(e.g., triplet Hx-Fy-Sz) by knowing which possible response has matched the actual response

even though neither response contains any direct or decipherable information about the actual

minutia values. Ifa match is found, the subset of minutiae used in the challenge may be

regarded as being known or authenticated. For example, as seen at step 2007, if the actual

response matches the 172nd possible response “Resp172” or permutation, then the actual

device values must match those of Hx,the first possibility for Fy (e.g., Fy0), and the

twentieth possibility for Sz (e.g., 8219) even though “Resp172”itself contains no direct

information regarding the actual minutia values being challenged.

The validate response from computer 120 process can use logical groupings of

minutia values to increase the confidence of a matched response. Groupings ofrelated

minutia may be gleaned, for example, from the anticipated minutia DB 98 or discovered

heuristically. For example, if a set of minutiae is only changed via an industry update andall

minutiae within the set change to unique values in unison with the particular update, then

should a particular minutia value or values within the set of update related minutia not share

the expected values of other minutiae with regard to a single update set, then the validate

response from computer 120 could deduce the response related to the minutiae values within

the update logical grouping maybe in error or fraudulent. As an example, should a

fraudulent entity alter the computer 18 to return falsified information when the minutia value

is collected by the response process 112 via the operating system on computer 18, the actual

minutia value would not be returned. In this manner, a fraudulent entity could make one

computer 18 look like another computer 18 or make one service user 20 appear as another

service user 20. The validate response from computer 120 can use logical groupings of

minutiae and, for example, employ multiple methods for collecting what should be the same

value (i.e. a smartphone’s phone number can be learned through several methods) (1) Often,

multiple methods exist for reading a particular value such as phone number. The various

methods can be used and the returned minutia value compared for consistency. (2) Often

groups ofminutia values are related such that a change in one should create changes

elsewhere (for example time and time zone.) In the validate response from computer 120
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process, the minutia values related to one another can be verified to ensure changes are found

to be consistent throughout the related ‘group’ of minutia values.

Even if an exact match is not found, the allowable ranges from the set of possible

minutiae may be expandedor additional challenges using other, possibly related minutiae,

maybesentto the device in an effort to validate the device. If necessary, changes in the

computer minutia 64 of a computer 18 can be sent from the computer 18 to the dynamic key

crypto provider 10 using the registration subsystem 400 described in Figure 4.

If the response is not an expected response, then a validation failure process as

described in Figure 6B can alert the service provider 14 that the validation has failed.

At step 2060, on a match between the actual response and one of the pre-processed

responses, the update computer minutia 128 process may then know whatthe particular

actual minutia values from computer 18 are for the combination selected (e.g., triplet Hx-Fy-

Sz) by knowing which possible response has matched the actual response even though

neither response contains any direct or decipherable information about the actual minutia

values. The values from the valid responses DB 130 used in the response calculation can

then be used to update the values stored in the minutia DB 70 database.

Figure 3 illustrates a service provider application (app) delivery system 300 in

accordance with an embodiment. Figure 3 shows a system for delivering a service provider

app 44 to a computer 18 suchthat the service provider app 44 has included withinit a

dynamic key crypto library 56 which is unique to the service provider 14 and performs

computer security functions on the computer 18.

The service provider app 44 maybe similar to a typical industry application except

that service provider app 44 makes application programmerinterface (API) calls to a

dynamic key crypto library 56 that was compiledas a library with the application source

code 42 to form the final executable form of the service provider app 44. The service

provider app 44 can be shared with the dynamic key crypto provider 10 for analysis to

generate minutia values that can validate the integrity of service provider app 44 when

service provider app 44 is running on a computer 18. Service provider app 44 may contain or

wish to store data that the service provider 14 requires to secure and makeprivate.

Within the dynamic key crypto provider 10 there may be a service provider

registration 30 process for registering service provider systems 14 to use system 300. The
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service provider registration 30 process records and generates data specific to the service

provider 14 andstores that data in the SP info and IDs 32 database. Such data can include

preferences like PIN utilization (i.e. force a system PIN,use a service PIN,etc.) and

minimum scores to allow connection. The SP info and IDs 32 database may be, for example,

a list of customers and partners for whom a custom dynamic key crypto library 56 has been

created. The SP info and IDs database 32 may include key material used to identify and

encrypt data ofthe service provider 14 throughout the system 300 and a table for indexing

minutia. Such SP info and IDs 32 database may uniquely identify the service provider 14

and ensure that features and elements of system 300 used by the service provider 14 are

secure and separate from other service provider systems 14 that might use the system 300.

This provides service separation of data and identifiers such that multiple, independent

service provider systems 14 cannot collude, compare data and infer what might be considered

private data or tendencies of a service user 20.

The SP info and [Ds 32 data unique to a service provider 14 may be used in a custom

library creation 34 process to make a dynamic key crypto library 56 which contains data

elements of the SP info and [Ds 32 database. In addition to data uniqueto the service

provider 14, the custom library creation 34 process can create code custom to a particular

service provider 14. Such custom code can include different encryption algorithms(ce.g.,

AES, RSA,Elliptical curve), different hashing algorithms(e.g., secure hash algorithm (SHA-

1), message digest (MDM)), unique system encryption keys, unique look up table routines

and orderings, different hashing methods for combining minutia values into dynamic crypto

keys (e.g., interleaved bit transformations, reverse-ordering, bit inverse, bit shifting), and

minutia definitions and classes uniquely available to a particular service provider 14. All of

the customizations when compiled form a dynamic key crypto library 56 unique to the

service provider 14 such that a breach of a dynamic key crypto library 36 for one service

provider 14 may notaffect the dynamic key crypto library 56 of another service provider 14,

In addition, even if the exact same minutia values are used to form a dynamic crypto key on

the exact same computer 18, the resultant dynamic crypto key for one service provider 14

may be different than the resultant dynamic crypto key for another service provider 14; thus

the responsesfor different instances of service provider 14 would be different even if the

exact same challenge wassent.
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Becauseofthe different SP info and IDs 32 databases used in the formation of the

dynamic key crypto libraries 56, two instances of service provider 14 (e.g., two different

online service providers), for example, may be prevented from being able to compare

information gleaned from the computer 18 and conclude their individual service provider

apps 44 are residing on the same computer 18. This prohibits the profiling of a service user

20 based on multiple instances of service provider 14 connected to their computer 18.

Likewise, because of the unique computational possibilities introduced in the custom

library creation 34 that formed the dynamic key crypto library 56, a successful attack against

the privacy and security included within a particular dynamic key crypto library 56, may not

be successful against a dynamic key crypto library 56 related to another service provider 14,

The dynamic key crypto library 56 is responsible for, among otheractivities:

1) reading computer minutia 64 found on the computer 18 and facilitating entry by

service user 20 of secrets and biometric minutia 26 into computer 18 that can validate that an

appropriate service user 20 is using an identified computer 18;

2) communicating computer minutia information across the network 16,

3) responding to dynamic key crypto provider 10 challenges to establish a computer’s

unique identity, protect data, and perform digital signatures using computer minutia 64 found

on the computer 18 and secrets and biometric minutia 26 input by service user 20 into

computer 18;

4) processing requests from the dynamic key crypto provider 10 to possibly hold,

transfer, or a delete service provider app 44 anditself (dynamic key crypto library 56); and

5) randomizing or obfuscating dynamic key crypto library 56 activity through various

mechanisms that makeit difficult to intercept sensitive actions.

The dynamic key crypto library 56 created uniquely for the service provider 14 may

be sent to the service provider 14 securely over a network 16 in the send custom library to

service 38 process using any of several methods. The dynamic key crypto library 56 may

include program logic designed to perform security functions both directed by and on behalf

of the service provider app 44 by interacting with the computer 18. With newer forms of

computer 18 (¢.g., smartphones andtablets), a dynamic key crypto library 56 that functions

as part of the service provider app 44 whenit is running is a more reliable method then

independently running applications to access the required services for computer 18.
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Furthermore, the larger combined codesize of the dynamic key crypto library 56 and the

service provider app 44 can impose a moretedious and difficult effort to isolate the security

functions in an effort to defeat the security.

Theservice provider 14 may perform an industry typical build application 40 process

by combining the dynamic key crypto library 56 with application source code 42 ofthe

service provider 14 to create a service provider app 44. The service provider app 44 can be

distributed any number of ways including directly over a network 16 and through a third

party software distributor 22 either over the network 16 or directly to the service user 20 for

loading on the computer 18 via the distribute application 46 process. The third party

software distribution system 22 may be an optional system or systemsfor distributing

software from the service provider 14 to computer 18. Apple’s AppStore® is an example of

such a software distribution system.

Figure 4 illustrates a system 400 for registration of computer and user minutiae in

accordance with an embodiment. Figure 4 shows a system for registering a computer 18 with

a dynamic key crypto provider 10 and a service provider 14 over a network 16,

The computer 18 may have on it a service provider app 44. Whenthe service

provider app 44is installed, the dynamic key crypto library 56 within the service provider

app 44 mayruntests to proofthe install 76. Proof the install 76 can be part of the dynamic

key crypto library 56 and can use a shared secret supplied by service provider 14 through a

user authentication 50 process. In this case the service user 20 might answer previously

defined questions, recognize historical service usage, and recognize past instances of

computer 18 used by service user 20 or other identity proofing methods.

Additionally, the proofthe install 76 process can look for other instances of service

provider app 44 from other service provider systems 14 and report any found instances back

to the dynamic key crypto provider 10 for additional assurances on the history of the

computer 18.

After the user authentication 50 is performed, the service provider 14 may sendto the

dynamic key crypto provider 10 an accountidentifier that the service provider 14 uses to

identify the service user 20. The register computer 68 process binds the account identifier

with the computer minutia database (DB) 70 to link the service user 20 to a particular

computer 18.
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The dynamic key crypto library 56 can sample a wide range of computer minutia 64

and secrets and biometric minutia 26 using the fetch key minutia 58 process including

minutiae from the computer 18 (hardware, firmware, and software) and minutiae from the

service user 20 (secrets and biometrics). Secrets and biometric minutia 26 may becollected

from the service user 20 by the computer 18 or via other conveyance methods. Notall

possible minutia values are required to be read at installation; some mayberead at a later

time.

A processto select minutia for service keys 60 uses someorall of the computer

minutia 64 to create encryption and identifier keys that can be used by the dynamic key

crypto library 56 and other parts of the systems 100, 200, 300, 400, 500, 600, 700, 800, and

900 for things like encrypted service data 196 stored locally on the computer 18. These

selections may be predefined in a dynamic key crypto library 56 or stored in a service key

minutia selections 66 database that is managed and secured by the dynamic key crypto

library 56. The service key minutia selections 66 database may reside within a secure

element on the computer 18 and can be used for offline processing. The minutia selected by

the select minutia for service keys 60 process may be used by the dynamic key crypto library

56 to dynamically build the service keys required by the dynamic key crypto library 56; the

keys that result from reading the computer minutia 64 are not stored within the dynamic key

crypto library 56 or system 400; they may be computed as they are needed by consulting the

service key minutia selections 66 database and using the fetch key minutia 58 process to

obtain the resulting computer minutia 64 or secrets and biometric minutia 26. Thus ifa

service provider app 44 was copied from one computer 18 to another computer 18, when the

service keys were built from computer minutia 64, the resulting service key would not be

able, for example, to properly decrypt data stored locally on the computer 18.

Some of the computer minutia 64 and secrets and biometric minutia 26 are sent to the

dynamic key crypto provider 10 via the transmit minutia to dynamic key crypto provider

(DKCP) 62 process. A relatively small amount of computer minutia 64 and secrets and

biometric minutia 26 can be sent to the dynamic key crypto provider 10 so the dynamic key

crypto provider 10 can look for existing matches to the computer minutia 64 in its minutia

DB 70 database. If the dynamic key crypto provider 10 finds matching minutia 64, then the

dynamic key crypto provider 10 can send challenge, response, and validation exchanges
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described in Figure 2 to verify a wider set of computer minutia 64. Ifa wider sampling of

computer minutia 64 are properly verified by the dynamic key crypto provider 10, then it can

possibly deducethatthis is another service provider app 44 being added to a computer 18. If

the dynamic key crypto provider 10 does not finding matching computer minutia 64 in its

minutia DB 70 database, then a subset of computer minutia 64 and secrets and biometric

minutia 26 can use the process “transmit minutia to DKCP 62” such that the computer 18 can

be properly and uniquely identified and the remainder of computer minutia 64 and secrets

and biometric minutia 26 can be learned by the dynamic key crypto provider 10 using the

update computer minutia 128 process described in Figure 2. In this manner, it may be

possible to transfer some of the minutia via challenge, response, and validation as described

in Figure 2, and not all of the minutia may need to be transferred via the transmit minutia to

DKCP 62 process, which can use several secure transmission methods that may vary by

service provider 14 through the customization of the dynamic key crypto brary 56.

By performing a transmit minutia to DKCP 62 process, various values of computer

minutia 64 and secrets and biometric minutia 26 may be sent along with their minutia

descriptor to the dynamic key crypto provider 10 which may perform a register computer 68

process. The register computer 68 process may record the computer minutia 64 and secrets

and biometric minutia 26 into a minutia DB 70 along with a reference to the service provider

14 accountidentifier for the service user 20. The minutia DB 70 can store the type (or

category) of minutia, its value and the service identifier for later processing.

The dynamic key crypto provider 10 is able to store the computer minutia 64 and

secrets and biometric minutia 26 which have been randomized by the unique dynamic key

crypto library 56. The dynamic key crypto provider 10 is also able to decrypt service

provider (SP) minutia 74 using SP info and IDs 32 datato learn the actual computer minutia

64. Manyofthese actual minutia values are known only by the dynamic key crypto provider

10 and maybe usedlater for services to multiple service provider systems 14.

Someofthe actual computer minutia 64 and secrets and biometric minutia 26 may be

sent to the service provider 14 via a send computerprofile to SP 72 process. To protect a

service user 20 from being profiled by various instances of service provider 14 that might

collude and interpolate minutia values, the descriptive names of the minutia values can be

abstracted so their actual meaning is unknown (e.g., counter-1, counter-2, entertainment-1).
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In addition, where possible, the values of the minutia can be hashed to hide the actual minutia

value. The service provider 14 can store computer info 52 into SP computer info DB 54 or

store data in the service and user data 24 database (or both). The SP computer info DB 54

information can be useful to the service provider 14 for understanding the types and minutia

of computer systems 18 running their service provider app 44 software. Such information

might include OS type and version, computer make and model, for example. The service and

user data 24 database might contain secrets such as PINs and passwords meaningfulto the

service provider 14.

Figure 5 illustrates a system 500 that may be used to catalogue and model industry

minutia to create and update anticipated minutia databases in accordance with an

embodiment. Figure 5 shows a system 500 for creating an industry update catalogue DB 96

from a wide range of industry sources and using that information to form an anticipated

minutia DB 98,

The dynamic key crypto provider 10 routinely performs industry minutia cataloguing

86 processesfor ultimately amassing an industry update catalogue DB 96. This databaseis

for managing a vast but finite collection of industry minutia. Large scale searches,

interpolation, multi-upgrade permutation modeling and probability calculations are

performed against the data found in the industry update catalogue DB 96.

The industry minutia cataloguing 86 process uses computerindustry research 90 to

heuristically and empirically perform a minutia update collection 88 process. The minutia

update collection 88 process scours a network 16 (for example, the Internet) seeking out

information from software manufacturers 80, computer hardware manufacturers 82 and

firmware manufacturers 84. Software manufacturers 80 may include, among other entities,

software manufacturers, online software storefronts, support services for software, and some

operating systems. Computer hardware manufacturers 82 may include, amongother entities,

manufacturers of PCs, laptops, tablets, smart phones, purpose-built computers, and other

hardware often capable of connecting to a network 16, Firmware manufacturers 84 may

include, amongotherentities, software related to hardware (commonly called drivers), some

operating system software, software for configuring and controlling access to a network 16

such as a mobile operator network, or public and private cloud networks.
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The minutia update collection 88 process collects such information as the computer

industry research 90 process may deem beneficial to system 500. The collected data is then

given to a data modeling, heuristics and permutations 92 process for analysis with regard, for

example, to computer or user device identification. The data modeling, heuristics and

permutations 92 process considers historical minutia trends and data mining 94 as well as the

current minutia DB 70, the current anticipated minutia DB 98 and the event log 12 which

may log actions and exchanges performed by the dynamic key crypto provider 10 for

auditing and heuristic analysis at later times. The industry updates themselves can be

grouped and related such that one minutia update in the industry update catalogue DB 96 can

trigger expected changesin other related minutia values. For example, if an operating system

industry update is shown to change fifteen minutia values and the minutia values are not

affected by service user 20 usage (including, e.g., build number, build name, subsystem

versions, system sizes), then these minutia values can be grouped and inferred or validated

collectively in the data modeling, heuristics and permutations 92 process.

Other related minutia values may changeas a result of service user 20 usages. This is

related but different to service user 20 behavior patterns; minutia values in minutia DB 70

(such as minutia values related to the computer 18) establish the behavior of the minutiae

(such as computer 18) and, therefore, behavioral algorithms can be applied to the minutia DB

70 values. For example, if the computer 18 repeatedly connects to a secured wireless LAN

(such as one provided by an employer) when the computer 18 is in its ‘work’ environment

during business hours, this could imply a third-party trust of the computer 18 (via, e.g., MAC

address validation, WEP key authentication) by the secured wireless LAN; failure to connect

under ‘normal’ working conditions could signal a change such as a lost device or new job.

Asanother example, if values in the minutia DB 70 show that an address book has

consistently added addresses over a time period reaching hundreds of names and suddenly

the address name count goesto eighty, that could signal ownership by a new service user 20.

From data collected and modeled, the data modeling, heuristics and permutations 92

process records possible minutia values in the anticipated minutia DB 98. The datastored in

the anticipated minutia DB 98 is pre-calculated combinations of industry update catalogue

DB 96 and minutia DB 70 which are managed and ordered according to probability within
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the database so that rapid derivative comparisons can be verified and scored against a

confidence scale.

For example, when computer industry research 90 discovers a pending operating

system release, the minutia update collection 88 process can gather a copy of the newly

released operating system from, again for example, the appropriate firmware manufacturers

84. The new operating system is processed by the data modeling, heuristics and

permutations 92 function and the resultant minutia stored in the anticipated minutia DB 98

for later use by system 500.

As another example of anticipated minutia, for minutia that represents system

counters, the counter information collected from the minutia DB 70 can be increased an

allowable range as determined by the data modeling, heuristics and permutations 92 process.

All counter values within the allowable range would then bestored in the anticipated minutia

DB 98.

In most cases, the data modeling, heuristics and permutations 92 process and the

historical minutia trends and data mining 94 process calculate a probability and confidence

scoring related to the values stored in the anticipated minutia DB 98. These probability and

confidence scoring values are a determinative factor in the confidence scoring system for

computer authentication.

Figure 6 illustrates a system 600 for scoring, confidence rating and step-up processing

in accordance with an embodiment, Figure 6 shows a system 600 for computing a minutia

validation scoring 140, comparing the scoring against a threshold defined by the service

provider 14 and taking additional actions to process SP step-up request 150 in an effort to

increase the scoring over the desired threshold.

The dynamic key crypto provider 10 contains a subsystem for the minutia validation

scoring 140. The minutia validation scoring [40 subsystem receives a response validated

using the subsystem 200 defined in Figure 2. The compute score 144 process computes a

heuristic and probabilistic scoring of the minutia and minutia values usedin the validated

response using data from the valid responses DB 130, the SP info and IDs 32 data, the event

log 12 and the anticipated minutia DB 98. Information in the valid responses 130 database

includes both information representative of the current state of computer minutia on the

computer 18 and anticipated minutia from industry sources and service user 20 norms, both
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of which are described in previous figures and in Figure 9 with regard to the service provider

app 44 subsystem 900.

For example, the scoring for hardware minutiae might be typically higher than the

scoring for software minutiae. Firmware minutia values that change as expected mayalso

have a higher confidence scoring. Likewise, software minutiae (such as date) that change as

expected may positively affect the overall scoring of the response.

Some minutiae value changes, while possibly anticipated, may negatively affect the

overall scoring of the response. For example, if a counter value takes an unusually large

jump, it will negatively affect scoring. Also, if firmware minutiae values do notreflect

routine updating as per industry norms, the scoring may be negatively affected. In addition,

if a computerreset is detected that resets a wide range of minutia back to a known factory

default, the resulting score may be lower.

Some minutiae themselves score differently. For example, certain software minutiae

may be morepredictable and useful than others. So, when a more favored minutia or

minutiae are used, the resultant scoring may be higher when compared to validation done

with less desirable minutiae.

Becauseofthe vast number ofminutiae te be validated, another scoring input can be

the time since a particular minutia value was last validated in a challenge and response

exchange with the computer 18.

Information outside the scope of a single computer 18 may also impact the scoring. If

several instances of a computer 18 are registered to a single service user 20 within a

particular service provider 14 as shown in the minutia DB 70, the high numberofregistered

computer 18 may negatively impact the scoring, especially if several computer 18 computers

are considered to be equivalent (for example, three smart phones instead of one smart phone,

one tablet and one laptop).

After compute score 144 is performed, the resulting score is compared against the

initial threshold defined by the service provider 14 and typically sent up during the initial

connection to the service provider 14. Ifthe computed score >= threshold 142 then the send

score to SP 148 process is used to return the score to the service provider 14 for further

consideration.
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If the score >= threshold 142 is not true, then the process SP step-up request 150 is

performed. Note the similar process SP step-up request 150 process can be performedif the

initial threshold or subsequent thresholds are not met, as defined by the service provider 14.

The process SP step-up request 150 performs a compare valid responses and

threshold 152 to determine if a possible response and corresponding score are equal to or

abovethe threshold using information from the valid responses 130 database. The process

may be governed by a user impact heuristics 154 process which determines the best response

and step-up manner in which to increasethe score.

If any score >= threshold 156is true, then spectfic minutiae as defined in the use

selected minutia elements 168 may be used to formulate challenge 116 and system 600 will

continue using the system 200 shown in Figure 2. In this manner, the service users 20 may

not be inconvenienced by having to take an action.

If current score + 2nd >= threshold 158 is true, then the use three identity factors 170

process may request the dynamic key crypto provider 10 to direct the dynamic key crypto

library 56 to collect service user 20 secrets or biometric minutia using computer 18.
If new score + 2nd >= threshold 160 then both the new, selected minutia challenge

and the use three identity factors 170 processes maybetriggered.

If there is no way for a new, selected minutia challenge to achieve a score equal to or

higher than the threshold requested by service provider 14, then the send validation failure to

SP 162 process is performed.

Whenthe service provider 14 receives a scoring from the Minutia validation scoring

140 from the dynamic key crypto provider 10, it first determines if a step failure 172

occurred. If this is the case, the dynamic key crypto provider 10 is unable to match the

threshold desired by the service provider 14. The service provider 14 must then determine

how to respond in the validation failure process 180 which, for example, can include denying

the service request or conducting an out-of-bandidentity proofing of the service user 20 that

might trigger a new computer 18 registration as shown in Figure 4.

Lf the score from the dynamic key crypto provider 10 is not a step-up failure as

determinedin step failure 172, then the SP risk process 174 compares the score againstits

ownrisk tables for the service action requested by the service user 20. If the score >=

threshold 142 then the allow user action 182 may be performed; the confidence in the
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computer 18 and optional service user 20 maybe sufficient for the service provider 14 to

allow the requested action.

If the score >= threshold 142 fails, then the request step-up authentication from

dynamic key crypto 178 process requests the dynamic key crypto provider 10 to perform a

process SP step-up request 150 in an effort to get a scoring above the desired threshold.

Figure 7 illustrates an authentication system 700 in accordance with an embodiment.

Figure 7 shows a system 700 for dynamic key cryptography authentication possibly using

minutiae from the three identity factors (have, know and are) found on computer 18 or

collected from a service user 20.

When a PIN or password entry is required, for example, as a second identity factor to

computer 18 identification, the dynamic key crypto provider 10 may perform a use service

PIN 250 decision to determine whether a service PIN native to the computer 18 is used or a

PIN specific to the service provider 14 is used according to data stored in the SP info and IDs

32 database. Theservice provider 14 can mandate the use of a service PIN or mandate or

allow that the native computer 18 PIN (or password) be used.

The dynamic key crypto provider 10 can request a service user 10 PIN entry by the

challenge process described in Figure 2. In such case, the unpack challenge 108 process can

enable the fetch key minutia 58 process to determine a PIN minutia request in the challenge

and query use service PIN 250 to determinetrue orfalse.

The dynamic key crypto provider 10 can request either the computer 18 (if such

functionality exists) to display system PIN 256 or the dynamic key crypto library 56 running

on the computer 18 to perform the display service PIN 254 entry processes.

If the service provider 14 allows a PIN native to the computer 18 and the computer 18

is capable of a process to display system PIN 256, then a computer 18 process similar to (or

possibly the sameas) the display system PIN 256 processis called by the computer 18.

If a use service PIN 250 is yes or a computer 18 is not capable of being remotely

directed to display system PIN 256, then the dynamic key crypto library 56 performs the

display service PIN 254 entry process.

Ifuse service PIN 250 is not required, then the dynamic key crypto library 56

determines if system PIN in use 252 is yes. If system PIN in use 252is yes, then the

computer 18 native PIN (or password) screen is displayed via the display system PIN 256
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process asif, for example, the computer 18 ‘timed out’ and the service user 20 was prompted

to re-enter their PIN.

If use service PIN 250 is yes or a system PIN in use 252 is no, then the dynamic key

crypto library 56 performsthe display service PIN 254 process and a custom PIN entry

screen is shown. The valid PIN can be a pre-determined number between the service

provider 14 and the service user 20 or can be set during the computer system registration

system in Figure 4 as part of the proofthe install 76 process or some otherregistration

process.

Regardless of the PIN screen displayed, the service user 20 enters a PIN into the

computer 18 using the secrets and biometric minutia 26 information the service user 20

possesses. When the system PIN in use 252is true the validation of the PIN is performed by

the computer 18 itself. When a correct PEN is entered, the dynamic key crypto library 56 can

perform a get timesince last successful PIN event 260 process and return the new time since

a valid last PIN entry to the dynamic key crypto provider 10. In this manner, a service user

20 maynot have to enter multiple PINs or the same PIN multiple times to show they are in

possession ofthe device; the system PIN acts a universal PIN for all protected service

provider apps 44 running on the computer 18. When use service PIN 250is true, the

dynamic key crypto library 56 uses the PIN value entered by the service user 20 into the

computer 18 to calculate actual response 106 whichis then returned to the dynamic key

crypto provider 10 for validation as described in Figure2.

If a valid PIN entry is not performed, the dynamic key crypto library 56 may time-out

and return the failure to the dynamic key crypto provider 10.

In another example, the fetch key minutia 58 process may result in a process

biometric request 262. In such case, the get biometric minutia 264 process will interact with

the computer 18 to collect the secret and biometric minutia 26 data from service user 20 via

entry into computer 18. The biometric minutia values can then be usedto calculate actual

response 106 which is then returned to the dynamic key crypto provider for validation as

described in Figure 2.

In still another example,the fetch key minutia 58 process may determinea digital

signature 258 is requested and performadigital signature via a substitute message hash for

random number 242 process. In this manner, the hash or digest of an action (such as a
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transaction receipt or other summary) can be signed by the minutia returned by the fetch key

minutia 58 process using the calculate actual response 106 process. The fetch key minutia 58

process may fetch any number of minutia values covering any orall of the three factors of

identity (“have”, “know”, and “are”, e.g., respectively, the computer 18, the secrets service

user 20 knowsor represents or biometric minutia (from secrets and biometric minutia 26)).

As an illustrative example, to form a digital signature, the contents of a message can

be hashed so that changes to the message contents form a different hash and any changes to

the message become evident. The hash can then be ‘signed’ (encrypted) using a dynamic

crypto key that contains minutiae that represent the computer 18 on which the signature

occurred includingrelatively stable minutia (e.g., hardware minutia}, geo-location minutia,

and fast changing minutia (e.g., date, counters) that establish the computer 18 on which the

signature was performed, where the signature was performed and multiple minutia values

that collectively could validate when the signature occurred. In addition, the minutia used to

form the signing dynamic crypto key could includesecrets (e.g., PIN) that only a service user

20 should know and biometric minutia (e.g., facial geometry) that only a service user 20

could produce to establish who digitally signed the digest. In this manner, the dynamic

crypto key can bind the instrument, place, time and person to a particular message. Thus, a

very wide range of minutia can be used in the dynamic signature key (not a single triplet, but

potentially dozens or even hundreds ofminutia values), Furthermore, the behavioral

trajectory of the computer 18 could be considered before and after the signature to lend

credibility to the digital signature performed.

Figure 8 illustrates a system 800 for application processing for data protection

security functions in accordance with an embodiment. Figure 8 showsa system 800 for

processing interaction between the service provider app 44 and the dynamic key crypto

library 56 to improve the security of both while running on a computer 18.

On the computer 18, the service provider app 44 may have been installed which

contains a dynamic key crypto library 56 which may be unique to the service provider 14.

The dynamic key crypto library 56 can process responses from the dynamic key crypto

provider 10 to establish a heartbeat and chatter 194, possibly triggering a delete service from

computer 236 self-destruction when there is no heartbeat 210 and randomize or obfuscating
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dynamic key crypto library 56 activity through heartbeat and chatter 194 system calls to

makeit difficult to intercept sensitive actions.

The dynamic key crypto library 56 performs someofits activities in direct response

to either calls by the service provider app 44 or the dynamic key crypto provider 10. For the

randomization, obfuscation and sampling of the computer minutia 64, the dynamic key

crypto library 56 can perform tasks while the service provider app 44is idle, waiting for

response from either the service user 20 or other external drivers; often this is referred to as

waiting in the event loop.

The service provider app 44 can encrypt and decrypt data 190 to securely and

ptivately store service provider 14 and service user 20 data on the computer 18 in encrypted

service data 196. The encrypt and decrypt data 190 process can use the service key minutia

selections 66 database to determine which minutia the fetch key minutia 58 process should

fetch from the computer minutia 64 found on the computer 18 or the fetch key minutia 58

can receive instructions from the dynamic key crypto provider 10.

In this manner, the encrypt and decrypt data 190 process may notactually store the

keys used in encrypting and decrypting data; the keys are computed as required from the

computer minutia 64. Thus, when the encrypted service provider 14 data and service user 20

data is stored in the encrypted service data 196 database, it cannot be decrypted unless the

same computer minutia 64 are present on the computer 18. Copying the service provider app

44 or encrypted service data 196 (or both) will not enable the decryption of the encrypted

service data 196.

Encrypted data to be processed by encrypt and decrypt data 190 can be transmitted

securely from the service provider 14 over a network 16 to the computer 18, input into

computer 18 by service user 20 or generated locally on the computer 18 by the service

provider app 44 or dynamic key crypto library 56. In the case where the encrypted service

data 196 is added or changed bythe service provider app 44 or dynamic key crypto library

56, the service provider 14 can be updated with the encrypted service data 196 over a secure

communication between the computer 18 and the service provider 14 using the network 16.

The encrypt and decrypt data 190 process is intended to function on data at rest on the

computer 18, not data typically in transit over a network 16. However, the same key creation
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processes based on computer minutia 64 found on the computer 18 can be used for many

types of data protection.

The dynamic key crypto library 56 can also enable a local computer check 192 which

uses the encrypt and decrypt data 190 to randomly validate computer minutia 64. In this

manner, random data can be encrypted and, at a later time, decrypted to verify the computer

minutia 64 are still valid, and thus the service provider app 44 is running on the intended

computer 18. Similar verifications can be made by the dynamic key crypto provider 10 using

challenge, response, and validation system 200 described in Figure 2.

Since the computer minutia 64 may contain minutia that change with normal use and

time, the encrypt and decrypt data 190 mayfail after those changes. For fault tolerance of

the system, the encrypt and decrypt data 190 can process the data using multiple subsets from

the large range of possible computer minutia 64. In this manner, the encrypt and decrypt data

190 can compute several different copies of encrypted data based off a very wide range of

computer minutia 64. The numberofdifferent instances of encryptions based offa single

plain text source can be controlled by the dynamic key crypto library 56 which is

customizable for each service provider 14.

When encrypting plain text data, the encrypt and decrypt data 190 process uses the

fetch key minutia 58 process the required numberof times as controlled by the dynamic key
crypto library 56. Each time a fetch key minutia 58 is performed, the corresponding minutia

indexes are read from the service key minutia selections 66 and the resultant computer

minutia 64 is read. The service key minutia selections 66 can be, for example, stored locally

on computer 18, stored in a secure element on computer 18, or stored in the dynamic key

crypto provider 10 data and be directed using the challenge, response, and validation system

200 described in Figure 2, Each return of fetch key minutia 58 contains a set of minutia

values hashed and used by the encrypt and decrypt data 190 process to encrypt the plain text

data and stores the encrypted result in the encrypted service data 196. Thus, multiple

encryptions of the sameplain text may be stored in encrypted service data 196 database.

Whenattempting to decrypt data in encrypt and decrypt data 190 process, the fetch

key minutia 58 process follows the same logic in determining the service key minutia

selections 66 and then fetching the related minutia from the computer minutia 64. When the

fetch key minutia 58 returns the minutia valuesto the encrypt and decrypt data 190, the
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encrypt and decrypt data 190 retrieves the encrypted values from the encrypted service data

196 and uses a hash of the minutia values to decrypt the information.

If the decryption performed by the encrypt and decrypt data 190 does not properly

decrypt the plain text — determined by some means of checksum, knowplaintext tests or

other meansin the valid decryption 202 determination — then the numberofretries exhausted

206 is compared. If more encrypted instances of the plain text exist, then the next set of fetch

key minutia 58 is performed which uses the service key minutia selections 66 to index

another subset of minutia values which are then retrieved from the computer minutia 64

information.

This loop of fetch key minutia 58, valid decryption 202 and retries exhausted 206 is

performeduntil a valid decryptionof the data occurs or no more retries remain. Ifretries

exhausted 206 returnstrue before a valid decryption of the data occurs, then the system faults

and triggers a re-registration of the computer 18 as shown in Figure 4 or the original minutia

values used when the encryption was done can be returned by the dynamic key crypto

provider 10 to the dynamic key crypto library 56.

If a valid decryption 202 was found, then the encrypt and decrypt data 190 can

perform a synch minutia with DKCP 201 on any minutia that failed to properly decrypt the

plain text. When a synch minutia with DKCP 201 is performed, the changed minutia

selections are indexed from the service key minutia selections 66, the changed minutiais

read from the computer minutia 64 and given to the dynamic key crypto library 56 for secure

transmission over the network 16 to the dynamic key crypto provider 10 which stores the

updated minutia values in the minutia DB 70.

The synch minutia with DKCP 201 process can also perform an update library

storage 208 function which calls on the encrypt and decrypt data 190 processto recalculate

the failed decryptions using the new minutia found in the computer minutia 64.

Whenthe dynamic key crypto library 56 connects to the dynamic key crypto provider

10 to update computer minutia of the computer 18, the dynamic key crypto provider 10

performs an authentication just as if the computer 18 was connecting to a service provider 14.

The dynamic key crypto library 56 can also have a heartbeat and chatter 194 process

that, for example, may: 1) perform random activity on the computer 18; 2) function as a
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heartbeat between the dynamic key crypto library 56 and the dynamic key crypto provider

10; and 3) obscure and obfuscate meaningful actions.

The heartbeat and chatter 194 process can periodically perform a response process

112 using a challenge sent by the dynamic key crypto provider 10. Recall that the dynamic

key crypto provider 10 can send a numberof challenges to the dynamic key crypto library 56

for later processing. In this manner (described in Figure 2) minutia values can be inferred

and updated between the computer 18 and the dynamic key crypto provider 10.

This or a similar process can also serve as a heartbeat between the computer 18 and

the dynamic key crypto provider 10. If the heartbeat and chatter 194 process does not

perform a valid challenge and response cycle within a timeframe defined by service provider

14 and stored within their customized version of the dynamic key crypto library 56, as shown

in the no heartbeat 210 decision, then the heartbeat and chatter 194 process can call the delete

service from computer 236 process described in Figure 8.

The heartbeat and chatter 194 process may also periodically fetch random minutia

204 reads of the computer minutia 64 to utilize a wide search space for any malicious parties

listening to systems calls made on the computer 18. The heartbeat and chatter 194 mayalso

randomly call the local computer check 192 process.

The heartbeat and chatter 194 may perform all of these functions to improve security

and obfuscate critical actions. The heartbeat and chatter 194 may be most often called during

the event loop of a service provider app 44 so as not to impact performance. The heartbeat

and chatter 194 process may also beintelligent so as not to overly use battery power, network

bandwidth, or other system resources.

Figure 9 illustrates computer identity provider lifecycle functionality and services to

service providers in accordance with an embodiment. Figure 9 shows a system 900 for

managing the lifecycle of a service provider 14 and a computer 18 including deleting and

transferring services from one computer 18 to anew computer 220 and notifying service

provider systems 14 of a new computer 220.

The transfer service 226 process can be triggered by several events such as: 1) anew

computer 220 being detected as a possible replacement to the computer 18; 2) a service user

20 requesting a service transfer to the service provider 14; 3) a reactionto either trigger 1 or
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trigger 2, causing other service providers 230 to proactively transfer their service provider

app 44.

When a new computer 220 performs the registration system 400 shown in Figure 4, if

the dynamic key crypto provider 10 discovers that the account identifier supplied by the

service provider 14 is already in use by a similar computer 18 (for example, a second smart

phone) then a transfer service 238 message can be addedas part of the registration process.

If required, the service user 20 agrees to transfer service from their old computer 18, then the

dynamic key crypto provider 10 can perform the transfer service 226 process.

Whenthe service user 20 notifies the service provider 14 that their computer 18 is no

longer valid due to loss, theft, replacement, or some other event, then the service provider 14

can request the dynamic key crypto provider 10 to perform a hold,delete, transfer service

232.

Whena transfer service 226 process is performed, the dynamic key crypto provider

10 can perform a notify other service providers 228 process that notifies the other service

providers 230 who have an accountidentifier registered to that particular computer 18, Upon

notification, the dynamic key crypto provider 10 can share a SP confidence scoring 240

based off information in the SP info and [Ds 32 database ontheinitiating service provider 14

to gauge the validity of the action. The other service providers 230 can,at their discretion,

direct the dynamic key crypto provider 10 to perform a hold service 222,a transfer service

226, a delete service 224 or even take no action.

The notify other service providers 228 process stores only the minimal amount of

service provider 14 information — such as pointer to the service provider 14 and an account

identifier for the service user 20 — to link a computer 18 to a service provider 14; personal

identifiable information of the service user 20 may not be stored or logged by the dynamic

key crypto provider 10.

For a hold service 222, the dynamic key crypto provider 10 can update the minutia

DB 70 such that it may send a send validation failure to SP 162 for the held computer 18

which will cause a validation failure process 180 to occur and, ultimately, may prompt

contact of the service user 20 by the service provider 14 customercareeffort.

For a delete service 224, the dynamic key crypto provider 10 can instruct the dynamic

key crypto library 56 running on the target computer 18 to completely erase the encrypted
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service data 196 and the service key minutia selections 66 if present, sending a confirmation

erase send receipt and encrypted data 234 when the data stores are erased. After the send

receipt and encrypted data 234 is sent, the dynamic key crypto library 56 can self-destruct by

deleting the service provider app 44 if desired.

Fora transfer service 226, the delete service 224 is called to affect the old computer

18. The service provider app delivery system 300 shown in Figure 3 is then performed.

Afterward, the computer system registration system 400 in Figure 4 may then be performed

to completely transfer the service from the old computer 18 to the new computer 220. The

reloading of service and user data 24 may also be performed as described in Figure 8 with the

data being encrypted to computer minutia 64 found on the new computer 220.

Both the delete service 224 and the transfer service 226 cause the minutia DB 70 to

reflect the decommissioning of the old computer 18. The old computer 18 minutia data is not

deleted from the minutia DB 70 so it can be recognized for other service providers 230orif

the computer 18 performs a new registration either maliciously or through other events such

as giving or selling the computer 18 to another service user 20.

Various alternative embodiments are possible. For example, in one alternative

embodiment, the dynamic key crypto provider 10 may be a multi-tier distribution model that

supports tiered ecosystems of service provider systems 14. In this manner, the dynamic key

crypto provider 10 presiding over an eco-system can resolve the minutia within the mimutia

DB 70 to determine that separate instances of a service provider 14 are referencing the same

computer 18. This allows the dynamic key crypto provider 10 to perform the computer

identity provider lifecycle functionality shown in Figure 9 on their own ecosystem. Only the

top tier dynamic key crypto provider 10 can resolve the absolute minutia value from a

computer 18. Certain data will need to be exported from the sub-tier dynamic key crypto

provider 10 to the master dynamic key crypto provider 10 to facilitate the lifecycle

functionality shown in Figure 9.

In various embodiments, parts of the dynamic key crypto provider 10 can be designed

to run onsite for a particular service provider 14 to allow data ownership. Certain data will

need to be exported from the onsite dynamic key crypto provider 10 to the master dynamic

key crypto provider 10 to facilitate the lifecycle functionality shown in Figure 9.
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Also, for example, the dynamic key crypto library 56 does not need to be included in

a service provider app 44 in all cases. Some instances of a service provider 14 may not

require additional application code at the computer 18 or may use a web browseras their

service portal. In this case, the dynamic key crypto library 56 will still exist on the computer

18 but may be a stand-alone, callable routine or a shared resource for the computer 18. Ifthe

dynamic key crypto library 56 is a shared resource, certain application processing functions

as shown in Figure 8 may be compartmentalized within the dynamic key crypto library 56 to

achieve the same, for example, service provider 14 and encrypted service data 196

separation.

In another example, the service provider 14 may also have the ability to make system

calls directly to the dynamic key crypto library 56 rather than through an interface of the

service provider app 44.

In another example, service provider app 44 may not communicate directly with

dynamic key crypto library 56, but communication performed via exchanges between service

provider 14 and dynamic key crypto provider 10 who independently communicate with

service provider app 44 and dynamic key crypto library 56, respectively.

In another example, challenges could be stored on the computer 18 to facilitate faster

launch of the service provider app 44 and offline processing.

In another example, anomalies in computer 18 minutiae might also be used to detect

computer malware or other abnormal processing considerations.

Tn another example, the challenge, response and validation described in system 200

could be originate from the computer 18 and be useful for service provider 14 authentication

and protected data exchange; this enables mutual authentication and benefits for the system.

Tn another example, the dynamic key crypto system can facilitate digital rights

management for content where the content can only be decrypted on a specific computer 18

by using computer minutiae 64 specifically from computer 18 and content can be only

decrypted for viewing by a specific user when they enter secrets and biometric minutia 26.

In another example, the anticipated minutia DB 98 can be expanded to model

biometric minutia from secrets and biometric minutia 26 to address maturity and aging of

service user 20 for biometric minutiae such as, for example, voice and facial recognition.
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In another example, some forms of a computer 18 that can connect to a network 16

may not be designed for service user 20 interaction, for example machine-to-machine

systems. Embodiments maystill be extremely useful in this case - for what else is there to

identify than the computer 18 — but the secrets and biometric minutia functionality may not

apply.

In various embodiments, the encrypt and decrypt data 190 process generally functions

on service and user data 198 stored on the computer 18 locally in the encrypted service data

196 database. In another alternative embodiment, however, the same encryption key

processing could be used to secure service and user data 198 as it is transferred over a

network 16. In a similar manner, the minutia DB 70 maintained by the dynamic key crypto

provider 10 may be used to decrypt the service and user data 198 when received from the

computer 18.

Implementations of various embodiments may include computers connecting to the

Internet or other networks and computers connecting to a network including butnotlimited

to traditional PCs non-traditional PCs (i.e. smart phones, smart tablets); purpose-built

network computers (i.e. smart meters, network equipment, appliances); and computers

without a user interface (i.e. machine-to-machine functionality). Various embodiments may

include identifying computers which connect to a network; identifying computers which

connect to each other with or without concurrent connection to a wide-area network;

authenticating computer connections to an online service; authenticating users to an online

service; and encrypting information stored on a computer

In implementation of the various embodiments, embodiments of the invention may

comprise a personal computing device, such as a personal computer, laptop, PDA,cellular

phoneor other personal computing or communication devices. The payment provider system

may comprise a network computing computer, such as a server or a plurality of servers,

computers, or processors, combined to define a computer system or network to provide the

payment services provided by a payment provider system.

In this regard, a computer system may include a bus or other communication

mechanism for communicating information, which interconnects subsystems and

components, such as processing component(e.g., processor, micro-controller, digital signal

processor (DSP), etc.), system memory component(e.g., RAM), static storage component
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(e.g., ROM), disk drive component(e.g., magnetic or optical), network interface component

{e.g., modem or Ethernet card), display component (e.g., CRT or LCD), input component

({e.g., keyboard or keypad), and/or cursor control component(¢.g., mouse or trackball). In

one embodiment, disk drive component may comprise a database having one or more disk

drive components.

The computer system may perform specific operations by processor and executing

one or more sequences of one or more instructions contained in a system memory

component. Such instructions maybe read into the system memory component from another

computer readable medium,suchas static storage component or disk drive component. In

other embodiments, hard-wired circuitry may be used in place of or in combination with

software instructions to implement the embodiments.

Logic may be encoded in a computer readable and executable medium, which may

refer to any medium that participates in providing instructions to the processor for execution.

Such a medium may take many forms, including but not limited to, non-volatile media,

volatile media, and transmission media. In one embodiment, the computer readable medium

is non-transitory. In various implementations, non-volatile media includes optical or

magnetic disks, such as disk drive component, volatile media includes dynamic memory,

such as system memory component, and transmission media includes coaxial cables, copper

wire, and fiber optics, including wires that comprise bus. In one example, transmission

media may take the form of acoustic or light waves, such as those generated during radio

wave and infrared data communications.

Some common forms of computer readable and executable media include, for

example, floppy disk, flexible disk, hard disk, magnetic tape, any other magnetic medium,

CD-ROM,anyother optical medium, punch cards, paper tape, any other physical medium

with patterns of holes, RAM, ROM, E2PROM, FLASH-EPROM,any other memorychip or

cartridge, carrier wave, or any other medium from which a computer is adapted.

In various embodiments, execution of instruction sequences for practicing the

invention may be performed by a computer system. In various other embodiments, a

plurality of computer systems coupled by communication link (e.g., LAN, WLAN, PTSN,or

various other wired or wireless networks) may perform instruction sequences to practice the

invention in coordination with one another.
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Computer system may transmit and receive messages, data, information and

instructions, including one or more programs(i.e., application code) through communication

link and communication interface. Received program code may be executed by processor as

received and/or stored in disk drive component or some other non-volatile storage component

for execution.

Where applicable, various embodiments provided by the present disclosure may be

implemented using hardware, software, or combinations of hardware and software. Also,

where applicable, the various hardware components and/or software components set forth

herein may be combined into composite components comprising software, hardware, and/or

both without departing from the spirit of the present disclosure. Where applicable, the

various hardware components and/or software components set forth herein may be separated

into sub-components comprising software, hardware, or both without departing from the

scopeofthe present disclosure. In addition, where applicable, it is contemplated that

software components may be implemented as hardware components and vice-versa — for

example, a virtual implementation or a logical hardware implementation.

Software, in accordance with the present disclosure, such as program code and/or

data, may be stored on one or more computer readable and executable mediums. It is also

contemplated that software identified herein may be implemented using one or more general

purposeor specific purpose computers and/or computer systems, networked and/or

otherwise. Where applicable, the ordering of various steps described herein may be changed,

combined into composite steps, and/or separated into sub-steps to provide features described

herein.

The foregoing disclosure is not intended to limit the present invention to the precise

forms or particular fields ofuse disclosed. It is contemplated that various alternate

embodiments or modifications to the present invention, whether explicitly described or

implied herein, are possible in light of the disclosure. Having thus described various

example embodiments of the disclosure, persons of ordinary skili in the art will recognize

that changes may be made in form and detail without departing from the scope of the

invention. Thus, the invention is limited only by the claims.
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CLAIMS

Whatis claimed is:

1. A method of dynamic key cryptography, the method comprising:

selecting a subset from a set of minutia types;

for a particular device, sending a challenge to the device, wherein:

the challenge includes information from which the device can collect actual

values of minutia corresponding to the selected subset of minutia types in order to form a

cryptographic key;

the cryptographic key is never transmitted from the device across any

communication channel: and

the cryptographic key is used to encrypt an actual response to the challenge;

pre-processing a set of responses to the challenge based on tracking updates of

minutia from which the selected subset of minutia types is selected, wherein:

the set of pre-processed responses covers a range ofall actual responses
possible to be received from the particular device if the combination ofthe particular device

with collected actual values of minutia is valid;

comparing the actual response from the particular device to the set of pre-processed

responses; and .
validating the combination of the particular device with the collected actual values if

the actual response is included in the set ofpre-processed responses for the particular device,

2. The method of claim 1, wherein:

validating the combination of the particular device with the collected actual values

enables one or more of authentication of the device, data protection for data transmitted to or

from the device, or digital signature of a message digest.

3. The methodof claim 1, wherein:

customization of the particular device differentiates the particular device from a

second device, wherein:the particular device is differentiated from the second deviceif the
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second device with a second set of actual values of minutia cannot be validated as the

particular device with the collected actual values of minutia.

4, The method of claim 3, wherein:

increasing customization of the particular device increases differentiation of the

particular device from the second device.

5. The method of claim 1, wherein:

validating the combination of the particular device with the collected actual values

enables using the tracking of all known or projected updates ofminutia to be used to update a

device image for the particular device, without the actual response carrying any information

about the current device image, and

a pattern of change in the device image is used with usage heuristics, consistency

checks, or anomaly modeling for validating the combination of the particular device with the

collected actual values.

6. The method of claim 1, wherein:

validating the combination of the particular device with the collected actual values

enables using the cryptographic key to decrypt the response, without the cryptographic key

ever having been sent across any communication channel.

7. The method of claim 1, wherein:

the set of minutia types includes one or more ofhardware minutia, firmware minutia,

software minutia, geo-location data, calling app data, user secrets, or biometric information.

8. The method of claim 1, wherein:

selecting the subset from the set of minutia types changes from one timeto the next.

9. The method of claim 1, wherein:
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a correspondence between values of minutia and the set ofminutia types, from which

the correspondence of values of minutia corresponding to the selected subset of minutia types

is derived for the particular device, varies from device to device.

10. The methodof claim 1, further comprising:

providing a dynamic key crypto library to the device for encrypting an actual

response to the chalienge.

11. The method of claim 1, wherein tracking updates ofminutia includes:

tracking all known or projected updates by applying knowledge from the updates for

selecting the subset of minutia types so that a pattern of change on the device can be

detected, without the actual response carrying any information about the current device

image, wherein

the pattern of change is used with usage heuristics, consistency checks, or anomaly

modeling for validating the combination ofthe particular device with the collected actual

values.

12. The methodof claim 1, wherein:

the subset is selected to include a computer minutia type and at least one of a user

secret minutia type and a biometric minutia type; and

a digital signature is provided using the cryptographic key, without the cryptographic

key ever having been sent across any communication channel.

13. A method comprising:

selecting at least one type of minutia from a plurality of minutia types;

forming a challenge that conveys the selection of minutia types;

computing a plurality of pre-processed responses possible to receive from a valid

device, wherein:

each pre-processed response is computed using a key; and

each key is computed using values that are possible for the selection of

minutia types;
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sending the challenge to the device;

receiving an actual response to the challenge from the device, wherein:

the actual response is computed using an actual key;

the actual key is computed using:

a deduction of the selection of minutia types from the challenge; and

actual values of the selection of minutia types;

comparing the actual response to the pre-processed responses for a match; and

based on whether or not a match was found, validating the combination of the device

with the actual values of the selection of minutia types.

14. The method of claim 13, wherein selecting further comprises:

choosing the selection of minutia from a plurality ofminutia including hardware

minutia, firmware minutia, software minutia, geo-location data, calling app data, user secrets,

or biometric information.

15. The method of claim 13, wherein selecting further comprises:

choosing the selection of minutiato be a triplet of computer minutia types including a

hardware minutia H, a firmware minutia F, and a software minutia S.

16. The method of claim 13, further comprising:

choosingthe selection of minutia according to a particular cataloging scheme of

minutia.

17. The method of claim 13, further comprising:

choosingthe selection of minutia using expectations for changes to the current device

image.

18, The method of claim 13, further comprising:

choosing the selection of device minutia using knowledgeof all industry updates that

can occur on the device, whether or not actually occurring on the device.
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19. The method of claim 13, further comprising:

choosing the selection of device minutia using knowledge of changes actually

occurring on the device, wherein:

changesactually occurring on the device are inferred from the pre-processed

responses, and

no information about actual values of the minutia currently on the device is carried by

the actual responseto the challenge.

20, The method of claim 13, wherein:

choosing the selection of device minutia includes choosingtriplets according to a

cataloging schemethat varies from one issuer of the challenge to another.

21. The method of claim 13, further comprising:

using knowledge of the current device image to choose the selection of device

minutiae.

22. The method of claim 13, further comprising:

using the actual response to update knowledge of the current device image.

23. The method of claim 13, wherein processing a range of possible changes to a

current device image further comprises:

pre-processing all possible responses from the device independently of receiving the

actual response from the device.

24.  Asystem comprising a server configured to communicate with a device,

wherein:

the server selects at least one type ofminutia from a plurality of minutia types;

the server forms a challenge that conveys the selection ofminutia types;

the server computes a plurality ofpre-processed responses possible to receive from a

valid device, wherein:

each pre-processed response is computed using a key; and
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each key is computed using values that are possible for the selection of

minutia types;

the server sends the challenge to the device;

the server receives an actual responseto the challenge from the device, wherein:

the actual response is computed using an actual key;

the actual key is computed using:

a deduction of the selection of minutia types from the challenge; and

actual values of the selection of minutia types;

the server compares the actual response to the pre-processed responses for a match;

and

based on whether or not a match was found, the server validates the combination of

the device with the actual values of the selection of minutia types.

25, The system of claim 24, wherein:

the second cryptographic key is varied by varying the selected set of minutia.

26.  Thesystem of claim 24, whereim:

the set of minutiaeis a triplet including a hardware minutia H, a firmware minutia F,

and a software minutia S.

27. The system of claim 24, wherein:

the server uses the actual response to update knowledge of the current device image

without decoding any information about the current device image from the actual response.

28. The system of claim 24, wherein:

the server pre-processesall possible responses from the device independently of

receiving the actual response from the device to calculate the plurality of pre-processed

responses.

29. The system of claim 24, wherein:

the server uses knowledgeofthe current device imageto select the set of minutiae.
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30. A computer program product comprising a non-transitory computer readable

medium having computer readable and executable code for instructing a processor to perform

a method, the method comprising:

selecting at least one type ofminutia from a plurality of minutia types;

forming a challenge that conveys the selection of minutia types;

computing a plurality of pre-processed responses possible to receive from a valid

device, wherein:

each pre-processed response is computed using a key; and

each key is computed using values that are possible for the selection of

minutia types;

sending the challenge to the device;

receiving an actual response to the challenge from the device, wherein:

the actual response is computed using an actual key;

the actual key is computed using:

a deduction of the selection of minutia types from the challenge; and

actual values of the selection of minutia types;

comparing the actual response to the pre-processed responses for a match; and

based on whether or not a match was found, validating the combination of the device

with the actual values of the selection of minutia types.

31. The computer program product of claim 30, wherein the methed further

comprises:

selecting the types of minutia from a plurality of types of computer minutia including

hardware minutia H, firmware minutia F, or software minutia 8S.

32. The computer program product of claim 30, wherein the method further

comprises:

selecting the types of minutia accordingto a particular cataloging scheme of minutia.
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33. The computer program product of claim 30, wherein the method further

comprises:

selecting the types of minutia using knowledgeofall industry updates that can occur

on the device, whether or not any particular update actually has occurred on the device.

34. The computer program product of claim 30, wherein the method further

comprises:

selecting the types of minutia using expectations for changes to the current device

image.
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ABSTRACT

Dynamic key cryptography validates mobile device users to cloud services by

uniquely identifying the user’s electronic device using a very wide range of hardware,

firmware, and software minutiae, user secrets, and user biometric values found in or collected

by the device. Processes for uniquely identifying and validating the device include: selecting

a subset of minutia from a plurality ofminutia types; computing a challenge from which the

user device can form a response based on the selected combination of minutia; computing a

set ofpre-processed responses that covers a range of all actual responses possible to be

received from the device if the combination of the particular device with the device’s

collected actual values ofminutia is valid; receiving an actual responseto the challenge from

the device; determining whether the actual response matches any of the pre-processed

responses; and providing validation, enabling authentication, data protection, and digital

signatures.
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